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Independent

Behind scenes activity in Canada may result in Canadian Broadcasting Corporation licensing an independent TV station before it goes
on visual air itself.
It'll be window- dressing for governmental
control.
CBC now has $4,000,000 for TV.

TV first

in Canada?

-SRfigures
still give
only part of
ad picture

Publishers Information Bureau report on leading advertisers in magazines and radio continues to give unbalanced picture on both radio
and black- and -white.
Since selective broadcast advertising is
ignored and newspapers not included, figures are far from accurate
picture of today's ad expenditures. Only network gross time
charges are included, sans program costs. Foods and cosmetics lead
PIB lists.
- SR-

PIB

Ad detector
now

Another attempt to sell sponsors on qualitative studies via
psychograph (SPONSOR, October 1948) is being attempted.
Same group
with new money and new promotion is trying again. They call it
ad detector instead of "arousal" now.
- SR-

Viewers become

Hofstra College research indicates TV set owners become rein terested in motion picture theater going after 1 year of owning a
It dropped
receiver. Decline first year in theater going was 36 %.
to 23% second year.
-SR-

used to TV,
too

Special month

WOR is trying out "special month" type of promotion with emphasis
on home appliances.
Sponsors haven't flocked in as yet, but industry is watching how great station like WOR affects market like
New York.
-SR-

promotion
being watched

Auto co -op
bankrolls
being nursed

Dealer cooperative advertising money available at automobile companies runs up into multiple millions.
One company has $23,000,000
set aside for dealer co -op campaigns, which, it's holding until
automobile market prospects are clearer.

Chiquita
gets around

Chiquita Banana will come back to air in many different forms, including a variation of icebox song.
Even WQXR, which says "no" to
singing commercials, will have Chiquita, but on good -music station
she'll be hostess at "luncheon concert."

-SR-

-SRMore TV
program
producers
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Television Digest's TV Directory No. 7, second quarterly edition
this year, lists 376 firms syndicating films and programs to stations.
This is increase of 30 over 1 January edition.
11
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Dual web

transmittal
during summer

RE

PORTS...SPONSOR

Trend at many local stations is towards taking a crack at classified
and other local advertising, until recently exclusive preserve
of newspapers.
Dr. Millard Faught, economist speaking at FMA meeting, stressed fact that only 1`" of 4,000,000 U.S. businesses use
radio, thus radio advertising prospects are 997' more than those
using air presently.
- SRAll networks again have made plans to serve stations which continue
on standard time when rest of nation moves clocks ahead 1 hour.
General relaxation of transcription rules makes it simpler to handle
multiple transmission of programs, but it's still heavy expense item.

-SRSurvey indicates ad
budgets up

Broadcasting
to report
U.S. internal
spending

Association of National Advertisers recent survey indicates that
only small minority of advertisers will spend less in 1949 than
1948.
Consumer goods companies, to extent of 50,°x, expect to spend
more, while industrial advertisers to extent of 519", expect to use
more advertising.
While not reported, consumer goods firms will use
all media in increases.
-SRWhile governmental spending for ECA may be less, more money will
be plowed into housing and other internal activities.
This is expected to help business conditions within U.S. Plans are for
Bureaus to use broadcasting to tell listeners what is being done.
-

TV and radio

usage balanced,
according to NRI

Toni vs
Beauty shops

SR-

Nielsen (NRI) reports much more balanced viewing- listening in TV
homes in which he has his audimeters than other researchers.
In
December, 1948, NRI TV sample viewed 3.90 hours daily, turned their
radio sets 3.11 hours daily.
His report on percentage of homes
using television showed 90.9°- used their sets day or night.
- SRBattle of beauty -shop vs. home permanents, which was reported practically ended as far legal action is concerned, has broken out
again -this time in Massachusetts.
Claim is that Toni is monopoly
(because of wide radio advertising) which tends to eliminate small
business.
Thus far it's no- decision battle.
please turn to page 38
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In audience figures the 1947

firms what
City

is

Winter Hooper survey con-

obvious from geography

-

no Salt Lake

radio station serves the intermountain market.

Intermountain Network stations have the king -size share
of the audience.

WINTER, 1947

-

Look over these revealing statistics:

PERCENTAGE OF LISTENING

Approx.
Airline
Miles From
City and State

IMN
Station

Salt Lake

105 miles
162 miles
Casper, Wyoming
330 miles
Casper, Wyoming
330 miles
Sheridan, Wyoming
375 miles
Idaho Falls, Idaho
187 miles'
Idaho Falls, Idaho
187 miles
Powell, Wyoming
320 miles
Billings, Montana
390 miles
Billings, Montana
390 miles
Miles City, Montana
500 miles
Nampa -Caldwell, Ida. 310 miles
Nampa -Caldwell, Ida. 310 miles
Price, Utah
Rock Springs, Wyo.

Both da> end night measurements
are given where breakdown, are

THE

available from Hooper.

Since Winter, of 1917. this area
has new station, carrying network

service, formerly available
from Salt Lake ('ity.

only

All Salt
Lake City

Local

Stations* *'

8.5%
5.4°0

90.4%
92.8%
48.1%
33.9%
59.8%
47.3%
45.2%
51.2%
33.7%
23.0%
82.5%
35.7%
24.5%

0.0°ó
0.0aio
0.0a/o

5.3%
7.9%
O.Oa,o

0.0%
0.0°0
0.0°o

0.0°o

2.8%

Daytime*
Daytime
Daytime
Night
Daytime
Daytime
Night
Daytime
Daytime
Night
Daytime
Daytime
Night **

INTERMOUNTAIN
NETWORK Inc.

show Combination of all stag
ing
or more of audience

Inc. National Representatives
New York
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As one who long ago learned to
appreciate BMW's basic value, and as
one vho looked with pained amazement on those who would tear the
organization limb from limb. found
great solace in your March 28 description of how B\III has weathered the
storm.

J. McGOOKIN
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Sales Promotion Manager
;I /il('s Laboratories, Inc.
Elkhart. /n(/.

COMICS MISNAMED
Liked your October and November
articles on Latin Radio. but there was
one cut -line that bothered Inc a little
bit. i.e., "Cuba likes Mexican comics
Solinsky and Pedro" (p. 32. Nov. '48)
The article is absolutely correct in that
Cuba likes them, as do the people all
over the rest of Spanish- speaking
\nlerica, but the name of the team is
..
\lanolin and Shilinsky" . . . to the
Latins, misnaming their favorite fun nymcu would be just as if they were
to review a Broadway comedy "starring America's beloved Alfred Lunch
and his charming wife -leading lady,
Lynn Glotz."
As a matter of curiosity .
. how
many subscriptions go to :Mexico and
the rest of Latin -speaking America? I
had an awful struggle on my hands
with each new issue
it would be
"borrowed" before I (-mild finish reading it. ltr the time it made its vay
back to ale. the copy was much in need
of Scotch -tape
Ihat is to say that
my friends liked sPoNsott. all of them.

pR5T
f,RST

IN BMB

IN HOOPER

f/RST
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art.

Just a note of appreciation for the
fine reporting job you did on the
article about Speidel. As far as
know, there was no puffery that would
cause me to blush before my friends.
and you highlighted the significant and
interesting points.
In fact, the only objection which
could find with the article is the "Jr."
thich yon Iag!ed on to the end of DIN
naine. While il is true that
havee a
(Please tarn to page 8)
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Jack Harris, General Manager
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KXE

1540...
BY

IE

HAS

ACTUAL MEASUREMENT*

NORTHEAST
IOWA'S MOST
POPULAR
FREQUENCY
'l'ake Iluward County, Iowa for example. Titis rieh and prospering e
't)- has its borders 9.5 mile. fr
KX1:I; s transmitter, yet here in titis rich market area KXEl. holds up to
51-.3Ç Of the listeners. This i: three tiares as mane listeners as
WHO
IO and up to
as marry listeners as 1\ .1 I'.
Shown below are the distribution of listening I
.s:
g radio
.tat'
in Howard County fr
7:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noun.
Cunlan's newel (:
Facts taken f
prehensite Si
of
Lisle
g Ilabit

,

CHANGED

LISTENING

7:00 to
8:00 AM

8:00 to
10:00 AM

10:00 to
12:00 AM

MORNING

KXEL

38.5%

54.3%

50.0%

50.0%

WHO

30.8%

14.3%

1/.5%

18.2%

WMT

1.1';

5.1';

5.0';

5.1';

HABITS
U

IN

The fact the KXE1. holds the lion's share of listeners in this riels
Northeast Iowa market area during these hours is only half the
story. for lloward County is only part of the great KXEL Northeast Iowa market antdienre. The
st important half is the
undisputed fact that KXE:I. don, gise more listeners per dollar.
Look at these amazing eo,t figures.
During the 7:00 to 8:00 A.II. period. K \F.1, hold. 38.5eí of the
listeners and cods only SI10.00 for this hour of lime. 1111(
hold, only 30.8' of the listeners-yet costs á'230.O0 for this
11')II holds e.ire of the listener. and
.
same amount of
rusts sí20.00 for this hour. (Cost figures taken fr
Standard
Rate & Data.)
IIere is the unsarni.hed truth. Iron are not getting your matte.'.
worth of listeners, if y -ou are trying to emer Northeast Iowa.

will

®

IOWA

11111111111

TOTAL

t

KXEL.

(:et the complete farts oo .Northeast Iowa's listening habits. Call
your Avery- Knodel ment or write direct to K.\ lì L.

KXEL

50,000 WATTS

ABC

JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING COMPANY
WATERLOO, IOWA
Represented by Avery -Knodel, Inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND
WATERLOO, IOWA

SPECTACULAR NEW SHOWMANSHIP
THAT MEANS INCREASED SPONSORSHIP!
We're showing WORLD subscribers the better way to increased sales and sponsor satisfaction. New stars ... new
shows
new scripts
new promotions
new ideas
that mean NEW sponsors and MORE sponsors for
WORLD stations! New, bigger, better shows like "The Dick
Haymes Show," "The David Rose Show," "The Lyn Murray
Show," "The Carmen Cavallaro Show," "Eddy Howard" and
many more -all planned for COMMERCIAL SPONSORSHIP!
.

SALES

MANAGER

.

.

.

...

...

.

THE DICK HAYMES SHOW!
Terrific, power -packed

brochures -on "The DICK
HAYMES SHOW" -have already been sent to WORLD
stations. These brochures tell
your prospective national,
local or regional sponsor
how he can put this great,
tailor -made, selling program
to work immediately!

This DICK HAYMES SHOW Promotional Portfolio
shows your sponsor how he can make this program
ring his cash register! It contains ad mots, star

photos, newspaper articles, "teasers"

SEE

WORLD'S

GREAT

EXHIBIT

-

N.A.B.

-ready

CONVENTION

to go!

-

SUITS
4

COMMERCIAL

°o

...eagghuí
1.

COMMERCIAL TALENT

becouse they sell

...

Sell

.

.

.

...

Stork your sponsors like

SELL!

...

2. COMMERCIAL TIMING
merciolly." Eoch number timed to fit into

Eoch show timed

"corn

its proper plocel

...

Written like custom built
leod -ins; open and closing sponsor identificotion ogoinst Theme; provision for two full -length commerciols
inside the showl

3. COMMERCIAL SCRIPTS
shows: Commerciol

4. COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION AIDS

.

.

.

As

in

Opening and closing themes by Dick
Hoymes; speciol voice trocks wherein Dick Hoymes ties in with
sponsor, introduces Helen Forrest, etc.
The DICK HAYMES SHOW:

S.

COMMERCIAL BROCHURES

.

.

Specificolly de.

.

signed to convince sponsors.

6. COMMERCIAL PROMOTION AIDS
sizes of od -mots, photos, newspoper

.

.

Three

orticles, "teosers " -reody

to gol

7. COMMERCIAL AUDITION DISCS

.

.

.

So

your

sponsor con heor his show os it will sound on the oirl

8. SPECIAL COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT . . . To
tell you where WORLD progroms are sold -types of sponsors
Hooper

rotings- success

stories

-to

-

moke it cosier to tell your

sponsor and keep him sold.

WORLD

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
An Affiliote of Frederic W. Ziv Compony

STATION MANAGER

500-501, HOTEL STEVENS, CHICAGO

SDI

MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 2I, N. Y.
Hollywood
Chicago
Cindnnoti

40 Vest 52nd

... ft's GGIl9hty

GENTLEMEN

like truing to paint a
=rrill OH a postage stafflp

(Continued limn page /)
father. his naine is not David. Your
article leaves Inc no recourse except
to sire a second son. which you have
given such a propitious start in life.
DAYIn G. LYos

I'ice President
Cecil & Presbrey

Seriously, were not being facetious. To tell the entire amazing

.\'etc York

sa /es story of our food -quiz program, KiTCHEN KAPERS,
starring the nationally -known Tiny Ruffner in just a mere adver-

tisement is utterly fantastic!
Why, the story of mail alone is a whopper ... nearly 1000
pieces a week
And the sponsor list Pardon our pointing- hut look over
there to the right. You've
looked? All right, now look
*J. W. BcARDSLEY
again and note the "stars ".
(Codfish Cakes 8, Shredded
Those stars denote renewals.
Codfish)
Good, sound, firm renewals.
*THE BEST FOODS, INC.
(Presto, 2 -in -1 Shoe Polish,
Lire audiences? Well, there
Hellmonn's Mayonnoise)
was that time last month when
*THE BORDEN CHEESE CO.
all Philadelphia had nary a
(Cheese)
trolley or bus or taxi ... but 453
H.
6.2ILL CO.
C.
people arrived at KITCHEN
(Brill's Spaghetti Souce)
KAPERS. Oh, yes
it was
CALIFORNIA LIMA BEAN
raining, too! But you see, they
GROWERS ASSN
had their tickets!
!

!

(

...

*CARR-CONSOLIDATED

And

BISCUIT CO.

to those live audiences

*DOYLE PACKING CO.
(Strongheort Dog Food)

all the products are displayed by
merchandiser Bob McKenna,
lately of the Great Atlantic and
Pacific. Bob is the busy "man

*I.

8

A

D

But

I rather like the personalized writ ing of your artiele on Gold Seal Glass
\\'ax. I feel that you definitely have
written some thoughts which might
have value. if understood, that many

articles
missed.

our

about

business

have

FER

President
Gold Seal Company
Bismarck, North Dakota

J. GRASS NOODLE CO.

(Dumpling Mix)

*MODERN FOOD SALES
(X -Pert Cake mixes, Instont
Icing)

PLANTATION

CHOCOLATE

CO.
(Candy)

Gongratulalions on your two editorials in the 28 February SPONSOR.
The one on R \l B was sound and veri
well put. Your bouquet for Sales Management's population figures made a
lot of sense. and I think the spirit
behind it Kvas excellent.
(:AI

*SIMONIZ COMPANY

RI.Es 1'.

11

t\i\lo\u

'ice President

(Simoniz)

,N-BC, N. Y.

J. STROMEYER CO.

(Syrup)

WM. UNDERWOOD CO.
(Canned Foods)

r
E

L

P

H

35

S.

Phone
I

A

91b Street,

II'itlnat

started to dictate a note of congratulation to you about the '.%ay you
handled the 13 \113 situation in \ our
feature article. and to thank you for
the nice mention of Sales Management.
Then someone called n»V attention to
another page. here under the heading. "Applause," you %%rote what
think is the finest tribute ever written
(Please turn to page 52)
I

*WISE POTATO CHIP CO.

WIP
L

Thanks for the kind words, Mr. French.
don't you mean "biweekly ?"

IAROID SCI

*ILLINOIS PACKING CO.
(Joan of Arc Kidney Beons)

Power? And power- selling is
what's needed in the food field.
And power- selling is what's in
KITCHEN KAPERS' five halfhours a week ... at the high listening hour of 10:45 A.M.
The postage stamp is completely covered, but there's lots
more to tell. Won't you let our
sales rep "tell all"?

I

General Motors (Chevrolet)
Detroit

(Soup)

cities within WI P's throaty voice.

H

C. J. FRErcII
.11gr.. Adv. Dept.

HOYT BROS.

inclusions of program
mentions in 87 newspapers in 77

P

You are doing a good job with your
magazine-in fact. it seems to be intpro% ing monthly.

(Marshmollow Fluff)

... and

Co.
represents us nationally.

\\'. F. \rmstrong.

*DURKEE- MOWER, INC.

in the field" whose waking
hours are filled with arranging print -of-sale displays for
KITCHEN KAPERS advertisers

Edward Petry &

Would you please remove Mr.
Nicholas Dreystadt's name from your
records and substitute the name of 1lr.

I-6800

%%

SPONSOR

Hail KCBS...Hail Columbia!
On April :1rcl the call letters of KQ \V, San Francisco, were

changed to KCBS. And that clotted the last "i" and crossed the
last "t" to the fact that KCBS is now a Columbia-Owned Station.
Making our San Francisco outlet a Columbia-Owned Station
and switching its call letters to KCBS means a lot of good things
to a lot of good people. Including you.
FOR THE LISTENER -KCRS now
becomes Un m istaka bl yassnciated

with CBS -today carrying the
greatest schedule of entertain meut ever couceutrated on one
network in the history of radio.
And th is star- stadd: d ens schedule is backed and blended with
KCBS local originations which

cater to

, ?orthern California
listening like..
%

-

ADVERTISERS, TOO local, national Fpot, and network -share

new advantages from this reinforced identity between the net-

work and its San Francisco
outlet. For instance. more than

900 advertisements promoting
KCBS -CBS programs are now
appearing in every newspaper
throughout the entire KCBS 50100',: B.11B Audience Area.

A

SIGNIFICANT "EXTRA"

KCBS is nowrepresentrd notioually by Radio Sales... Radio and
Television Stations Rcpresentative- CBS.l1'hich means you now
can get penetrating a nd resod rccful data about the KCBS market
and Northern California listening habits, plus complete and

accurate information on how to
get KCBS listeners to buy acore
of your product- faster.

Ask us or Radio Sales how KCBS

- "Columbia's

Key to the

Golden Gate" -can be your key to greater profit.

"Columbia's Key to the Golden Gate"

KCBS

5,000 watts, 740 kilocycles, Columbia Owned, Represented by Radio Sales

for profitable
INVESTIGATE

E.

Mr. Sponsor

Ianws

.1/eIl:ool:in*

Advertising and General Manager
Revere Camera Co., Chicago
Rev ee Camera is a

firm that would very much like to

one in its field. If its sales figures don't soon top
Kodak and Bell
Rowell. it won't be for lack of
Chicago firm is out to sell its line of 8 »i m. and
projectors. and accessories to the ardent hobbyists

J

Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

A S S O
New York
Son Froncisco

C

I

A

T

E

S

Chicago
Los Angeles

Clair R. McCollough
Managing Diractor

STEINMAN STATIONS

be number

those of Eastman

trying.

The big

16 mm. cameras,

mho make up the
ranks of America's largest indoor -outdoor hobby, and to do it, is
depending heavily un its aggressive merchandising and promotion
efforts. This is James Mc(ookin's department. The tall, deep voiced ad executive directs the spending of a budget (nearly S1.000.000 for 1949) that has already given a sizable jolt to much of the
thinking in the camera- making industry regarding advertising.
Industry estimates show that more than 511.000.000 will be spent
this year by amateur and semi -pro uoyiemakers for cameras and
gadgets. ** Revere intends to continue building up its name within
this lucrative market by using the Jo Stafford Show, a weekly 25Minute musical opus on 46 ABC stations, and by spending the
remainder of the budget for magazine space and other forms of
promotional activity. Mc :Gookin promotes the show heavily to
Revere dealers as a big selling point in stocking Revere equipment.
and recently took the entire show around to a banquet of the local
chapter of the National Photo Finishers Association in Los Angeles
to whoop things up a bit for Revere.
The fart that Revere is in radio at all puzzles not a few people,
particularly some of those who feel that the printed page is the only
way to sell movie cameras. In 1917. Revere took the plunge in
network on \lutual vith the Jan August Shaw, later switched it to
.111 Star Rome. a show which became a sort of Revere family affair,
inasmuch as Revere executive Ted Briskin is married to actress
Betty IIutton whose sister Marion was starred on the show. With
that straightened out. McGookin moved the show to ABC. hired in
IcCookin is modest
Jo Stafford. and looks to he set for awhile.
about the results obtained from his broadcast advertising, but the
sales curve keeps going up.
*Se'en

right with Jo Staflard.

"Source: Popular Photography Market Analysis.

Big Ag g ie' s

CONCENTRATING

Conceived by WNAX and conducted by WNAX
in cooperation with Farm Extension Services in
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska
and Iowa the WNAX 5 -state Farmstead
Improvement Program is creating a better way of
life for the Midwest farmer. For the past ten
years emphasis has been on cropland improvement
and increased production. The Farmstead Improvement Program is designed to improve the home itself
making possible a more comfortable and gracious
life on the farm. During 1948 (the first year of
the three year program) 1,044 farm families
representing 203 counties participated in Farmstead
Improvement. First year winners were selected from
entries in each state. These state winners -the Bill
Hendricks family of Brookings County, South Dakota
-Emmet County, Iowa's, Sam Naas -the Ben Ludtke
family, Blue Earth County, Minnesota -the. Floyd
Bosserman's of Golden Valley County, North Dakota
-and the Fred Kriesel's of Cheyenne County,
Nebraska -were honored at special celebrations.
Each received a WNAX $1,000.00 merchandise award.
Inspired by the program, 1,039 other farm family
entrants made substantial "farmstead improvements."

ON GOOD LIYIN

!

-

-

.

i

11

e,r

The vigorous growth of this ambitious campaign
for better living has been given added impetus by
increased merchandise awards made available for
1949. The WNAX Farmstead Improvement Program
had definitely caught on. Hundreds of new entrants,
fired with enthusiasm for the project, are submitting
applications for 1949 -1950 participation.

WNAX has been able to lead its farm families in
this gigantic Farmstead Improvement Campaign because of the confidence Big Aggie folks have in the
station. This unique broadcaster -listener relationship
has been a large factor in the development of WNAX
dominance in Big Aggie Land
rich, 5 -state
major market.
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WNAX continues -serving the Midwest Farmer,

,

e0w1ed

570 KC

S ateo«

5,000 WATTS

Bated with the American Broadcasting Co.
Represented by the Katz Agency
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TAKE

Stay on wccO all year 'mind-without

time! Summertime in the Northwest
BIC SALES!
as

l'Al'...0\

WEEKS WITH

1:1

is

Il Summer

WCIY/

hintll,.-to haN e a wonderful

just what the doetor ordered.

Throughout the 6 -state Nvcco

territor. retail

high ($699.001).000) in June. July .nul August

as

sales are just about

they are in any other

season. Northwest farmers harvest cash crops of $865.927.000 in these three
months. and more than two million vacationist!. bring in (and gleefully spend)
.ut additional $212.000.000.
ILIO

LISTENING! WC(:O delivers an average

daytime Twin Cities llooper of 6.0

in the Summer -58r( better than ani competing station. (Throughout

the 6 -state area surveyed by the ens-ncco Listener Diary, wcco

a.erage. 21111' more listeners than any other Twin Cities station.)
BIC PRECEDENT! Last }'ear. 18

blue-chip local

anal

national spot ad%erti -ers

(30' more than the year Iefore) stayed "on the job - -all year -round on 50.000 -

watt

NyccO.

ris thex11 do again tlii,

year- Ita%ing a

wonderful tinte. making

sales while the sun shines.

lu'll

lìnd.

as

the have found. that the 13

Sumner weeks ou

Nycco

are 13

weeks with pay. For reservations. see ns or Radio Sales.

5 0,000

eeullxAVCC O

.IIinueupnlix-S1. Paul

It eprerrenl e,e1 by

11.1 11111 S.1 LE.V
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d4'1-1'1 4111111
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See:

on

WW D
in Washington
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o
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Issue:

Subject:
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The thinking bock of Ronson's purchase

of

o

second air show.

Ronson aecessor es (lighter fluid. wicks. flints. etc.) have played
second fiddle to Ronson table and pocket lighters almost from the
beginning. However. Ronson has been marketing them for years
through a hider distribution system than that which sells the lighters,
and their acceptance. backed by small -spaee magazine ads and e.t.
announcements. has increased steadily. By January of this year,
Ronson decided that the accessory business was a profitable one,
and it was time for its own air show to do the selling job.
A lesser, but important reason for the Ronson purchase of the
capsule (five -minute) Johnny Desmond Show on nearly 500 Mutual
stations every Sunday night is the discount factor. Ronson is an
important Mutual client. having sponsored Twenty Questions since
mid-1946 on that network. Adding a new program put Ronson in
a dollar- volume bracket that afforded it a real discount. With the
increased sale of the accessories, the fact that. Ronson has a new
product (Penciliter) to plug on Twenty Questions, and the favorable
dollar -volume discount. Ronson felt that the crooning of Johnny
Desmond and the contmer!ial pitches of Charlotte Manson could
do a good, low -cost job in reaching new customers for Ronson
accessories. Latest research figures bear this out, and show that
Ronson's cost- per -thousand -houses- reached is a little more than a
dollar.
Ronson didn't take any advertising dollars from its original
$2.250.000 advertising and promotion budgets. The Desmond show
is an added starter with its own budget, and does not conflict with
Ttvenly Questions, selective TV campaigns, and magazine advertising.

P.S.

See:

"Crusoding Poys Lee"

Issue: February 1947,

Subject:

p.

9

ABC outlets Coke Drew Pearson show
off line and sell lote repeot to local Lee

dealers

Ifere's a new kind

of

disc show

featuring the world's greatest
music plus the sparkling comments of America's most distinguished music critic, Deems
Taylor. Great guest stars are
heard on each of the 30- minute
programs, five times a week. It's
a wonderful buy for participations or complete sponsorship.
Ask your Forjoc man for details.

1:30 to

8 P. M.

Monday through Friday

WWDC
AMFM -The

D. C. Independent

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

FORJOE
I4

&

BY

COMPANY

Repeat broadcasts of Drew l'earson's 6 p.m. Sunday broadcasts have
been sold by 22 local ABC stations in cities throughout the country. and the list is growing steadily. The Frank H. Lee Company,
makers of Lee hats, sponsors l'carson's regular live broadcast. The
program is taken off the line for the repeat later the same evening.
Strategists at William II. Weintraub S Company, Inc., Lee agency,
came up with the idea. It is a further solution of the original
situation in which Lee dealers. from the start of Lee's sponsorship,
wanted to take advantage of the Pearson show by bu) ing announcements just before or after it. The idea is paying off in the sale of
more hats.
One men's shop wrote that its hat business was up 20',70 over last
year in the period 7-19 March. and credits the increase largely
to sponsoring Pearson. A large department store's sales in all departments were down in February, except the hat department, which
was up. The) also credited the new Pearson repeat.
The first three stations to sell the repeat were \VJZ, New York,
\vi : \R, Chicago. and KI':CA. Los Angeles. As soon as other ABC
managers heard about it. they wanted to get in on the deal. Lee
submits a list of eligible dealers in each city where the original
broadcast is heard. and reserves exclusive right to approve or reject
any proposed local sponsor.
The short must be repeated on the same Sunday night as the
(!'lease turn to page 96)
SPONSOR
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ROADCASTERS PROGRAM SYNDICATE
Do.

Cooperative Program Syndication Plan

än`i5Co /

an Fr

-

under direction of

BRUCE EELLS & ASSOCIATES

la
kt. oI Iywood 28, California . H011ywood 9-5869
.looneeoCta2n7*Maravilraxttfa,.
1c

tO

Dc

gexS

` Ui,

a 1.oA6,

For membership information

Race" audition records

-

-

and "Pat O'Brien ", "Frontier Town ", and "Adventures of Frank

write, wire or phone. A total weekly fee equal to your one -time national

class -A quarter -hour rate entitles you to all these and future Syndicate programs.
.

*

*

*

*

KFH IS TOPS
IN THE TOP KANSAS MARKET

Weigh these Yardsticks
TOP POWER
5,000 WATTS DAYTIME
5,000 WATTS NIGHTTIME

The most powerful full time station in Kansas.

TOP HOOPERATING
KFH has the TOP rating on listening audience.

TOP NETWORK- CBS
The only full time CBS station in Kansas. For
20 years KFH has broadcast CBS programs a

large portion of every broadcast day.

KFH is TOPS in history too! Established in 1922, the
first radio station in Kansas, KFH has consistently
increased its power, its program quality and its audience to maintain leadership in its area through the
years. KFH is backed by the Wichita Eagle, a leading
Kansas newspaper, established in 1872.

5000 WATTS

-

ALL

THE TIME

the voice of the Wichita Eagle
RIFR(S(NT(0 NATIONALLY IT (DWARO F(TRT

l

CO., INC.

...

CBS
WICHITA, KANSAS
SPONSOR

.I1'RIL 1919

I1

New and renew
New on Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR

PROGRAM. time, start, duration

STATIONS

NET

Doubleday & Co

)Tuber lloge

MBS

:5s

General Mills Inc

Knox Reeves

CBS

166

Young & Itubicam

CBS

117

Lennon & Mitchell
Ilenri horst & McDonald
C. J. La Roche

ABC
MRS
ABC

175
491

Brooks

MRS
CBS

23
29

Doubleday Quiz Club; MTWTF 11:15 -12 noon; Mar 2s;
wks
Bing Crosby's Wheatics Baseball; Sn 10- 11:011 pm;
1

International Silver
P.

Lorillard

Perfect Circle

Co

Co
Co

Quaker Oats Co
Charles B. Silver ('o
William II. Wise & Co Inc

Twing & Altman

(Fifty -two weeks generally means a 1S -week contract with options for
of any IS -week periud)

Apr

1S6

S

17

Adventures of Ozzie & Ilarriet; Son 6:30 -7 pm; Apr 3;
52 wks
Stop the Music; Sun .s -s:13 pm; Apr 3; 52 wks
Indianapolis Speedway Race; May 30
Talk Your Way Ont Of It; MWF 3 -3:30 pm; Mar 30:
19 wks
Take A Break; Sat 10:15 -11 am; Mar 12; 52 wks
How To Get More Out of Life; Su 11:03 -11:15 am;
Mar 27; 1 wks

successive

renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the sod

1S-week

Renewals on Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR

NET

Equitable ife Assurance
Society of the F.S.
First Church of Christ Scientist

Warwick & Legler

ABC

260

H. B. Humphrey

MBS

63

General Foods Corp

Benton & Bowles

NBC

1

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

STATIONS

This Is Your FRI; Fri

S

:30 -9 pm; Apr 1; 52 wks

77

Healing Ministry of Christ Scientist; Sa 1:15 -5 pm;
Apr 2; 13 wks
When A Girl Marries; MTWTF 5 -5:15 pm; Mar 2S;

89

Portia Faces Life;

52

wks

52

wks

52

wks

MTWTF 5:15 -5:30 pm; Mar 2s;

S. C.

Johnson & Sons Inc
Lever Bros Co
Lever Bros Co
DIanhattan Soap Co Inc

Needham, Louis & Brorby
Ruthrau? & Ryan
Young & Rubicam
Duane Jones

NBC
('BS
('BS
NBC

165
87
150
162

Fibber McGee & Molly; Tu 9:30 -10 pm; Mar 29; 52 wks
Aunt Jenny; MTWTF 12:15 -12:30 pm; Mar 21; 52 wks
Talent Scouts; Mon 5:30 -9 pm; Apr 5; 52 wks
We Love & Learn; MTWTF 11:15 -11:30 am; Mar 2s;

Mars Inc
Miles Labs Inc

Grant

NBC
NBC

135
152

Procter & Gamble Co
Toni ('o
William, IL Wise & Co Inc

Benton & Bowles
Foote. ('one & Bel ling
Twing & Altman

CBS

Dr. 1.Q.; Mon 9:30 -10 pm: Mar 27; 52 wks
News of the World; MTWTF 7:15 -7:30, 11:15 -11 :30 pm;
Mar 2S; 52 wks
Perry ?lasnn: MTWTF 2:15 -2:30 pm; Mar 2S; 52 wks
Crime Photographer; Th 9:30 -10 pm; Mar 23; 52 wks
handy Man's Guide; Sa 2 -2:15 pm; Mar 5; 9 wks
Ilow To Get More Out of Life; Sa 2 :15 -2:30 pm; Mar 5;

Wall)

CRS
CRS

114

119
56

9

National Broadcast Sales Executives
NAME
Guy Cunningham
Jules Dundee
Murray C. Evans
Rohert Friedhcim
C. Il. Heller
George tlenderson

Robert S. llix
Robert M. Richmond

Phil Wood

wks

(Personnel Changes)

FORMER AFFILIATION
WEE!, Boston, sls proni dir
W('BS, N.Y.. adv. sis prom mgr
NBC (radio recording div), N.Y.. dir
WJPA, Washington, l'a, mgr
Citizen, Columba: O., adv rls dept
KF11, KFII -FM, Wichita Kans., sls staff
May Co, Balto., publ dir
WFMJ. Youngstown O., sls mgr

NEW AFFILIATION
Same, sls mgr
KQW, S. F.. sis, sls proni dir
WGBIt, Freeport N.Y., sls mgr
World Broadcasting. N.Y., sls mgr
WIMA, Lima O.. sls dir
WL%VC, Columbus O.. sis nigr
Same, sls mgr
WCAO, Balto., asst nigr in chge natl sls. prom
WKOW, Madison Wis., sis ingr

Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME
Paul Christian

L. Russel Cook

John A. Crowe
Ifarold R. F. Dietz

Jo-eph V. Gctlln

Arthur Groart
('harles

.1.

IlaJek

R. M. Hood

FORMER AFFILIATION
('onsoli'a'ei Cigar Corp, N. Y.,

exec vp

IV. A. Clary Corp. New Brunswick N. J., vp
American To "acco Co. N. Y., asst chief of mfg
Emerson Ra ho & Phonograph Corp, N. Y., asst
prom mgr
Ral-ton Purina Co, St. L.. cereal adv mgr
Decca Records Inc, L. A., asst to Western div mgr

li

NEW AFFILIATION
Pal Blacic Co Inc. N. Y.. sis, adv dir
Wilbur-Suchard Chocolate Co, Lititz Pa.. vp
Same. vp
Same, sls prom mgr

Same, sls, prom mgr cereal div
Same. N. Y.. sis prom mgr
G. lleileman Brewing Co Inc, LaCrosse Wis, sls nigr
V. S. Rubber Co (Gillette Tires div), N. Y.. adv. sls prom

mgr

In next issue: New National Se1erlire Business. New and Hen1'ne1l on TI'
Adr1'r/ising :111a'nay Pa'rsa:nu('1 I'hen,ya's. Station Iti'/ra'sa'nlnlir(' Change.:

Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME

(Continued)

NEW AFFILIATION

FORMER AFFILIATION

Harry Keller
Ernest D. Busting
Aaron KroAunal
Barbara A. Kross

Geyer, Newell

&

Ganger. N. Y., copywriter

(Ippenheiin, Collins, N. Y., fashion artist
Lamont, ('ortis% & Co. N. Y.. sis mgr
American hospital Supply Corp. Evanston Ill.
Esquire Inc, N. Y.. sis prom, mdsg mgr
G. Heileman Brewing Co. La Crosse Wis.. gen
sis. adv mgr
CILS. We .tern div, transcontinental network sis
mgr

Edward D. Lane
Richard K. Law
Sydney Loss engcrg
C. L. Mc('a11

Frank Oxarart
Morris l'earlinutter
II. Kenneth Philips
Jonas Rosenfield Jr
Kay Smeya
(:ail Smith

Lamont, Corliss & Co, N. Y., mdse mgr
20th Century -Fox, N. Y., asst adv mgr
Grant, Miami Fla.
Procter & Gamble Co. Cinci., nighttime radio
activities
United States Rubber Co. N. Y., gen sis mgr
mechanical goods div
Coca -Cola Co, N. Y.. vp in chge sis in U.S.

Walter F. Spited
Alfred N. Steele

Prescott .l. Tolman
Frank '.l. Underwood

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Thin., adv mgr
Burlington Mills Corp. N. Y.. adv mgr
Anchor Distributing Co. Pittsh., adv. sls prom mgr
Lane Bryant. N. Y.. adv mgr
Same, vp
Tru -Ade Inc, ('hi., adv. pub rel dir
Champ Hats Inc. Phila.. vp in chge adv. retail mdsg
J acob Schmidt Brewing Co, St. Paul Minn., gen sls, a dv

mgr
Hunt Foods Inc, L. A., adv, mdsg mgr
Edison Brothers Shoe Stores Inc, St. L.. adv, prom dir
Same, IT
Sanie, a:iv mgr
Macfadden- Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, adv, puhl dir
Procter & Gamble Productions Inc. Cinci., dir in chge

nighttime programs

Sante, gen sis mgr all div

Pepsi-Cola ('o, N. Y., first vp in chge sis operations in
U.S., dir
Eastern Air Lines Inc. N. Y.. gen sis nlgr
Petri Wine ('o, S. F., gen sis ingr

New Agency Appointments
AGENCY

PRODUCT (or serv'ce)

SPONSOR
Adelphi Paint & Color Works, N.Y
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp (General Chemical.
thy), N.Y
M. E. Bear l'o, L. A
Itishton- Wheeler Inc. Ilion N.Y
Itlum's of San Francisco, S. F.
l'hesebrouglt Manufacturing Co, N.Y.
Chicago Laundry Owners Assn, Chi.
Cleveland -Sandusky Brewing Corp. Cleve.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp, ('hi.
-

Gordon

Aires insecticides
(taking mises
filler Retractable Ball Point Pen

Newell -Emmett, N.Y.

_

Nassour Studios, 11'wood.
Netherland Plaza hotel. Cinci.
Y icl or Neustadtl & Co Inc, N.Y.

Larry Pendleton, L. A.

('vuly, confect ions
Vaseline Cream (lair Tonic
Institutional
Beer

Krank'a Shave Kreein. Mar -O.Oil

Itutltrauff

Old Judge Coffee Co. St. L.

....

Ptris

Netherland, Terrace Plaza Hotels
\odor household odor absorbent
Ice Cream
(.lass cleaner
)lair preparations
Travel
Newspaper
Newspaper
....Africa Screams (Abbott & Costello filnt)

_

.

... Sweet op

-

chocolate flavored creamed

l'tris

&

l'earl, N.Y.

.

I eo Burnett. (-hi.
H. W. Fairfax. N.Y.

.

Cray & Rogers, Phila.
!flow, N.Y.
Itiow, N.Y.
Abbott Kimball, S. F.
Minn. St. L.
Grey, N.Y.
1,;(1w in Parkin, N.Y.

.Beer

Regal Amber Brew ing Co, S. F.
Itilepoint tu, St. I.. .. ..
Ronson Art Metal Works Inc, New a, k
S asno. Special)' (.1. \.1.
Slavmaker Locke Co Inc, Lancaster Pa.

lens, pencils, lighters

.

S Iventol

Chemical Products Inc, I)et colt
Southern (fairies Inc, %Cash.
..
Stephen Product Co Inc, N. 1. .. ..
Sybunl Cu. N.Y.
.. .. ..
Sunset Appliance Stores. %. l'.
Thnrnbred (log Fond Co, (Incl.
Union ( rut ral Life Insurance Co, (
Venus Faundnliun Garments, I.hi.
-Tone lrudncts Ltd, llnntilton Ont.
Whiling Milk Co, Charlestownut Mass.
.

%

S. F.

(:xrdncr, St. L.
Weightntan, Phila.

Philadelphia National League Baseball Club. Phila. ...Baseball cluh
......Pillsbury's liest Flour, Sno Sheen cake
Pillsbury ;Mills nc, MLtp)s.
flou r, pancake mixes
..
...MYaterless household cleaner
Polly l'ritz. Corp, N.Y.
Electric blanket
Proctor Electric Co. Phila.
Joy, liquid detergent
Procter & (:amble Co. N.Y.
Lilt (permanent wave kit)
I'rocter & Gamble ('n, l'inci.
I

Ryan, Chi.

&

Smalley. Levitt & Smith. L. A.
MYilliant Kesler. 1I'w'ood.
Ituthrauff & Ryan, ('loci.

frosting
.... ('offre

... ..

&

Peart. N.Y.
Ituthrauff & Ryan. Cinci.
Edwin l'arkin, N.Y.
MVoodward & Fris, Albany N.Y.
Botsford. Constantine & Gardner,
Walter L. Rubens, ('hi.
Gotham. N.Y.
Smith. hull & Mc('reery. 11 'wood.

Candy

....hole)
-

&

Moser & Cotins, Utica N.Y.
Monroe Greenthal, L. A.
('nylon. N.Y., for TV
John W. Shaw, Chi.
Carpenter, Cleve.

Shampoo
Delicia Chocolate & Candy Manufacturing Co Inc.
N.Y
Thomas Emery's Sons Inc, Cinci.
Fairhanks -Lloyd Corp. N.Y.
General Ice ('ream Corp, Schenectady N.Y.
Haley & Itasknb Enterprises, Richmond Calif.
Juel Co, ('hi.
Italy
La Regione Siciliana. Pale
Los Angeles Mirror. L. A.
Los Angeles Times, L. A.

Mottera, X.Y.

Adelphi's Redi -Blend

t

.

Pencil, cigarette lighter ....
limner's liquid shave ......
Padlocks, locking devices, brass
bronze hardware
('leaning compound .....

..(:ray

& Rogers, Phila.
.I.uckoff. Waybarn & Frankel, Detroit
.Tucker Wayne, Atlan in
Lewis, Newark N.J.
.Edwin l'nrkin, N.Y.
.Robley, N.Y..

Dairy prods
Auto -\logic I'iclure Gun
Reducing salon ..
,lpplinnccs .. ....
.

Dog f

I

Insurance
Founda
Soft drink

Kn :nmaturNahan. ('loci.
..Ralph II. Jones, Cinci.
.

.....

'

Dairy prods

garments
.

..

Edward A. Grossfeld, Chi.
J. J. Gibbons, Toronto

Chambers

&

MM

iswell, Boston

r-

MOVE
OVER,
I've had listeners
in there for

YEARS

Could be, but the war's
over, bub, Listeners don't
"fish" for out of towners
now a days. They listen
to their home stations.

Timebuyers,

like

Frigidaire,

who are abreast of the times,
are realizing this change in
the

trend of the post war

listening habits -and Frigidaire

is

doing something about

KVOB

CENTRAL LOUISIANA'S

FASTEST GROWING STATION

Mutual Broadcasting System

NEXT MONTH 1000 w -970 kc
All programs duplicated over
KVOB -FM at no extra cost
W. H. Dick, Gen. Mgr.
Notional Representative -Continental Radio Sales

Forecasts of things to come as
seen by

sl'o'solt's editors

Coal advertising to be
heavy this Spring
Because it's expected that the coal miners will be called
out on strike late this Spring or early Summer, big coal
corporations will be spending more money on advertis.
ing than usual to get coal into the homes. Idea is that
Lewis pressure will be less effective if in -bin supplies are
adequate. Radio will receive about 50 "; of the extra
advertising. with newspapers getting practicall- all the
rest.

Vacations up this year, but
individual spending down

Failures up, but not
among broadcast stations

Vacationing will be at all -time high this ten. tip -ailing
per individual two. %weeks- with -pay will be lower. but the
number %%ill be up. many taking their first vacation in
ears. The lush spender isn't in abundance. and those
narking reservations are asking costs more frequently than
since before the tzar. \lore hotels and resorts are on the
air. or scheduled, than at an time during past seen ears.

Despite the enormous increase in station competition. the
failures of broadcasting stations are currently less than
ant other form of business. While a number of consumer
publications have failed, and the death rate among trade
papers has been high. this isn't true of radio operations.
It's expected. however. that a few broadcasters will call it
quits this year but percentage-wise business reporters indicate. its nothing to be disturbed about.

Retailers concentrating on
price -appeal advertising

Over-planting by farmers
disturbs economists

Retailers using the air throughout the nation find that
most potent appeal is price. and 51-r; Of all local -retail
broadcast advertising was price-minded during Januar%
and February. There's no indication that there'll be an
change before late 1lay. when impending marriages of
thousands will increase buying.

Despite warnings by economists. farm planting will be
up this year in some cases as high as 50r more than the
government desires. Government price support assures
farmers of a reasonable profit. so farmers are letting
Uncle Sam take the brunt of over-planting. Price supports
are not expected to he dropped. despite some feeling in
Washington that some ruralites are taking advantage of a
good thing to the extent of sonic $3.000.000,00(1. U. S.
Department of Agriculture is expected to sponsor an intensive broadcast campaign to increase eonsttnption of faun
produce. but even it doesn't belies% that the over- produetion
can he consumed.

Corporations again
research -conscious
\larkel research. which suffered along with all research
from the Dewey error. is hack in good graces again. \
number of big consumer- product organization: have rehired researchers whose contracts the% "forgot" to renew.
and top -ten corporations' market research staffs are b_ ck
to pre-Dewey level.

Piece goods sales

to continue up
Piece goods and fabric business in general will continue to
improve because women have returned to making their
own. Individual dressmaking. always means better %ardage
sales and at better prices than quantity sales to nianufa ''turers. Alread% a number of fabric houses are pl:-nning
sewing lessons on 'l'\'. and department stores are inereasing their piece -goods departments.

Hollywood shooting pilot
pictures for TV showing
End of Ilollswood ostrich attitude towards 'l' \' is at hand.
Every motion picture company in the nation has a pilot
motion picture in the works that's planned for TV showing and uta%be theater showing. as well. Bill Lodge.
engineering yep. at CI1S. has been elected to Society of
\lotion Pictures Engineers (S \11'11 board. First T \'
motion picture produced b% majors will be sneak- pre%iewed
.onetiute during July. Objectite is to see what can be
clone to bring Iloll%wood quaint and TV price together.
20

First quarter statements will be
up, and advertising budgets increased
\lost of the great food companies will show better earnings
for the first quarter of 1919. but there are clear -rut indications that the second quarter won't look nearly as good
for many corporations. General Foods' net is up. as are
the nets of other multi -product organizations. First- quarter
mon.% set aside for advertising is up about 10',' much
of it. howover. won't get into print or on the air tortil
this Fall.

Radio to be asked to
prevent "slip" going too far
Radio %will be called upon to prevent the "slip" in prices
and employment from becoming a recession. Business
feeling is that what's happening is "normal ". but public
opinion experts know that the "slip" can become a whopper
of a depression. if consumer thinking starts in that direction. The 5.000.000 unemplo%ment talk (it's only 3.200..
000 now
already has wage-earners worried and Inning
oni necessities. FCC realizes that TV can help cushion
the slump. and is rushing its unfreeze as quickly as it can.
%chile still trying to do right by broadcasters and listeners.
Broadcasting will have to condition the public on the fact
that what's ahead is good for it.
1
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du /-ont Jward

"for outstanding and meritorious service in encouraging,
fostering, promoting and developing American ideals of freedom and
for loyal and devoted service to the nation and
to the communities served"
RADIO Station WLS has just received the
1948 Alfred I. du Pont Radio Award. From
among all the nation's large radio stations, WLS
was selected as the one best achieving the above
object ive.

This recognition was based principally upon
"Adventures in Freedom," dramatic program presented each week as part of WLS "School Time,"
educational series heard daily in thousands of
classrooms. "Adventures in Freedom" is designed
to stimulate young listeners to an appreciation of
our American heritage of freedom; to point out
how that heritage applies to everyday living, and
to awaken individual responsibility toward the
preservation of the American way of life.

As early as 1925, WLS originated its "Little

Red Schoolhouse" programs and since 1937, has

broadcast "School Time," planned with the help
of an advisory council of educational leaders, to
supplement and enrich the regular classroom curriculum. A thoroughly outlined advance schedule
for teachers, an annual award for the best scrapbooks illustrating the programs, and regular publicity in Prairie Farmer all add to the effectiveness
and value of "School Time."

Although education is only one of the many
services we provide, of needs we fill, it typifies
the reason why V'G'LS is welcomed as a friend in
millions of Middlewestern homes.

The

PRAIRIE
FARMER

CHICAGO
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.
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STATION

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.
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Our Mr. Jamison sums it up...
Mr. Jamison (always a fine orator) was recently asked to make a

short speech at a sales convention. Naturally the subject he chose was
Spot Broadcasting and the function of the station representative in it.

"Gentlemen," said Jamison in part, "Spot Broadcasting

is

the form

of advertising which should probably interest you the most. For it

approaches the great American consumer in much the same way

that you do ...on a market -by- market basis, with the object of producing
local sales. Because of this selectivity, Spot is surely one of the most

profitable, flexible and economical media ever developed.
"I must tell you also that the correct use of Spot

is a

very complex

proposition...with hundreds of markets throughout the country and
thousands of stations that reach them. That

is

why firms of station

representatives are in business.
"One of the most distinguished of these firms

-I might add - is my

own employer, Weed and Company. Today, through diligence,
application and expert ability, we are doing more business for all of

our clients... and helping them make more money... than
ever before."
Mr. Jamison's remarks were so well received we thought we'd pass
them along from one convention to another.

We
e
and company

radio and television
station representatives
new York
boston
Chicago
san francisco
atlanta

detroit
hollywood
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PAGE

SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

Executives

General feeling is that Judge Miller has done a fine job, but
that he's not commercial enough in his approach to broadcasting.

Broadcast

Need for an aggressive staff to assist director Mitchell is stressed
by all sponsors and agencies who know of the operation of the

Advertising

department.

Not enough know what

is

58

58

being done.

Code is being more abused than obeyed. Sponsors claim that
regulations for broadcast advertising will not be obeyed without
some form of sanctions. Feel Judge Miller can find some way
towards enforcement.

60

All- Industry
Promotion

It can't be done with $125,000 when newspapers have a million
or more. A motion picture is good, but it should be only part
not the entire promotion.

-

62

Public

NAB has done a good consumer job, but its trade relations have
been insufficient. Bob Richards is endorsed, but agencies and
sponsors say top- drawer policy makers prevent good trade paper

67

Standards of
Practice

Relations

Local- retail

Advertising

Research

industry relations.
Local agencies feel that NAB has put too much emphasis on its
department -store promotion and too little on the many other
fields of retailing that should use the air. Most department -store
business is placed direct and pays no agency discount.

68

It's possible, the advertising industry believes, to have NAB set
research standards without involving any restraint of trade.
Plenty of respect for Ken Baker, but not too much for his
operation.

71

Continued on next page
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Broadcast
Measurement Bureau

Feeling is that NAB missed the boat on BMB and thus lost friends
among stations and buyers of broadcast time. Sponsors want
BMB to continue, and so do agencies.

72

Programing

Sponsors can't
want intensive
Agencies feel
do a world of

of Harold Fair's department. They
education for stations on basic programing facts.
that a brief station seminar on scheduling would
good for advertising.

74

Broadcast industry music licensing organization has improved its
acceptance at agencies and sponsors. There's still feeling that
it ought to spawn more popular successes, but usefulness of its
folk music and other catalogues is admitted. BMI TV music
availability is widely endorsed.

75

use its

Agencies ask: "When will NAB get majority of the stations to
approved rate card form? Also when will NAB sponsor
a good TV rate card ?"

76

Export heads of great manufacturers and international managers
of advertising agency departments contend that NAB's invasion
of the international scene is good.

76

Broadcast Music,
Inc.

Rate Cards

International
Relations

see the results

Labor

Labor relations within the broadcasting industry have been
handled well, according to legalists at agencies and sponsors.
However, advertisers still worry about fact that secondary boycotts loom every time there's a radio union problem.

Engineering

Little is known about engineering activities of NAB's Howard,
but sponsors know that technical standards are improving all
the time. Agencies feel that station logging appears to be
more accurate, and credit NAB with this.

Television

It's time for NAB to get into the television field and work for
better understanding between radio and TV.

Frequency

Modulation

79

a

part of radio broadcasting -why not recognize it as such,
and try to get stations and agencies to understand its place in
the business ?" say most sponsors. They don't want to decide
between FM or AM.
"FM

78

79

is

80

Storecasting

Regulate it, explain it, and promote storecasting. Many sponsors are certain it's a form of broadcast advertising that may
be primary long after radio itself becomes a secondary medium.

82

Transitradio

Sponsors look at transitradio as one of radio's greatest promotional mediums. They also feel it's open to abuses and to
attack from printed media
so why not include it within the
province of the NAB?

82

FAX

It's not a current worry, but sponsors want all broadcast media
within one association - -and FAX is sent through the air.

82
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soap opera
The 1110t important

requirement of all:
i011OW
Hummerts established serials fundamental. As in "When

Every writer and producer of a
radio daytime serial has his own
formula for keeping Ma Perkins, Portia Blake, and the rest of the fabulous
fraternity of serial strips beloved of
some 20,000,000 women. The basic
formulas are all similar, and no new
analysis of them would generate much
light on how to make the serials sell
more products.
It is the secrets behind the formulas
that can pay off. They reveal new possibilities for adding impact and appeal
to the programs as entertainment, and
indicate ways to make the commercial
itself more potent. Research by a
number of independent sources now
makes it possible to understand more
clearly the facts behind the soap
opera's power with its devotees, and
how to increase and extend it.
To succeed as an advertising vehicle, the serial drama obviously must
first deliver an audience of prospects,
then the commercial must sell them.
'I his report will consider both the editorial formulas and other factors that
give the strips their phenomenal audiences of intense and faithful listeners.

II APRIL
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he ffiru1ula

Girl Marries," (above) its suffering

as bell as the factors that help the
commercial turn then into sales.
In actual practice. of course. the

commercial can't avoid being a part
of the program, no matter how carefully it may be set apart from the
dramatic elements by music, sound
effects. and other devices.
Each
naturally affects the other. Considerable work has been clone on this problem by various organizations. The
radio research unit of McCann- Erickson, for example, has made important
contributions to knowledge in this
field.

Perhaps the most significant recent
work on this question. however, is
that done by the New York public
relations firm, Attitudes. Inc. The
Attitudes researchers hay been working on a way to make the emotional
content of the program directly reinforce the commercial.
As a general idea this. of course, is
not new. But the specific application
worked out by Attitudes is entirely
new. It indicates the possibility for
the first time of uniting the most potent features of the commercial and

the program on a seientificallc-controlled basis.
A few agency executives who have
had an advance look at the method
have privately expressed the feeling
it represents a revolutionary step in
the practice of broadcast advertising.
Details of the application to daytime
serial commercials will be disclosed
for the first time in the part of this
report on what makes selling talk sell.
The remote origin of America's
daily serial strips might possibly be
traced back to the Greek bard Homer.
James Thurber mentioned the theory
in his very accurate series on the soap
opera in The New Yorker last year.
But the practical origin of daytime
serials-very naturally overlooked by
a consumer -slanted story involved a
person with quite a different kind of
talent from that of the Greek teller of
folklore.
The problem of filling this nations
air with a cycle of its own folk tales
awaited not only several thousand
years of technical progress. but also
the advent in Chicago in circa 1928
of a salesman in the person of a brash
27

then network

OPERA

SOAP
G
Get
2

favorable

fORKILA

time slot.

sufficient

Allow

president, and fumed,
"Chicago is originating new programs
without clearing with the program department." Lohr asked his secretary
to find Mr. Trammell. "It just hap pens," he told Royal, "that Trammell
is in from Chicago this morning. You
can ask him about it.'
Trammell's answer to the question
when he walked in a few minutes later
has the most practical bearing of all
on the beginning of radio's soap
opera: "Well,- he snapped, "somebody around here has got to sell daytime programing!"
(Royal later confided to friends he
knew right then who the future president of NBC was going to be.)
It's difficult to determine whether
daytime serials carne of commercial
age out of Chicago, under the blessing

time to build

lowing
noble fem

{ol-

pr°ta9
protagonists

but win great

who

of Niles Trammell, or at the Crosley
radio station WIN in Cincinnati
which sired a number of top writers
9pOd
using
opp
reform
of
cliff hangers. Whether they became
or
characters
big
business in the Queen or the
4.
chaca
eventually lose out
Windy City first isn't important. They
mascubrought a new kind of actress to radio.
initiative,
the emoter who suffers and suffers and
strength,male charac {ers.
suffers. In each daytime serial she
5
rehearses one hour, and is on mike in
linity
lenity
an episode that runs only a little over
ten minutes. She's well paid (front
S500 a week up). and is generally a
good craftsman.
One actress who plays the lead in
a long-time popular strip used to attend with grim faithfulness rehearsals
ouog NBC executive named Niles might or might not. as the) saw it for even those episodes in which she
Trammell.
then, hotel the ear of an ambulatory did not appear. It was "her" proIle first insisted on experiments with housewife long enough to put over a gram. She honestly believes she is
the most important element in the prodaytime programing three or four commercial.
cars before the actual birth of the
This feat Trammell accomplished. gram's success. She isn't. No persi.ap opera as known today. The first Procter & Gamble. Colgate-Yalitoliye- former is. in the field of (la%tim e
It is true that good per of the serial strips that later were Pect. Sterling Drug. American Home drama.
switched to dattinie were then aired Products were some of the pioneer formances by the cast make a smoother
in the earl% e%eniug and later at night. sponsors he induced to try daytime ptrxluctiom a more listenable, believThe Coldbergs. 1 /1 rl and A /urge, I'ir radio. Trammell's approach to build- able show. But other things have
and .4)m /e, /;rift and Gob. and Marie, ing day light programs was to use his much more to do with a program's
The Little Frerrrlt Princess were own judgment on what looked tmost pulling power.
Publicity like the recent Look magaamong the first of the typical strips promising and try it out fast.
to be developed.
This approach wasn't long in get- zine report on 1/a Perkins' anniversary
Before this could happen it was ting repercussions.
Back in New party uaturallt tries to foster the beeeressai to otercome the extreme York one day. program director John lief that 11a has been the same person
for 15 years. It helps along the ilwariness of advertisers to init their lioyal (mew an \lIC %ice president
lusion of 11a as a real -life character.
(1a%tini(
the
office
Of
Lohr.
dollars into
Lenox
io gamin! that bounced into
The fact is that a dozen different people. more or less. have played the
role of \la Perkins. with little or no
effect on the show's popularity. The
This is the first of a series of articles on daytime serials and
,:one thing has been true of other
what makes them produce audiences and sales for the soap,
serials that have had changes in the
actress or actor pia) ing a leading
drug, and food companies that use broadcasting advertising.
part. Instances like the woman who
wrote she couldn't bear to think of

moral victories.

an d

let

mitt

%

P

p

I
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Every soap opera needs a heroine
ence if she's

a

and it makes no differlawyer, sob sister, grandmother or just wife, she always

Mrs. Young in bed with another husband, because there was a change in
the actor playing Pepper Young. are
relatively rare. The woman forgot
the existence of one of soap opera's
firm rules of conduct -twin beds).
That most players of top roles
seldom act in more than two strips at
the most is seldom duc to the sponsor's
belief that the talent should be restricted to his own show, although
this is true in some cases. Before
Selena Boyle, a former soap opera
top -flight, top-salaried star, went to
Hollywood, she played Women of
Courage, a Benton & Bowles show. Her
II APRIL 1949

has her problems. And they generally concern a man who is seldom what
he should be. In latest Hooper (15.21 March) all above rated 6 or better

contract forbade her appearing on another daytime show.
Another agency approached her
about an additional show for a noncompetitive product, offering ternis
that outshone her Women of Courage
salary, and three weeks' paid vacation.
But her soap sponsor said no. She
quit. But she hadn't taken the precaution first to have her name on the
dotted line of the contract for the new
show, and the deal cooled. Selena was
out of daytime radio. Daytime serials
permit of very little artistic temperament.
More generally, however, the five-a-

week stint, including a usual hour's
rehearsal for each show, is enough to
make two strip shows the maximum a
star player, wl() naturally appears in
most episodes, cares to undertake. The
most common limiting clause simpl
restricts the star from appearing for

competing product.
The daytime serial director doesn't
have the kind of problems Of a director of Ford Theater, Suspense. or other
front -rank dramatic shows. The situation kith a new play each week. or
both a new play and new stars. calls
for highly- skilled direction to bring
(Please turn to page 100
a
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ilargarille makes good
11`;111s

fight Ío1

ndoubtedly the most maligned and persecuted food
product on record, margarine is again
going through a crisis which may
change the whole complexion of margarine manufacture, sale and advertising. A bill was passed by the House
on
April to abolish all Federal taxes
%%hich have been levied against margarine for 63 years. The measure had
included a clause which would have
restricted the interstate shipment of
butter's competitor. but this clause was
eliminated on the floor of the House.
The bill now goes to the Senate, which
killed a similar measure at the end of
the regular session last year.
Margarine has had a stormy career since its introduction into the
United States hi 1874. Originally made
largely from beef fat (oleo nil), the
product was named oleomargarine;
although now manufactured almost entirely from vegetable oils. modern margarine. under existing restrictive law,
must still be labelled oleomargarine.
In its early das there was a stigma
attached to margarine that stemmed
from the thought that it was an unhealthful prodnet; with the switch of
its principal ingredient from meat to
vegetable oil. the stigma evaporated
into a feeling that margarine was IMIV
1

the

of tax discrimination

33.50-eents -a -pound difference between
margarine and butter began to be an

do another. more subtle promotional
job
attempt to create a national
important factor in public acceptance "consumer's lobby" for margarine. By
of the cheaper product. The butter in- nationally advertising on the air a
terests had growing competition on product unobtainable in one -third of
their hands.
the country-and advertising it lc-ithRadio and other advertising media out calling attention to the restrictions
had been helping to establish in the on the product, just as if none existed
public's mind that margarine had as and margarine could he bought anymany nutritional advantages as any where the same as any other adverother table spread. Radio was also tised product -the margarine manubeing sed bv the margarine firms to facturers were hoping to educate the

-to

KRAFT'S SEARCH FOR A NAME FOR THE BABY ON

THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE" WAS WO

WIN A N EW'
IN PARKAY MARGARINE'S
20 FORDS -721 prizes in all
Ne/p! Senda winning name
/or fhis baby sir and /7/Red
a new Ñrehn your uufure
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"poor mans butler."

When food prices were much lower.
few consumers knew or cared about
the animal qualifications of margarine
for cooking and as a table spread. !kit
the war, with its butter shortage, introduced margarine to more and more
\nerican kitchens and dinner tables.
Conking experts began to agree that it
%%as as palatable as butter; medical
a-ociatinm claimed it to be as nourishing. With icing food prices, the

ads erasing,
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being used by Miami Margarine over MBS
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product that can't be bought universally -and to do the selling as though
it can.
The John F. Jelke Company used
broadcasting to sell its Good Luck
margarine as early as 1932. Nucoa.
margarine brand name of Best Foods,
Inc., had been advertised on the old
NBC Red network in 1935 -36 and
1941. Periodically. from 1911 through

public to the inequities of the prohibitions on the product. The theory was
that a radio listener, sold on trying
margarine, would be outraged to learn
that he couldn't buy it because of unjust rules and regulations (in those
states, of course, prohibiting its sale).
Most of the top margarine producers
have used radio, probably for the first
and only time in its history, to sell a

MAGAZINE ADS

TO SELL LISTENERS ON PARKAY MARGARINE ON AIR AND IN TWO -PAGE

-

FORD
'49
x50,000.00

CONTEST

How to win your new '49 FORD!

721 WONDERFUL PRIZES IN ALL!
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"One Man's Family ") advertised Blue Bonnet Margarine

tr.

..1.+

.!

part of 1948, Kraft Foods Company
plugged its Parkay margarine via The
Great Gildersleeve, while Blue Bonnet
margarine shared commercials with
other Standard Brands products ou
One Man's Family through 1915 -48.
Cudahy Packing Company did some
of its selling of Dclrich margarine ou
the Nick Carter program. Swift &
Company's Allsweet found Meet the
Meeks on NBC a good sales-message
deliverer. Miami margarine uses two
half -hours weekly of the across -theboard Queen For a Day ALBS show.
All these programs. plus selective
radio. have been applying the drops of- water -on -a -rock principle to the
problem of making the average consumer margarine- conscious.
But to do that. what with the prohibitions and restrictions placed on
margarine. even a water cascade of
Niagara -like proportions would have
an extremely difficult job. If left to
develop normally, through intensive
advertising and merchandising
methods, margarine would unquestionably eventuate into a formidable rival
Itf butter. But not even the most astute
use of broadcasting or any other advertising media can elevate margarine
to that position as long as it is saddled
%%ith the taxes and restraints currently
handicapping it.
Since 1866 margarine has never
been free of Federal lags regulating
its manufacture and sale. It is the only
food taxed for containing harmless
artificial coloring (cheese, candy, ire
cream, and mane other foods are artificially colored. et not subject to
extra taxes). despite the paradoxical
facts that (1 ) margarine made with
(/'lease turn to page 103)

_lato-Lile enan/oyx three broadcast media
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SKEEZIX SARGE WILMER
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CORKY CHIPPER HACK BIX RUFUS
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YOUR NAME HERE
1.

Selective plays important part

2.

Television helps demonstrate

.n

Auto -Lite advertising. Dealers share costs

accessories

on

"Suspense"

for

Auto -Cite

3. NETWORK RADIO IS

The eye- eatching glitter of
194.9's new crop of motor
vehicles looks great in a dealer's show-

The ¡tul oiiiotive
PART THREE

iIiUttiIP
1:1I/ of I ire..

:111/1

l':111 i11.

:11/1`..1/1'i1`s I1:1. g1'1/n-II

wil II I/rII:I/II':Isl :1dv1`1'l isi11;

room. It gives the dealer the sanie
sort of window-dressed prestige in his
community that la%ish filai spectacles
give a producer ill Holly nood. But,
just as movie companies are usually
Ittekv to break evert on celluloid extravaganzas. and in almost every case
make their money out of modest "B"
pictures and "oaters', the bulk of the
cash business at the auto- dealer level
is done in the hack of the shop -in
auto repair parts and accessories.
Nowhere in the automotive field is
the profil factor more alluring, the

SPONSOR

1

NOW USED

TO ESTABLISH THE AUTO -LITE TRADE NAME VIA CBS, WITH MYSTERY THRILLER "SUSPENSE" AS THE CURRENT ATTRACTION

competition tougher, or the local -level
advertising geared more directly- to
sales.
Auto dealers have sourly
watched a large part of the lucrative
repair business (more than 42c' today) go to separate repair shops, and
where the repair business goes you'll
generally find the companion business
in auto parts and accessories going.
too. This situation is largely a Frankenstein monster of the dealer's own
making. The most frequently -heard
reasons as to why car owners don't
take their vehicles back to the original
dealer for major and minor repairs are
that "the price is too high," or "the
service is unsatisfactory." During the
II APRIL 1949

war, man)' dealers billed customers
with $10 charges for what was actually
500 worth of labor and copper wire
in the ignition system. Since the repair business was all that was keeping
most of these dealers alin e at the time,
it might he understood. :Motorists
might have understood -but they
weren't appreciative. The general bad
feeling that such practices aroused reflected then, and still does today, on
much of the truly honest work and
sales efforts of dealers. The auto
dealer today who wants to keep up
his profit figures with his parts -andaccessories business- and four out of
six dealers are in this categor) -has

to overcome, largely by advertising,
not only a good deal of prejudice on
the part Of auto owners, but also a
highly- competitive situation with his
fellow mterehants (low n the street.
Drive into anv good -sized American
city today. and ', oti ll find that the
clay of the "specialized' auto service
center is about over, except for a few
big machine- and -body sltor. Firestone's tire -and- supply stores now sell

gasoline and Firestone auto accessories
as well. Gulf service stations and
Mobil stations, to mention just two.
sell Gulf tires and Mobil tires and
auto supplies. as well as petroleum
products. Independent repair shops
33

Tires wire TV a big play

ne
StUfl
firestone

gulf

II

U.

associates itself with American tradition and history through its sponsorship of
'Americana" on NBC -TV. Commercials use give -aways to bring customers to stores

sponsors two TV network airings: "We the People" on CBS -TV and the "Gulf Show" on
NBC -TV. Programs have commercials for Gulf Tires showing auto rubber used roughly

bhp

S. rubber
34

is a p ion
on visual
TV as a toy. They'e

whe mfd

tir
anu acturers loo
air, buying m
en oth
sponsored evertiythieng from air races to bobby soi parties

and chain -store operations in the auto
supply field sell nationally- branded
auto parts and supplies. Even mail order houses, like Sears -Roebuek and
Montgomery Ward, are in the act with
service stations carrying a complete
line of parts and supplies, with order
desks for things not on the shelf. In
every case, the parent company has
decided to broaden its line in order to
gain higher profits for itself and for
its retailers.
To meet the demands of new -car
dealers for something to combat the
inroads into dealer business, most
auto makers today stock wide lines
of parts and accessories. in addition to
basic repair parts. that dealers can
promote to their customers after haying sold a new car. Since dealer profits
on new ears are largely nullified in
normal times by the losses sustained
in tying up capital in a stock of
traded -in used ears, the situation is a
serious one for the automakers' sales
channels, and automakers are pushing
their parts and accessories in advertising at the national level and engaging in dealer co -op advertising to push
them at the local level.
Caught somewhere in the middle of
this fiscal merry -go -round are the manufacturers of auto parts and aeeessories who depend on the auto industry proper for a living. Many of
them do a multi- million -dollar business with such firms as General Motors
and Chrysler, selling parts and accessories to be used as original equipment for cars. Many a manufacturer
of auto parts and supplies sells a sizable amount of his output to be sold as
replacement parts under the house
brands of automakers, oil firms. tire
companies, and mail -order houses.
These sanie manufacturers are selling
their auto products under their own
labels through the usual distribution
ehannels of jobbers and owned warehouses to independent dealers. garages.
and service stations. Not a few nranufaeturers find that they are competing
with themselves in three or more ways
at once.
The problem of keeping their brand
names alive and of staying out of the
category of being just another major
supplier in the automotive field is extremely important to these manufacturers. The problems of maintaining
their share of the business are vital
to auto dealers. The high profits and
steady business aspect of parts and accessories appeal to petroleum market (Please nowt to page 11)
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BROADCASTS

Is your radio a

BY

WALTER

O'KEEFE,

MC

AND

CHEF

iieg1euted!

Borden's i11111 General Foods. i11111/11r; 01 hers. have
learned 111:11 pre-I1rOiItl11ilsl 1/1oII1111 r11I1E111 ions pay
11

lts a curious commentary
ou the thinking-or lack of

go because it's a chance to see a show.
any show. for free, and those who
desire to be present at a particular
program because they like it on the air
and want to see it in person.
But, for whatever reason a person
may attend a broadcast. he or she is a

-on the part of broadcast advertisers and their agencies that while
millions are spent to promote a product to unseen radio listeners, the opportunity of selling the sizable live
studio and theatre audiences present at natural recipient for a strong pitch
a broadcast is surprisingly neglected from an advertiser. People with any
(luring the warm-up period before a degree of sensitivity recognize the
show goes on the air.
fact that they are guests of the sponsor
A ready -made sales prospect is set from the moment they enter the studio
up for an advertiser every time a or theatre until the time they leave.
listener writes to a sponsor or a net- and as such owe their "host" the
work for a ticket to a broadcast. courtesy of undivided attention to anyPeople who want to be part of the live thing he may say to them. And those
audience at a program can be divided who may not look at it that way are
roughly into two categories --those who in the minority and are nevertheless
it

II APRIL 1949

exposed to a sales pitch whether they
like it or not.
Yet with approximately 8,000.000
people attending network studio and
theatre broadcasts yearly- and a similar
number making up local station live
audiences, all of thew wide open to
simple but effective merchandising
tricks. sponsors on the whole ignore
the possibilities inherent in selling the
live audiences in their "clutches
There are. of course. exceptions who
give away samples of their products
and obviously sponsors like Philco or
Ford could hardly go in for that sort
of merchandising-but in general the
is
pre- broadcast warm -up period
(/'lease turn to page 98)
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THE

'GANG" ACTUALLY ENJOY THEMSELVES ON

THE AIR AND THIS GETS THROUGH TO LISTENERS

WHO LOVE THE RIBBING

The I1a.ppj Gaiig gets ai'ooiid
Z:111

-

111111101

Of 1':111:1/1:1'S

%1`lls CIII!¡:Itl1`- Palmolive- Peel

Canada's The Happy Gang
because its
broadcasting as it used to
be. before it became "big business ".
There were a number of happy gangs
back in the thirties when The ,\'iheils,
Si.clets of the .SkiIle!, and Ray Knight's
Cuckoos agitated the ether without
is successful

benefit of script, stopwatch -holding. or
men in
the control looms.
It's nothing nnosual for the entire
team to become convulsed at a comedy
routine of two of the Gang. because
until the routine is aired the rest of
the Gang hasn't heard it. Bert ['earl,
who leads the Gang. explains that he
feels tbct ought to Evart idiom the wav
their audiences are supposed to. The
Gang doesn't think its humor is austhing hut rorli . and there are plenty

adtrrti,.ing agency production

36

products

leading

111:1S1

who proclaim that Happy Gang rags
are "moldy around the edges ". Despite this, at 1:15 -1:45 pan., the program pulled a 19.2 Elliott- Baynes
rating (Canada's IIooperating) iu
\lontreal, and in the middle of the
Commonwealth in Winnipeg a 16.2.
These ratings were for February, 19.19,
just 12 years and nine mouths after
The Happy Gang was born at CRCT.
Three sears and seven months later 11

January. 19.101, Colgate-Palmolive.
Beet Company. Limited. decided to
sponsor the program. It wasn't without some trepidation. for, to quote
Charles R. Vint. president of tiu. conlpanr. "being broadcast file half -lueurs
each week stakes The Happy Gang the
most (xpeusite radio property in
Ca Hach."
(:olgatc-l'almolis '.I i et found out in

111

11:1

1

i1111`

program

111:1S1

the first few months that it had bought
not only a program but a Canadian
institution. Vint was amazed at the
letters that came across his desk attesting to the appeal of the Gang and each
member ill it. There were times during
World War 11 when the demand so
exceeded what was available from soap
companies that Colgate was frequently
moved to drop advertising. No matter
how moved it was. however, it never
considered eliminating The Happy
Gang. In a nation like Canada. prone
as it is towards public ownership and
agi11 .\lucricali -owned corporations,
The Happy Gang has continued to
slake Colgate part of the Canadian

famih.
All though the war, The nappy
Gang made Canada's war effort their
effort. They didn't "give time" to servSPONSOR

ice appeals but made them part of the

program. Typically, The Optimist
Club's Creed was offered during a
broadcast and a special postal box was
arranged for by the Club. When, after
the first offer, the official of the club
went for the mail, he found a single
card asking him to call at a special
window (wicket, to use the Canadian
expression). When he arrived at the
wicket, he was handed seven mail bags
full of requests. That might not have
been surprising in the U.S., with 150station networks and a 150,000,000
population. It is in Canada where The
1lappy Gang is heard over the complete network of the Canadian Broadnetwork of 33 stacast Corporation
tions. Canada's population was 11,000,000 when this offer was made.
Every Canadian organization interested in the war effort and in maintaining the home front took part in
the Gang broadcasts, and the sponsor,
Colgate, wanted it so.
The Happy Gang decided upon a
song book of war tunes. They received
$1,000 advance from the publishers,
and donated that and all subsequent
royalties to Canada's Navy League,
which saw to it that the Merchant
Navy was equipped with phonographs
and records. The Gang didn't stop at
getting the war songs published. They
sold the book on practically every
broadcast, so that royalties continued
to roll in for the League.
What the Gang did for the Navy
League it also slid for the Red Cross,
War Bond drives, and the many other
causes that were part and parcel of
the Canadian war effort. Every time
they made a contribution, ColgatePalmolive -Peet became more and more
a part of Canada.
Since Colgate spends a sizable part
of its budget for The Happy Gang, the
program has to continually carry its
weight in direct sales impact. Princess
Soap Flakes (a Palmolive product)
was marketed only through The Happy
Gang. It's a leader among soap flakes
in the provinces. Commercials on the
product were withdrawn from the program due to C -P -P's inability to supply
consumer and dealer demand. The
cosmetic line, Cashmere Bouquet, was
substituted. and these commercials also
paid off with direct results.
In 1947 Colgate Toothpaste needed
a pickup, and C -P -P decided that a
contest tied into the program would
do the job. There were no great prizes,
the first awards being $500 and the
(Please turn to pare 100)
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Ratings of happy gang in Canada and 1..1.
CANADA*
C

UNITED STATESj
Rating

Halifax
Montreal
Toronto

Ci+

16.3
19.2
12.5
6.0
16.2

Vancouver
Winnipeg
February

Rating

Cincinnati
Detroit

2.8

Rochester

2.2

Salt Lake City

2.7

1.6

fOctober- February

1949 Eliott Hayne

1948

Hooperatings

The happy gang is strong on promotions

9O0000cA2
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toothpaste didn't have huge prises but it was Bert
so it wa s a success
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book promotions

continuing exploitation and are
a regular part of "The Happy Gang
proof of the pull of all the members of the Gang. Thousands are sold

are
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World's Fair To Get
continuous broadcast needling
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Many business organizations feel that it's time
for U.S. to plan World's Fair, despite New York's
failure not too long ago.
Result is that newscasts
will carry information on Fair plans continuously
without traceable sponsorship.
Battle for coaxial cable
time starts all over again

FOR

1 May will see another conflict on coaxial cable
time.
This is day when 2 more nighttime cables go
into operation.
It's still not enough for all 4
networks, and time sharing is going to be big ache.

DETAILS SEE

PAGE 15

Mail -order business via
broadcasting increasing
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5000 WATTS

.

910 KC

PETERS, 1NC
rescntativcs
ReP
National

AFFILIATE

FREE &

Mail -order business being offered stations is increasing by leaps and bounds. Few stations, like
WNEW, N.Y., have decided to say "no" to all direct
air selling efforts. Even many 50,000 -watt outlets
are accepting direct -mail business.
Most TV stations have thus far ducked mail business, not
because of policy, but because they don't think
that medium is ready for it.

Radio Reports (commercial monitoring service) is
checking TV as well as radio in New York, Detroit,
and Los Angeles.
TV checking is 10 times as difficult as radio, monitors claim.
"TV to pass radio
in 1955"-Duffy

Ben Duffy, president of BBD &0, stated in recent
speech that his researchers indicate that TV will
pass radio in broadcast advertising importance by
1955.
of the Duffy sample stated that
Only ll
they thought that TV would replace radio entirely.
NBC M &O stations' income

at all time high

While NBC network business isn't at its all -time
high, same isn't true at NBC managed -and- operated
stations.
Even WRC in Washington, which was off in
November- December, has snapped back and joined its
sister stations in lush black ledger reports.
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A GREATER VOICE
A GREATER BUY!

50,0

WATTS
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"Good Neighbor Station"

Will on both sides of the border.

And now, the Detroit Area's best radio

buy will hit a new high in effectiveness.

in the middle
in this

of the dial

has continuously fostered Good

From 5,000 to 50,000 watts

... at the lowest

rate of any major station

region!

CKLW

Guardian Building, lleIrii 26
Want .1. Young, Jr.. Inc., Nat'l Rep.

MUTUAL
11

APRIL 1949

*
*

J. E. Campeau, President
II..''..'Ioris << ( Canadian Rep.
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OVER

1,200 ADVERTISERS

DO BUY THESE

1
THROUGH THE LISTENING GLASS
"A Wonderland of Music," enchanted by

CAVALCADE

OF MUSIC
the glamorous Cavalcade orchestra and
horus (40 pieces, 16 voices), directed by
r'Artega, with top guest talent, viz Dorsey,
4nita Ellis, Carle, The Modernaires, Mon oe, Tito Guizar, The Four Knights and
'(hers. A Lang Worth "Production" show
30 minutes
weekly

THE

-onc

MIKE MYSTERIES
smart musical show, incorporating a 2
minute mystery gimmick, written especially
for Lang Worth by Hollywood's John Evans
( "HALO FOR SATAN ", "HALO IN
BLOOD ", etc ) Music by Al "You Call Everybody Darling" Frace. A Lang -Worth "Production" show 15 minutes
weekly.
A

the dynamic performance of Lang Worth's
''Silver Strings
direction, lack Shaind
lin. The worlds, finest musc interpreted
with grace and
c.t
Johnny
Thompson, loan Brooks. Eva Garza. A
Lang -Worth "Production' show

30 minutes -once weekly.

.

THE CONCERT HOUR

One of radio's favorite dance bands. with

the bl,ht t,earted 'businessman's bounce"
in a trim well balanced program package.
A show that cuddles commercials like a
mother's arms 15 minutes
weekly.

-3

Is

m,,

.

411,

-5

-3

BLUE BARRON PRESENTS

hrmsell, Tu,

-

Radio's latest "network" success (on regular cast "Red Skelton Show) Negro vocal
quartette in a program of intimate memory
tunes, current hits, novelty harmonies and
rock rhythm spirituals.
15 minutes
weekly.

-3

qrhr

bestloved songs. A Lang
"Production- show.
15 minutes
weekly.

THE FOUR KNIGHTS

-

AIRLANE MELODIES
,c o' t'r"

...

.

of the world's

Worth

-5

DRIFTING ON A CLOUD
iream weaving by Lang Worth's special
:ts rn mellowmooded music The Modes
Moderne string orchestra, Lang Worth Din er Music and the Salon Orct estra Scripts
ritten with easy lyric gra_e
15 minutes
weekly.

EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB
Onc of the most commercial units in radio
today
16 male voices and soloists
with a repertory of more than 200 selections

KEYNOTES BY CARLE

...

Presenting
Frankie Carle's inimitable
finger tip magic in a couplet of old favorites.
S ....na.sm

Its universal appeal is enhanced by the
dir;n,hed interpretations of the celebrated
Lan ;; Worth Symphony and Concert orches
t'as directed by such outstanding condor
tors i.] Howard Barlow, Erno Rapee and
D'Artega. 30 minutes -once weekly.

but
our

it registers!
Good music captures listeners. 2. Lister
buyers. Therefore ...
Lang -Worth Musical Shows do hypo
1.

eye

arc tgtenaai

Over 1200 Advertisers endorse the Lang - i'orttti
lib artists and groups provide more than 6000* musical
selections, along with special programs based on smart
ideas, and produced with know -how and showmanship.

is
on

Whether it's for the masses or the classes, Lang -Worth
has the talent to put your product over...with sales -tested
"network calibre programs at local station cost"

*The 0000 selections cover every classification of musical ente
taitnnent necessary for good radio programming; mood music ant
special production aids in abundance -hante dance bands-symphony, light concert and salon music --mixed chorus, male gle
club, novelty vocal groups instrumental novelties -pipe organ
military bands- church music-Hawaiian, Latin-American, Hillbilly and ll'estern groups sung stt /isys and instrumental soloists
total of I 18 artists and groups.

the

-

sponsor

-a

LANG -WORTH NAB Convention Headquarters:
Rooms 512A -513A

LANG -WORTH SHOWS EVERY DAY -EVERY WEEK

!

ri

`I

III
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
quarter -hour in the cowboy's West .
with radio's top saddle -singers and Republic picture stars. Foy Willing and the
Riders of the Purple Sage. Homespun copy
in a musical setting of wide open spaces.
A

MEET THE BAND

REMEMBER WHEN

.

The cream of the Lang-Worth Dance Band

15

minutes

section: Dorsey, Monroe. Carle. Barnet.
Morgan, Basie. Fields, Clinton. Pastor.
Mooney, Thornhill and others. Includes entertaining information on the "lives and
works" of America's leading bandsmen.

30 minutes

1111.1141/

-3 weekly.

YOUR COMMUNITY CHAPEL
Leonard Stokes. the surpliced choir. and
pipe organ offering the ageless songs of
the Church with appropriate script.
15

pre
memory trail -with music
turesque. post -card gltmpses of tr- past.
Features The Ambassadors. a -D Arteca
directed- unit with vocals by Dick -Stop
The Music" Brown. A tang -Worth -Proweekly.
duction" show. 15 minutes

On

minutes -once weekly.

a

-5

-5 weekly.
SALON SERENADE
listening, daydreaming or
background for the dinner table. Features
all Lang -Worth string ensembles in smooth flowing music that lends friendly atmosStrictly

phere

for

to

any

scene.

30 minutes

-5 weekly.

TIME FOR

ORGAN INTERLUDES
A brief interlude at the organ...with Hugh
Waddill
favorite of thousands of listeners.
5 minutes.
.

,

.

3/4 TIME

Yesterday and today. translated into three quarter time via the loveliest waltzes in the
Lang -Worth Library
15

minutes

-3 weekly.

PIPES OF MELODY
The famous Lew White. performing at New

York's Paramount Theatre pipe organ
and Bertrand Hirsch and his Magic

Violin

program of relaxing melodies ...
current and memory.
15 minutes
weekly.

-in

a

-3

LA1%G-%1OItTll1eatllro

programs, inc.

Network Calibre Programs at Local StatioN Cost

STEINWAY HALL

113

WEST

57th STREET

NEW

YORK 19, N. Y.

Mr. Sponsor asks...
"What is the function of
field of broadcasting?'"

a

tralic association in the

Alden James

I

Advertising Director
P.

The
0'i/lt1`Ié

P:If111`f

i1s1`W/°e0

119.

James
The function of
a trade association in the field of
broadcasting i s
to perform those
services for the
which
indnstr%
are designed to

perpetuate its
usefulness to the
people 'chum it
serves.
That is the acid test whielr
should be applied to an) association
activity. whether it be in the field of
legislation, promotion, engineering. or
public relations. In pursuit of the
objective to perpetuate the usefulness
of the nnxlinn. the association urn.
of necc < <itc. he aggressive in protecting the legitimate interests of the
broadcaster- from unfair assaults.
crippling restraints. or other attacks.
Accordingly. it may be an advocate
for corrective legislation or an opponent of proposed laws which would
stifle the industry and rob it of its
freedom to function as du other busi-

organizations.
The association
should exercise all ingenuity at its
cuMinn' ul to insure the economic
strrugth of the broadcasting industry.
'l'hi. may entail promotional effort in
behalf of broadcasting as an advertising medium. It nay inyohe research surveys and p,lls. 'Ihe alsoiation must be alert to lieu developments. not only ill the field of broad.
ness

,

42

lorillord Co., New York

In carrying out its dual function
casting. but in other media which may
have an effect upon the future course Il \lA strives to keep its members inof broadcasting. Such developments formed of all government actions
nia) be purely technical.
On the affecting t}e industry. and to keep the
oth.'r hand. there may be new meth - appropriate government officials inods or practices adopted b) other me- formed of industry activities and probdia. It must be prepared to represent lems. it thus arts in a liaison cathe industi-v as a whole in dealing with pacity between government an I incopyright pooh. labor organizati ois. dustry.
Perhaps no industry today affects
and other groups whose interests are
sufficiently broad to snake them mat- the lives and habits of more people
ters of concern to the entire broad- than does the radio and television
casting industry. In such representa- industry. Radio and teley ilion invade
tion. however. the association should the privacy of the honte as does no
refrain from binding any of its mem- other medium of entertainment. but it
bers to any contractual agreement. is always by invitation of the host or
This must remain a matter of self - hostess. This invitation will remain
cordial only as long as the product- -determination b% each member.
both the receiver and the broadcast- of
In perpetuating the usefulness
broadcasting to the people uhon it provides pleasure for the listener or
serves. it %%ill be necessary for the the y iewer.
BOND (.6DD6S
association to foster standards of
Executive 1'. p.
practice and operating codes which
RAM. Washington
will reflect the decent intent of the
members of the association to serve
the public interest in their administraThe broadcasting
tion of the industry.
trade association
Wrt.t.tAm S. 1IEI),E

\'l:C.

,

\eu

A trade association. such as the
Radio \lanufac-

Iurers

Associaa dual
I I 1
to
scr%e
its members. and t 2 t to
safeguard pubCc
interest -. l'ortu-

tion. has
function:

uatels.

coot routed
with peculiar
is

l or/;

these

functions are nsnalh parallel. as any
industry that depend. neon public
favor prospers only as long as it serves
the public interest.

problems. As a
business affected
with the public
interest. broadcasting has more
intimate relations
with the public
and government than other businesses
except ptblie utilities. Broadcasting is
composed of elements. the economic
interests of "licir are at limes in irreconcilable conflict and which can
reach unanimity of thought and action
only as to issues affecting them all in
soney%hat similar um.
it is certainly not a function of the
!rink association to act as arbiter. nor
a

SPONSOR

to maintain uncertain peace among
these various groups. No more can it
apply its energies and resources to the
specific interests of any partieular class
of members. however strong. nor assume the role of guardian and nursemaid for its least effectual members.
I belive the primary function of the
broadcasting trade association is:
(1) To establish and maintain a
wholesome relationship and understanding between the industry and the public and its

government representatives.
(2) To disseminate information to
its members on subjects of common interest calculated to assist them to render a more efficient performance.
(3) '1'o advise its members of present and imminent problems
affecting their common interests. and to make specific
recommendations for treatment.
(4) To formulate and project insofar as possible a comprehensible long -range plan for the
protection and betterment of the
industry.

Roam.

til°
..

s

1,

..and Satisfied
8:00- 9:00 p.m.

motto

for any

trade association.
It points up the
fact that the purpose of a trade
association is to improve the art, the
craft, or the business. It may be that
the association states its purpose more
specifically.
For example, the purpose of NARSR
is promotion of the current volume
and lasting health of spot (selective)
broadcasting business. Our art is selling and service. The more we improve
that art, the better we will promote
the use of spot broadcasting to sell the
advertisers' products and services in
top volume and at lowest cost, to the
financial benefit of the stations we
represent.
Trade associations blanket the
broadcasting business just as they do
most industries, but there are two

Clients!

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
(Wednesday) for Chicago Title 8 Trust Co.

9:00- 9:30 p.m.

Treasury of Music for
Chicago Federal Savings 8 Loon

10:15 -11:00 p.m.

Music Lovers Hour for
Goldenrod Ice Cream

11:00 -11:30 p.m.

Community Concert for

SWEZEY

There is a line in
Chaucer whieh
says: "The lyf so
short, the craft
so long to lerne".
This is a good

1949

11.,i.Ø1S

Bath

Community Builders

Exec. i'.p., Gen. Mgr.
if'/)SU. New Orleans
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and now available...

The Deems Taylor Show
Fine Music plus Authoritative Commentary

9:30 -10:00 pmt.
Fine music

is

5

Days

a

Week

enjoyed by 29 million concertgoers

in America each year. This Deems Taylor Show

on

WCFL- Chicago's

fine -music station

- offers

an excellent means of reaching the vast audience

of music lovers in the Chicago area. It's a most attractive buy budget -wise, too, thanks to WCFL's
economical rates. Contact WCFL in Chicago or
your nearest Bolling Company representative.

WCFL
The Voice of Labor

666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Bolling Company, Inc.
43
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special reasons for the trade associations in the broadeasting business.
One reason is the youth of the art and
science, and the long road ahead of it
to work out high quality programs, engineering, advertising techniques. etc.
The second reason resides in the coinplieatious of the business. Broadcasting is a communications business, an
atIertising medium, an entertainment
medium. and a science. Also, it is
branching out into new paths at a
killing pace television. transitradio.
ultrafax. facsimile. FM.
In addition to all the special reasons
for trade associations in broadcasting.
tie have the usual reasons why businesses tend to form trade associations.
a trend now almost tniiyersal. 'trade
associations exist so that the members
may do together the things that each
member finds it impossible to do
alone. That includes certain standardizations, a minimum of standardiza
lion, enough to prevent waste. to
simplify, to saie money for the consumer, but not enough to destroy the
initiative and enterprise that have
made America great.
Trade associations exist because the
members, meeting in committees and
at general meetings, usually learn
enough and are sufficiently stimulated
by what the hear to more than pay
for the time and expense involved.
The social purposes are not the
least value in trade associations. Mostly. we make our friends in our own
business. and the social meetings in
our trade build. widen and cement
friendships.
What a wonderful development we
have seen in ANA. \AA:\. BMA and

-

IN EASTERN

NORTH CAROLINA
TOBACCO IS KING

WGTM
Covers This Rich

Market ... with a
King-Size Voice!
Write or phone us or our
National Representative

X111!

Tti"

FLAN

%(;%N

Managing 1)ircNor
AR SR. .\'etr York

Nearly $12.000.000 will be spent
in network radio and network TV, na-

tional selective radio and TV. and
dealer co -op broadcasting during 1949
to promote the sale of everything from
spark plugs to inner tubes. Nearly
every form of broadcasting and program type will be included. At the
local retail level. slightly more than
S22, î 50,000 -- nearly twice the national
spending -will be spent for broadcast
advertising by auto dealers, service
station operators, auto stores, tire service stores, and mail -order houses.
Very little of the advertising is of the
institutional variety (with the exception of some of the national -level selling of the big rubber companies) ; the
bulk of it is geared strictly to produce
dollars -and -cents sales.
This reliance upon advertising to
stimulate sales in the auto parts and
accessories field is not a new concept.
Advertising (of which more than 30%
was on the air) lias increased the percentage of fancily ears equipped with
heaters from 31' in 1930 to nearly
60(J iii 1919. Broadcast advertising
has also done its share in promoting
the use of automobile radios. in 1931,
only one car in every 200 had a radio
in it. Today. the ratio is one ear out
of four. The Phileo Corporatic.i's lead
in the field (nearly I0`; of all radio equipped ears have 1'ltileos) can be
traced to )ears of eonsistent advertising and promotion. with radio and TV
playing an increasingly important part
in holding that lead over other radio
brands such as Majestic, Delco (General Motors), and Motorola. Broadcast advertising has done the same job
auto -parts-and -accessory
for ready
concerns that it has dotte for the makers of greeting cards, fabrics, shirts,
dresses. ete.: it has established brand name buying ni fields ii here little or
none existed, such as spark plugs, oil
filters, ear polishes. scat covers, and
other auto accessories, for such firms
as ;lectric Auto -Lite. Franc. S. C.
Johnson and du Pont, and Clostex.
'fhc biggest single category of American industry, apart from petroleum
products. that depends upon the making and selling of new ears for its
living is the tireand -tube business.
'l'he rubber industry is big. The
annual value of its products is over
$1.000.001).01111. The hulk of the busiis in tires and tubes,
ness 161' ;
with much of the remainder in secondary auto items. The growth of the
rubber industry is not a direct effect
of the rise of the auto industry. It
IE

"THE VOICE Or
THE GOLDEN PLAIN"

WILSON, N. C.

-

5000 Watts Full -Time
590 Kilocycles
Serving 1,125,000 People
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED
BY WEED AND COMPANY

THE AUTOMOTIVE PICTURE
(Continued front page 3.1)
ing companies. rnhber manufacturers.
and mail -order houses. The result:
some of the keenest eompel it ion in

Anierlean business.
It is no surprise. therefore. that the
autopartsand- accessories field is the
scene of some of the heaviest advertising spending in the U.S. erv,noutil
..t 111(1 U re.
And the keistuue of niuch
of the spending today is broadcast advertising.

1

MUTUAL EXCLUStVE IN THIS AREA
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Yes!

After many long months

our great "RADIO CENTER" of
the South is open and in

operation.

"1E
r

just can't help singing! The contractors are through
and were all settled in our magnificent new home.

...

It's a dream come true
a dream of modern architectural
design and radio engineering. Functional, as well as beautiful, it encompasses all that is the very last word in technical
equipment and construction, planned for the highest quality

WRNL h a steady, GROWING

station centered fn this rich
Rkhrnond, Virginia. marketing
area. For over ten years it has
served its listeners with the topmost local and network entertainment: And, WRNL has sarvod
advertisers with the market
from which they could gaits the
full effectiveness of their radio
advertising budget. Is YOUR
product on WRNL?

of broadcasting.
Everything, from WRNL'S new 250 -seat theater, to its staff
of competent, trained personnel has been planned to give
both listener and advertiser the finest in quality of broadcast, plus simultaneous programming on WRNL -FM. Thus
WRNL dedicates its continued efforts and modern facilities
to better serve a greater Richmond.

P. S.

Be

sure to visit us on your next

trip south.

Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

5,000

Watt ABC Affiliate

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

II APRIL
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1I(; in lite more than

began with Charles Goodyear's invention of vulcanized rubber in 1839, and
grew to an annual volume of $100.0(10.000 in 1899. But it was not until
1918. and the heavy demands of a
mechanized P.S. Army. that the rubber industry hit the billion mark in
sales. lime growth of the rubber industry since World War 1 has been
one of concentration. The bulk of the
tire- and -tube business in 1918 was
spread over 66 firms. 'Today, it is concentrated largely, among four firmsFirestone, Goodyear. Goodrich. and
C. S. Rubber, all of which hase been

broadcast advertisers in varying degrees from the early days of radio,
and even today (with the exception of
Goodrich) rank high on the list of
spenders in the various broadcast
media.
'l'he tire -and -tube business takes two
different directions at the shipping department of these manufacturers.
About one out of every three tires and
tubes is sold directly to autonrakers
for mounting as original equipment ou
ears, trucks, buses, tractors. and other
motor vehicles. The bulk of the business. however. is clone through channels which aim to sell the tires as replacements.
In recent years. tire -and -tube manufacturers have been pay ing more attention to the sales potential of the
rich farm market. There. the consumption of all sorts of consumer
products has shown the greatest rise
as farm income soared from the low
levels of depression days. Even where
the total yearly value of products sold
per farm is only $2.500 to $4,000,
23'; of the farms haie trucks and
77'; have automobile.. When the
Yearly value hits the $10.0110.and -up
class and a number of Midwest farms
today top the S5(10.000 mark), 87ß ;
have trucks. 92'; hate one or more
automobiles.*
This assures the tire -and -tube makers of a read -made market for their
product, since automobiles rank second only to radio sets in poly of what
farmers want utmost to buy. In addition to this. farmers use up more tires
in the course of a year than do their
city cousins. Among city dri%crs. 13ee
of the tires on the road came with the
replacements.
are
car. and 37';
\thong rural drivers. 3I'; of the tires
are original equipment. and 66';
I

42,I11(l,(llll1.01111

lientpl.is nt4rket..4ince 1923, -'the

..talion most people listen to

most

and the Uhl-Smith lifts been

teilit lite

%%olion'..

in 1Ient pltis

first choice

lending mlrerli..er...
Salet Management,

1948

NBC5000 Watts190
50 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid -South
,National

0:r n,,/
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The Branham Company
Itr /nesentaticec
and Operated br The Commercial appeal

*Source: I

.

s. Census of

.hrieuiture.
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have been bought as replacements.t
However, the buying of new tires for
replacement purposes by fanners does
not follow the same ratio in buying
nationally ach ertised brands, principally beeause the mail -order houses
(led by Sears with its Allstate and
Ward with its Riverside tires) have

made big inroads.
The auto-parts-and-accessories industry. paced by the major rubber
manufacturers, has not been slow in
going after the lucrative farm market.
as well as the urban markets. through
advertising. In the past decade, expenditures for broadcast advertising
to do this job have been increasing
more rapidly than for any other ad
media. Since farmers do not change
their brawl preferences quickly. unless
persuaded by a terrific prestige or a
"nuts -and -bolts" campaign, the air selling of the big tire -and -tube manufacturers. followed closely by the remainder of the autoparts-andaecessories field. has on the whole been
a blend of both.
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
which leads the rubber field in earnings with a current yearly net income
of almost $28,000,000, has been a oneprogram radio advertiser since 1928.
The Voice of Firestone, which varies
between being a prestige -builder at
times and at others purely a selling
vehicle for car. truck. and tractor
tires, and Firestone accessories, helped
Firestone into the number one spot
in the farm picture which it held for
years. losing it only in the past five
years or so to Goodyear. Firestone
is credited with being the first major
rubber manufacturer to go after the
farm market in a big way. During the
1930's, when business was slow in the
tire industry. Firestone started up a
series of plowing contests, mailed out
5,000,000 circulars every few months
to R.F.U. addresses. placed e.t. farm
programs on key farm stations all over
the country. and generally whooped it
up in rural areas. Firestone found
early in the game that radio was unexcelled at reaching into farm communities. When followed up and promoted aggressively, Firestone radio
farm sales shot up to first place.
In addition to The Voice Of Firestone. the Firestone firm also sponsors
a new network TV show. Americana,
on seven NBC-TV stations, and spends
the remainder of a $3,000,000 budget
in magazines and farm papers, with
tS.atree: Crowell- Collier 1948 Tire Surrey.
I
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WFBL
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

SELLS for YOU
r

WFBL's

MUSICAL
CLOCK

Feoturing eleven professionol radio artists, The Clock
includes eight musicions, two vocolists, and is led by
the most popular Moster of Ceremonies in Syrocuse,
Jim Deline.

MON. thru SAT.
7:30 to
9:30 a. m.

The Musical Clock this month celebrates
its 10th anniversary on the air. 3120 con-

secutive broadcasts prove that the Musical
Clock is doing a sound selling job for
participating sponsors.

One sponsor has been selling with The
Clock for over seven years. Another sponsor
has used over 2200 consecutive broadcasts
to sell his merchandise.

The

Musical Clock Can Sell for You!
From hams to greeting cards to house trailers, the Musical Clock has shown outstanding sales results for every kind of
merchandise.

FREE & PETERS for the WFBL
Musical Clock Booklet and Availabilities

Ask

wFBL

BASIC
C$S

IN SYRACUSE . . . THE NO. 1 STATION
WITH THE TOP SHARE OF AUDIENCE
MORNING, AFTERNOON OR EVENING
47

3M2
Saturday
WIND
Network A
Network B
Network C
Network D

3

to 6 PM

19.3
15.5
10.6
17.0
10.1

HOOPER INDEX

Jan. 1949

560 K C
24 hoursa day

KTUC

1400

Tucson
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occasional selective announcement
campaigns in radio.
Closely behind Firestone in net income is the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. with a yearly net of some $26,000,000. Like Firestone. Goodyear
has been in and out of radio since the
beginning of the 1930's, and is currently sponsoring. at the national level.
the prestige -building The Greatest
Story Ever Told. Goodyear is the
largest auto -parts -and- accessories ad
spender in dollar volume, having a
1949 budget of nearly $4,000,000. The
Greatest Story is the extreme of institutional advertising, confining itself to
the barest mention of the sponsor.
Goodyear dealers and Goodyearowned stores are not even permitted
to buy spots adjacent to it nor to engage in any heavy point -of -sale or
newspaper promotions based around
the show. The tremendous good will
and high listening to the fine biblical
presentation in farm areas pay off.
Goodyear runs frequent selective radio
campaigns, and encourages Goodyear
dealers (and Goodyear-owned stores,
too) to run extensive radio campaigns
locally under a cooperative advertising
deal that works up on a sliding scale
from a 50-50 basis. At least one of
the Goodyear Service Stores (in Memphis, Tenn.) is on the visual air, buying TV spots on WMCT.
The 13. F. Goodrich Co., number
three in net income among the rubber companies with a current figure
of some $23,000,000, spends a sizable
ad budget of some $2.250,000, with
t,I( .. of it going into magazine advertising, and the balance to newspapers,
farm papers, outdoor advertising, amt
d aler co -op advertising. little or
none of the budget is channelled into
broadcast advertising. Goodrich's efforts in radio, partly because of unfortunate program choices in the earl)
1930's and partly because of a feeling
at Goodrich that visual advertising is
their answer, have not met with success, and the medium is seldom used.
Fourth on the list of the leading
tire -and -tube manufacturers is the
l
S. Rubber Co., with current net
meome figures of nearly $22.000,000.
l
S. Rubber has been in and out of
network radio for years, most recently
sponsoring the New York Philharmonic on CBS. Like Goodrich. U. S.
Rubber feels that a visual medium
works lest in the advertising of tireand -tube products, and currently 60'1,
of its $2,000,000 budget goes into
magazines, farms papers. and news-

papers. Unlike Goodrich, U. S. Rubber has been a pioneer in the auto
parts and accessories industry in the
use of the visual air to do a selling
job. U. S. Rubber has been a TV
sponsor since the days when TV
sponsors were looked upon as being
slightly daft, and has bankrolled sports
and special events (both film and live,
using the films for the secondary purposes of sales promotion, thus reducing the over -all costs), as well as
nighttime variety shows, quiz shows,
and a little of everything.
U. S. Rubber's current campaign in
TV is film spots that reach every TV
market, selling L. S. Royal Air Ride
Tires to city and farm TV audiences.
U. S. Rubber may drop this heavy
campaign in favor of a TV program
this Fall. providing the firm can find
the format it thinks will do the job.
U. S. Royal dealers (the firm, unlike
Goodyear, et al., has no stores of its
own) are offered dealer aids for radio
under the dealer co-op plan, and a
sizable number of U. S. Rubber dealers are on the air locally with announcements and programs.
The remaining tire firms, like Atlas,
Armstrong, Federal, General, Kelly,
Schenuit, etc., do little or no air advertising. Their sales are by no means
in the saute brackets as the "Big Four"
of the tire- and -tube industry.
Firms that sell tires as part of a
line of auto parts and accessories do a
certain amount of advertising. The
Gulf Oil Co., which sells its own tires
and auto accessories through Gulf stations, promotes them heavily on a new
TV program, The Gulf Road Show,
on seven NBC -TV stations. The tireand -auto products, apart from Gulf's
petroleum line, also come in for frequent plugging on Gulf's AM -TV
show, We The People, on CBS and
in Gulf's selective radio announcement
campaigns. farm paper, and newspaper advertising. Altogether, about
20;i of Gulf's $2.250.000 budget is
spent to promote its tire and auto accessory line.
The Phillips Petroleum Co. plugs
Lee Tires (with which it lias a contractual arrangement on behalf of
Phillips service stations), along with
Phillips petroleum products. on 31
Central, Mountain. and Pacific region
10 -15-and -30- minute
stations with
news and music programs. This radio
selling. which accounts for some 50%
of the Phillips budget of nearly $$400.000. has been a fixture of Phillips advertising for years and has proved the
SPONSOR

re you one of the folks who've been buying
Pacific Coast Network coverage on the basis of a plus market that-in reality -doesn't exist at all? Isn't it a little like
paying for the hole in the doughnut ...and isn't it time
you asked yourself bow much that hole is costing you?

-

roadcast Measurement Bureau studies on a
highly impartial basis -prove that each of the four networks on the Pacific Coast has at least 90% coverage of
the entire market (ABC has 95%) ... whether it's little
Lemoncove in the Sequoias' shadow, or big Long Beach.

On the coast you cant get away from

ABC
EItU;E ... ABC's booming Pacific network
delivers 227,500 watts of power-53,500 more than the
FOR CON

-

second -place network. This power spells coverage
ABC reaches 95.4% of all Pacific Coast radio families in
counties where B \1B penetration is 50% or better. And
ABC's Coast Hooper for 1918's first 11 months is up
10% or more both day and night.

FOIL (.()Sf...a half hour on ABC's full 21-station Pacific
network costs only $1.275. Yet you can huy as few as 5
stations for testing or concentration. And ABC is faMons for the kind of audience -building promotion that
helps slice the cost -per- listener.

\\ hether you're on a coast network
or intend to be -talk to :Alt(
all in an ARC representative who has the venom
story on Pacific Coast network coverage...because we
think its a darned shame for anyone to pay extra for the
hole in the doughnut. You'll learn some astouishiug
trutliS on the complete picture.

ABC PACIFIC NETWORK
NEC PORK: 30 Rockefeller Plaza Circle 7.5700
DETROIT: 1700 Stroh Building Cherry 8321
CIiICAGO: 20 North \\ticker Drive DElaware 1(.)00
LOS ANGELES: 6363 Sunset Boulevard IIL'd.on 2.3111
SAN FRANCISCO: 155 Montgomery Street EXbrook 2.65.11
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BIG FOR HER AGE!
right!
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Site has MORE local adver

risers than any other

Little Rock station. And

watch 'er shine in 49

flexibility of selective broadcasting for
a petroleum marketing operation of
the regional variety.
The Electric Auto -Lite Co., makers
of spark plugs, batteries, and other
auto parts, is the pace-setter, spending a budget of some $2,000,000, with
the majority of it going into separate
radio and TV versions of its CBS built show, Suspense. The remainder
goes into magazines. newspapers, and
farm papers, as well as direct mail.

trade advertising, etc. Suspense followed an unsuccessful run of the Dick
Haymes Show on CBS, and is doing
a much better job for Auto -Lite. Auto
feels it is "raising the national level of
visibility of our name and the under standing of our products and services ",
as well as "helping us to extend our
distribution, the primary answer to
:ales in the automotive parts business."
Co -op advertising sells for Auto -Lite.
too; more than 100 dealers have been
sponsoring the company -produced
Gasoline Alley I5-minute c.t.'s with
good results.

Four other large parts- and -accessuries firms spend sizable amounts in
broadcast advertising. The Frani
Corp., makers of oil and air fuel filters,
made its air debut recently kith a
(wee- weekly five -minute show. From
'pois Thrill of the Week on Mutual,
hied it merchandises aggressively to
,lealers, jobbers, and consumers. 'l'he
Champion Spark Plug Co. sponsors a
similar (and older) show, Champion

.

F

97,410 Radio Homes
in the area served by

- KMLB
-

the station with more
than all other

listeners

stations combined

IN N.E. LOUISIANA
Right in Monroe, you con reach on audience with buying power comporoble to
Kansas City, Missouri. 17 Lo. parishes
and 3 Ark. counties are within KMIB's
milevoll contour. Sell it an KMLBI

KMLB

LOUISIANA

MONROE,

*

TAYLOR -BORROFF b CO., Inc.

National

*

AMERICAN

Representatives
BROADCASTING CO.

5000 Wafts Day

1000

Watts Night

ss

KV
ITS
lÌU's RIG. too, in crnr t.,gc, m new ac counts,
m audience response. and in News. Sports

and Fntcrtainmcnt!

Ilium(
from

on Arkansas'

cash crops,

All this has daylong in.
billion plus SS income

livestock.

dais products.

and cvcrin icasuig manufacturing

lumbct

lardais

K \'LC reaches

ALL'
tudios

o

Art

BMW. 1.1[1'1.1: WICK

IOOOWAT iSCLEARCHlNNEL
,

FORJOE &COMPANY
WATIONAL RrpR E5GU TAT tvES
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Roll Call, once weekly on ABC, in addition to heavy magazine and newspaper advertising. Also sponsoring a
five -minute network show is Johms\Linville. which periodically plugs its
brake liftings on its Monday-throughFriday Bill Henry atul the News on
lntlal. along with a wide line of

products. The Western
other
Auto Stores, for several years one of
the country's outstanding regional
sponsors. uses the Circle Arrow Show
on 59 NBC stations in the Mountain
and Pacific regions.
At the local level, auto -parts -and
accessories dealers (most with co -op
assistaneel are an increasingly impur tant segment of local broadcasting.
Auto parts and accessories dealers
are on the air in eight of the 29 TV
markets in the country, and the list is
growing. More and more of these
dealers are discovering, as are national
firms in the field of auto parts and accessories. that broadcast advertising,
prtperly used, can do the selling job
needed in a buyer's market.
J -11

EalMg
LJEDEM ENE
Saturday
WIND
Network A
Network B
Network C
Network D

3

to 4 PM

19V.
14%
12 eh,
12 7.

6%

PULSE

Jan. -Feb. '49

KC
WI-ND 560
24

hours a day
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want to sparkle?
Every facet of WEEI local programming

shines brightly in Boston. Take women's

programs. All five of the top -rated
shows for women are on "Columbia's

friendly voice in Boston. "* And in
all program categories, WEEI delivers

the biggest rating more often than
all other Boston stations combined!
Let us or Radio Sales show you how

you can make

a

brilliant showing

in Boston, on WEEI.
*Pulse of Boston, January- February,1949

YOU MIGHT CLEAR

i4'

40 West 52nd
(Continued Iront ¡ruse ;1

3'/4''-

by one business publication to another.
\Vhat you said was particularly pleasant to our ears. but l'In glad to note
you angled it so as to make it a tribute
to all good business papers which try
to give valuable and accurate information to their readers.
PHILIP SALISBURY

Editor
Sales Management, N. Y.

OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT

BUT...

I am interested in American advertising methods for use in my firm's
radio and press advertising. We are
primarily in our infancy regarding
advertising in New Zealand, so consequently, in addition to subscribing to
your worthy magazine, I would be
grateful for any advertising data or
information you can graut me.
H. E. llowAR»

YOU CAN'T

ì

VAULT INTO

WESTERN MICHIGAN

Newtown, (Wellington
New Zealand

WITHOUT WKZO -WJEF!
The peculiar -.all of fading" that surrounds Western
iichiran ntal.es it imperative for radio advertisers to 11Se
stmt' s within our region.... (Inside slat' s simply don't
get through consistently; hence Western Michigan folks
sell
e.eu try to get faraway mat' s.
II'ithin the (wen. \VKZO. Kalamazoo. and \\J F.F. (,rand
Rapids, conthine to give time- buyers everything they .s'ant.
and at a price they can afford to pay. Project our Hooper
ratings and you'll find that \\KZO -\VJEF have about 2aPfo
more city listeners than the next -hest two- station combination]. Study our Ii \lB figures and you'll ..er even more evidence of our rural superiority. finally, look tit our cont.
rote mid you'll di.eorer ( 30% soling over the
next -hest two- station eonibinat'
K

}

r

the l'.S. did it at Hu

15.'11

IN

KALAMAZOO

GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
(C

Delhi, India
BACK COPIES
In a recent issue of SPONSOR you
had a very excellent article concerning the General Baking Company's use
of radio. Will you please send two
copies of this issue of SPONSOR to J.
A. Reed. General Baking Company,
Steubenville, Ohio?

Program Director
iWSTi,
Steubenville, O.

lll¡e»tpirn.

WKZ O

Il ft
*J

Chaori. Bazar

GEORGE 11. WILSON, JR.

Don't he fooled al
t \\ eslern Michigan. Ask us or ANerylei, Inv. for :III the realty interesting /nets.

l:'t,rr Jl.

We are highly interested in your
publication for the mutual benefit in
establishing best contacts with your
advertisers.
DIi00\i1 MAL DIIARA1t 1):1S

I i)

W.11 E F

/Alt

IN

GRAND RAPIDS

AND KENT COUNTY
(CBI)

\Ve're joining the ranks of the
mislayers- of -SrONSOR's- farm - researchseries; and we would certainly appreciate it if you could send us the five
back copies in which those articles
appeared.
MARRJORiE E. StlELDON

BOTH

FETZER

OWNED AND

OPERATED BY

BROADCASTING COMPANY

Avery -Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
52

Script and Media Director
Agricultntral. Broadcasting
and Television Service inc.
Fort (Wayne, Ind.

SPONSOR

HOUSE, Burnside, Louisiana
manor house in the grand tradition. Once
occupied by the wealthiest planter in America,
it is rich in romant.:c history.
1. H O U M A

-a

S

a.a

WWL PRIMARY DAY -TIME COVERAGE

591,030 BMB STATION AUDIENCE FAMILIES

2.

J. ARON SUGAR REFINERY, White Castle, La.

In 1948, nearly 51/2 million tons of sugar cane
were produced in Louisiana, which also leads the
nation in cane sugar refining. Another reason why
WWL -land exceeds national average in increased
income, buying power, general prosperity.

3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50.000 watts high -power. affording advertisers low -

cost dominance of this new -rich market.

Note: Coverage mapped by Broadcast Measurement Bureau.
Some scattered counties, covered by WWL. arc not shown.

The greatest selling power
in the South's greatest city
50,000

WATTS

CLEAR CHANNEL

CBS AFFILIATE

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
I

APRIL 1949

NEW ORLEANS
A

DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
53

Buy National
SELECT YOUR PROGRAM

SELECT YOUR MARKET
SELECT YOUR STATIONS
SELECT YOUR TIMES

SELECT YOUR AUDIENCE
II %/('t/ier you rac /iv(' próg-r(rms, spots, tr-anscriptio/is,
tape or fì/m, kg national .ve/ective.

Pari/ H. Raymer compally, 1/, c.

ctive
\WHKK Akron.
KERN Bakersfield
\\'CAO Baltimore
\WGl'v Bangor
\WBRC Birmingham
R'DOD Chattanooga
\WHK
Cleveland
\WH KC Columbus
Des Moines
KIOA
\WD\C Durham
El Centro.
KXO
KFGO Fargo. N. D.
\\'Tr\C Flint
\VK jG Fort \\'aine.
Fresno
KM1 f

\VI)RC

Hartford

K\I PC

Los Angeles

\WLAC

Nashville
New York
Orlando, Fla.

\\'QXIt
\VLOF

Rodio
.\'ew York

k(

Reno

NBC

KTAR

CI3S

CBS
ABC
N BC
CBS

\I BS

\I RS
NI BS

CBS

\I RS
ABC

\

BC

MRS

NBC
CBS
... ABC

\WLA \W Lawrence

\' BC

\WGA.
\VlRO

l'hoenix
Portland, Mc
Providence

\II3S

1

ND

)1

I

Sacramento
\ \'A PA San ,juan... NI BS
San Diego
KFSD
KTMIS Santa Barbara
I\COY Santa Maria
St. Louis
K \VK
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D
\VSB'I' South Bend
K\WG
Stockton
\W\' DR Syracuse
1\701, 'Toledo
K

A BC

IS

K \'OA

'Tucson

\VTAG

Worcester
Youngstown

WT

CBS
CBS

B\'

&

ABC
NBC
ARC
ABC
\1 BS

MRS
CBS
ABC

\IBS
A BC

NBC
CBS
CBS

CBS

[ND
M BS

The IcClatchy Beeline
Arizona Broadcasting System

rJt/ Te/ev1c1'oll Ac/verficing

Boston

l)etroit

Chicago

//ollptrood

San Francisco

It takes u lit
to cost so little !
VT* -E7/

S

.
1.

'
!!

11"'".

IV

1

A

spot announcement on 50.000-watt Wß131I delivers many more

listeners than an announcement on allv other major station
in Chicago. And at far less cost !
1

LOT: WI3ßM commands an average (la}-time Pulse rating of 6.7

... a 72%ó higher average rating than any competitor.*
/

on

/,/',SS: Because it reaches so many more of your ('llstl)I11erS,

the average If 1;1;,11 daytime announcement delivers a bigger
share of Chicago's radio homes at

.i,% less cost

per thousand

than .such a.spot on any other major Chicago station.
If \(Ill "re looking for a much h(ll('r Chicago huy. use

WI/BM-

Chicago's most sponsored stall(Ul for 23 (onsel11tiV( years.
Pulsc

of Chicnpo, Jon.-Feb. 1949 6,00 o.m.-6700 p.m., Mon.lny

WBBMCOI

th,v Friday.

untbin Owned-511.000 wails

Chitvr{,ro's Showmanship

Stai

The time has come

for the NAB to help increase

audiences.
To enhance the public acceptance of
on

advertising

the air.

-

adjust its structure and correlate ifs activities
so that all phases of commercial broadcasting
AM, TV, FM, FAX, Transitradio, Storecasting-are
given their just due. Maybe this calls for a federated NAB.
To

stabilize coverage data and ride herd
mercial research.
To

on com-

aggressively pitch in and help sponsors understand broadcast advertising.
To

To devise machinery

advertising

as

effectively

which will sell broadcast
as black and white media

are being sold.
There's nothing small about the air. But the NAB,
despite its recent growth, is still smaller by far than
the remarkable media it represents. It's time for
.
.
and it will take station
the NAB to grow up
dollars to help do it.
.

JVormaiz

eR.

Çleiziz

Publisher

SPONSOR

UR--;
Executives

better if broadcast
advertising were given 11111 I)ri1rity
St

g11/11 ;11) W1lIIl1

1)1`

\\ ithin the field of broadcast advertising. the stature of Justin MiIler,
president of the National Association
of Broadcasters, hasn't grown during
the past 18 mouths (since SPONSOR'S
first NAB Evaluation. Outside of the
circle of those directly concerned with
the commercial side of broadcasting,
Judge Miller has assumed the mantle
of spokesman for radio -for a free
radio, in which he believes. \lost adertising and agency executives feel
that the Judge is not too conscious of
the sponsor's problems, nor sloes he
appear to the ad men to be too concerned with their ability to sell via the
air. As one account executive at an
agency phrased it. "he reminds us of
an editor rather than a publisher,
somewhat in the clouds about facts."
Justin Miller has changed, beyond
the shadow of a doubt. the attitude of
the Congress towards the broadcast industry. This has highlighted the multiheaded character of the Association,
which frequently finds itself walking
half -a- dozen tight -ropes at the saine
time -trying to be fair to clear channel stations, to regional channel stations. and to local channel operators
all at the same time. ft's an association of station owners who cannot delegate any operating authority to an
or to anyone, for that
association
matter. NAB has to speak for broadcasting as a public- service. govern.
ment- licensed disseminator of news
and entertainment. It's also an association of station owners who live from
advertising and stay in business only
because of broadcast advertising.
The multi tndinous problems of
broadcasting make it impossible for
any one man to be completely informed on all sides of the industry. As
one advertising director of a multimillion- dollar advertiser expresses it,
"Judge Miller has chosen. as we see it,
to be broadcasting's champion astride
a white charger. Someone has to stand
up for God and country. and the Judge
fills the bill very well."
Since the NAB cannot be a one-man
organization. the advertising industry
looks to other executives and Judge
Miller's- staff to represent the commercial side of the business. They du not
feel that \.D. \Villard. Jr.. has lived

-
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up to their expectations. "We expected
that Willard would represent the business side of broadcasting in the NAB,
but we haven't noted any evidence of
his functioning in that capacity recently." is the way one national advertising executive expressed himself. A
divisional manager of a big drug corporation opined. "Jess Willard seems
to have settled in the shadows. neither
seeking nor gaining much notice in
the past few months. From where I
sit, I have no information of anything
for which he has been personally responsible.... and I'll admit that I've
been very surprised."
C. E. (Bee) Arney, Jr., is known as
a name by most agency executives and
sponsor radio -minded ad men. his job
of secretary -treasurer doesn't require
him to be in the spotlight, except at
conventions when he runs the show.
Comment was refused on Arnev for
the simple reason that too little is
known personally about him at advertising agencies and advertisers.

NAB staffers directly concerned with
specific side of broadcasting such as
engineering, etc.. are evaluated in the
section of this NAB Evaluation issue
devoted to their specialities.
a

Quotes:
"Judge Miller has increased broadcasting's stature (luring his tenure of
office. even if be hasn't done too much
to help broadcast advertising."-Divisional advertising manager of a Midwest soap manufacturer.
We've judged Judge Miller and not
found him wanting. "-V.p. of a top ten advertising agency in New York.

"It's time for Judge Mil'er to go
commercial. He's been sustaining long
enough.'"- President of a gas and oil
firm.

"I'd like to know just what niche
the president of the NAB should fill.
Only then will I be able to judge if its
present incumbent fills it adequately."
--Radio director of a Midwest food
manufacturer.

Broadcast advertising

NAB has a ball of fire in Mitchell. Hut

he's 0111V

11111' í11R11.

Broadcast advertising isn't just a
¡natter that can be handled by a department of the NAB, no matter how
fine a commercial-minded director
heads up the operation. It must be
the total interest of an entire organization. Maybe the organization can
be part of the NAIL and maybe it will
have to be a corporation organized and
operated for the sole purpose of promoting advertising on the air and of
bringing the news of broadcast advertising to non -radio users. This is how
a vast majority of sponsors and agency
executives feel about NAB's Department of Broadcast Advertising.
Agenevmen point to the fact that
just as it was found necessary for the
NAB finally to organize the All Radio
Presentation into a separate corporation to control and spend the 0125.00(1
collected for this particular promotion.
just so is it necessary for the department of broadcast advertising to op-

ile needs a bureau

crate as the newspaper promotional activity sloes -as an organization with
only one purpose. the promotion of all
phases of broadcast advertising. Advertising men generally feel that the
tempo of \AB's Department of Broadcast Advertising has been stepped up
since Maurice Mitchell took over the
reins. The department was without a
director from February to October,
1948.

Several in sPONsoR's panel have
heard at least one of Mitchell's talks
at Memphis or Jamestown (N.V.) and
feel that lee's an aggressive proponent
of advertising on the air. The only
fault they find with the operation of
his department is that he is practically
nnstalfed. l'1 to recently .Miss Lee
Ilart, NAII's retail radio authority was
the entire staff. Now Charles Batson
is moving up to work with :Mitchell
and this will help, but it will still leave
the department one man short of what

SPONSOR

calling

THE

Si'A%DARD

ST4R

ff41110

SIMS

An Integral Part of the

Standard Program Library
--T111; I.IIRIR.%ItI' WITH THE

/'13IIH:IRI'1.\1. TOUCH"
s

Standard Radio does it again

... tops its

long- stand-

ing record of showmanship with a group of brilliantly

written and professionally produced programs which
take their musical content from the massive Standard
Program Library itself ... and are available for im-

mediate and continuous sponsorship! Come in and
hear the special audition Rises

literature which
shows

... and

... sec

the impressive

we have created to describe these

let us tell you how these and other

selling aids can help you make the most of '`the library

with the commercial touch!"

-:.4,ti.

Çftu/nda'ed 11?adi.9
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.

anali

11O ELY WOOD

Nulle

556.7
of

the

CII I CAG O

NEW YORK

STEVENS
HOTEL
NAB CONVENTION

APRIL 6-13

it was when Frank Pellegrin (now
with Transitradio) headed the op-

k -nuz
(KAY -NEWS)

BRINGS YOU
MORE
LISTENERS
PER

DOLLAR

IN

HOUSTON

MORE BUYERS
FOR

ing outlets in the United States. They
feel that the coordinated efforts of
hundreds of promotion men directed
by a realist like Mitchell could be a

eration.
"Broadcast advertising must be sold
every day of the year, 2.1 hours a day, major factor in educating thousands
and in all 48 states of the Union." is of prospective advertisers on the imthe way one pro -radio president of a pact of the air. Even with a budget
wax concern put his reaction to the job as big as that made available by newsthat awaits an all -out sales promotional papers for promotion (over S1,000.,ffort for radio, television, storecast- 000), it wouldn't be possible to do
ing. and transitradi.o. not to mention the job without the army at the local

FAX.
Selling broadcast advertising is not
alone selling radio at a national. regional. and local -retail level, but it is
making certain that it's implemented
by aggressive publicity and promotion. No form of entertainment exists
by itself. Without glamorization. spotlighting, and being placed in a proper
setting broadcast advertising is forced
to make its way- -the hard way. Promotion of broadcast advertising not
only means selling broadcasting as a
medium, but also selling the medium
itself.
Sponsors and agencies that know
what Maurice Mitchell has clone, regard it as a good job. They object
only, to the fact that it's a good oneman job. whereas it should be a good
multi -man effort.
They feel that
Mitchell ought to be directing a great
team made up of a man from each of
the hundreds of successful broadeast-

level.
NAB's

Department of Broadcast
Advertising has an open door to the
business of America. its great fault is
that it doesn't use it often or con sistently enough.

Quotes:
"I haven't had

a

promotional piece

of literature on broadcasting come
across my desk in nearly two years.
Everything I see about radio has
either a network or station byline. It's
time for some real industry promotion,
and i don't think that a motion picture
is more than an attempt to sell the
medium. " -Advertising manager of a

far -West soap manufacturer.
"Let's not tall, about broadcast advertising. Let's sell it." -Sales manager
of an advertiser with a $10,000,000 plus budget.

YOUR PRODUCTS
AT

Code

LOWER

Is there an. point to standards evithout
enforcement ask advertisers. agencies
-

COST

!
.

.

fi
for proof write

for Hooper

and

other marketing

data
NATIONAL

.

. .

REP.

FORME & CO.

Dave Morris, Gen. Mgr.

k-nuz
"Your Good News Station"

9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON 2, TEXAS
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The NAB Code, or, as Justin Miller
prefers to have it called, NA13's
Standards of Practice, will not be
lived up to by members of the Association. That summarizes the reactions of both advertisers and agencymen checked by SPONSOR. Both groups
are not against the SOI'. but they are
of the opinion that there is only one
way to make advertisers and agencies
live up to rules and regulations. and
that is by patting teeth in them.
As the Standards now exist. it is
N \I; stand. as stated IA Judge
11t
Miller. that "oar problem is to find
wa.vs and means to go as far as we
can in securing implementation of the
standards without inviting prosecution
under the anti -trust laws for operations
in the restraint of trade."
l'oliteiv. agencynren and advertising
,

say that Judge Miller's
standards statement doesn-t mean a
thing. States one copy man. "We're
certain that no advertising man worth
his salt is going to be guided by
standards of practice which aren't
practiced. You either enforce a code
or you don't. lt doesn't matter if one
publication permits you to make any
claims you want to, as long as the
publications in which you're placing
your eopv insist on their own rules
and regulations. You abide by the
dictums laid clown by each individual
publication. station. or network. lt.
would be easier to have a set of rules
executives

that all would observe, but in the current competitive era that's not the way
it's going to be. lt's Inv feeling that
on an industry -wide basis you either
enforce standards or forget them.

SPONSOR

TtieBILL ELLIOTT SHOD
GOES ON THE AIR...

THIS

TRANSCRIBED SHOW

AND
PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE
BEING SOLD DIRECTLY TO

BAKERS ONLY.
Here's a radio show that is for bakers only.
Produced by "Wild Bill" Elliott, America's Number one cowboy star and Al M. Cadwell, past
president of the Tri -State Bakers Association
the package includes newspaper mats, point of
purchase material, 24 -sheet posters, etc. Because it is a complete promotional package
and not just a transcribed radio show, it is being
sold to bakers direct. This merchandising plan
means quick time sales, satisfied sponsors and
trouble free supporting promotion. If you know of a baker in your territory
who is looking for an outstanding radio show and promotional package,
please advise us. Many territories being closed daily, don't delay!

WRITE

WIRE

PHONE

BILL ELLIOTT ENTERPRISES, inc.
9165 SUNSET BLUD., HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.
II

APRIL 1949
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"Judge Landis didn't just happen
in baseball. zinc! neither did the Hays
office. in Hollywood. ',Motion picture
rules and baseball regulations aren't
observed voluntarily, and I don't think
broadcast advertising standards are
going to be upheld without sanctions.
Sponsors would prefer a %cell. defined
set of rules and regulations so that
they'd have a clear idea of how they
must use the medium. To have each
station or network decide upon its own
standards can lead. they feel. only to
That it lia-n't thus far is atchaos.
tributed to the fact that selling pressure hasn't been turned on v et.

%%ith the problems presented
by bad broadcast advertising. I feel
that the A11A will have to develop
its own enforceable code of good taste.
Television i-. at least twice as open

Iv cope

AII- industry promotion

11i.000 for film is a g/11//i sit art. 1/11t it
can't be 1111144t1d11`d íld/`qIBíiltl` 1`Ij111á1tion

-'1 have been hearing about broad casting's all -industry promotion for so
long that by the time I see or hear it in
action, I'iI be bored with it all." states
Quotes:
a tittn'bm)el' of a Madison Avenue
":1n advertising medium without en. ( \.1..I advertising agency who adds
forceable standards can soon be no "Let radio put up or shut up."
medium at all at least no medium
"!While the NAZI has been talking
that we'd care to use. " Advertising about promoting broadcast advertising
manager of a leading low- priced autothrough au 11I- Industry promotion,
mobile line.
"lobudy 14)V) a code. but I'd hate newspapers have been taking money
away from radio by actually proto operate in our business without one.
and I don't see how broadcasting can moting their medium." explains a
function effectively without putting it media ratan. This executive pointed to
on the line." Merchandising manager five specific campaigns that he feels
should have gone to radio but which
cf a cosmetic company.
"If the NAB doesn't come tip with have been shifted to black and white.
a Standards of Practice that adequate- His job. as he explains it, is not to

-

IT'S
BRAND

NEW!

1111S\
BLOOMINGTON,

(A REGIONAL STATION)

INDIAN)

(The Home of Indiana Univers; y)

NOW SERVING SOUTHERN

AND CENTRAL INDIANA
1000 WATTS DAY

500 WATTS NIGHT

1370 K.

C.

GLENN VAN HORN, General Manager

Until our Notional Representative is announced
write direct for rote, and furihur míarmatian

RADIO & TELEVISION CENTER

BLOOM;NGTON, INDIANA
OWNED AND OPERATED
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tu advertising and advertising malpractices as all other forms of selling
and must be regulated.''- President of
a Madison Avenue agency and member of AAAA Board of Directors.

BY

SARKES and MARY TARZIAN

fight

a client who is sold on using a
specific medium but to get the most
out of the medium the advertiser
%cants to Luse.
"Of course." he says,
if a client wanted to use a medium
that knew couldn't produce for him.
I'd fight like hell to get him on the
lucky side.
In most cases however
newspapers well used can do effective
advertising for most mass products.
although I personally feel that broadcast advertising can do it better."
Sponsors and agencies generally
have their fingers crossed on any
indlustry -wide promotion of an advertising medium that costs only S125.000.
"Even if Victor Ratner. CBS v.p.
who is writing and directing the all.
industry motion picture is a genius.
and there are some who swear he is.
I still feel hell come out only %yith a
picture that cost 5125.000." emphatically states an advertising manager
who spends nearly a third of a million
on commercial motion pictures each
year. This ad manager also pointed
out. "i'd be the last man in the world
to stake all my promotional dollars on
had all the
a emotion picture, even if
TV stations in the sited States show
it once a week.'.
A large number of agency men are
of the opinion that you just can't promote an advertising nmediunm through
One expressed hima motion picture.
self this wa% : "Promoting an advertising medium is a continuous job.
A motion picture may be part of the
campaign but that is all. It must never
be the heart of the promotion because
at the best its window dressing."
Another advertising executive in the
me a product
same vein stated. " SI
that was put over b% a motion picture and l'II admit that perhaps a
1

1

1

nu,lion picture can sell an advertising
medium. I don't know of a single
product that has ever
as a basic advertising
Some sponsor and
(/'lease turn to

used the screen

medium.'.
agency offeia'ls
pace 66)
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EXCLUSIVE
BROADCASTS OF THE

Bob Elson will broadcast

all of the 1949 games
WITH

BOB ELSON
AMERICA'S LEADING
BASEBALL ANNOUNCER

V722
50,000

MARSHALL FIELD
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STATIONS, REPRESENTED

.

.

both home and away ... of the
Chicago White Sox exclusively on
Stations WJJD and WFMF. All
afternoon games will be heard
on WJJD and the night games will
be heard on WFMF.

33,000
NATIONALLY

WATTS
BY

AVERY -KNODEL
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PRESENTS ANS EXCITING NEW
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DRAMATIC PROGRAM WITH A
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A TERR

SNOW THAT YOUR SPONSORS WILL 1011E!
O. Henry has created one of the most loved and most feared heroes
of American literature- famous on the screen
books -on the air!

-in

ON THE AIR!

IN MOVIES! The only Western ever

-

-

C

O N V

Cisco has everything: Adventure
humor
drama
romance -heart appeal. Every
member of the family loves CISCO!

to win the Motion Picture Academy
Award! Six big- budget pictures released each year by United Artists.

-
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MOST SENSATIONAL
EVER

OFFERED

FOR

SUCCESS STORY

lllll

LOCAL SPONSORSHIP!

Interstate Bakeries (1948 gross: $58,724,649) say:

"Me

CISCO KID has certainly sold a lot of
bread for us. 11"e bare prever seen our sales
force more eutbusiastic. This applies to our
grocers also. Enclosed find our renewal for
six additional years."

u

l.r.r.rr.rl.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r...r.r.r.rll.r..r.rlffff
SENSATIONAL HOOPERS!

January,

1949, Pacific Hooper: 8.6. Consistently averages
higher than any show primarily designed for
children. "THE CISCO KID appeals to a tremendous adult audience "...say Interstate Bakeries.

SENSATIONAL PROMOTIONS!

Buttons,

masks, truck posters, membership cards, teaser
ads, sombreros, neckerchiefs, store displays, letters, post cards
complete localized campaigns.

n

-

LONG -RUN
GUARANTEED!
Three years of CISCO
KID half -hours have already been produced on
a 3- per -week basis.
Duncan Renaldo plays the
"Cisco Kid" in movies that
are regularly released by

United
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analysis. It's an eye -opener!
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ALL -INDUSTRY PROMOTION
(Continued front page 621
concrete suggestions on how
radio could do an all-industry promotion using its own medium as the
keystone of the promotion. They insist that any promotion of broadcasting which does not include broad casting just doesn't make sense to an
advertiser who is being asked to use
the medium.
Other promotion men insist on asking "V'hat can you do %with $123,000
aside from making a good motion picture?" They answer their
question by saving '`nothing."
While most agency and sponsor
executives are not basically interested
in radio's .\Il- Industry promotion
they will discuss at the drop of a hat
or even without the drop of a hat- what the industry should do to promote itself. There's universal agree ment in the need for broadcasting to
re -sell itself as the low -cost advertising
medium --to show how great industries have developed through the air.
Agency executives particularly want
broadcast advertising promoted so
that their recommendations to clients
will fall upon fallow ground. The
objective of the All-Industry promotion is endorsed by all pro -radio
agency executives. This objective, it
hasn't been restated recently. is to
condition the policy executives of great
corporations to what broadcast advertising can do. The man at the top is
seldom an advertising man and less
frequently a radio trained executive.
If he isn't sold, radio just doesn't get
its share of the advertising dollar.
have

on

-

He Mows Dull

Moments

With a Sharp Eye
Something's always popping when he sharpens his
weapons. rolls up his wire. and goes to work. Ilis pointed
remarks about the top of the news from \\'ashington are
heard by a loyal coast -to -coast audience five nights a
week. His listeners love to hear him "mow 'en (Solon."
lis %vhelstone is a powerful urge to gel to the bottom of
a wide swath through the underbrush
get
of fancy to
at the facts behind the news. \\hover
farming in \lar)land or tilling his Washington newsbeat,
his down -to -earth approach reaps a rich harvest.
I

things and Iu cuts

(:nrrentl) sponsor('( ou more than 3(10 stations. the Fulton
Lewis. Jr. program is the original nevus "co -op." It
offers loyal ad%erlisers no work prestige at local time
cost. %%ith pro -rated talent cost.
Since there arc more than i(10 NIBS stations. there nay
he an opening in your city. If you %%nt a ready -made
audience for a client (or yourself 1, iut estigate now.
Check your local \lutual owlet or the Co- operative

Program Department. Mutual Broadcasting System,
1110 Broadway. NN l: 18 or Tr ibnuc Tower, Chicago. 11
I
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Quotes:
'-Start raising more money at once.
that what the NAB ought to do for the
All- Industry promotion." Automobile
advertising director.

"Since the industry is comuited to a
motion picture, make it, use it, but have
it part of the campaign not the campaign." Advertising manager of a
big regional soft drink manufacturer.

"\\'ill someone define 'All- ItaIuslry'
for me. \\'ill it include F \l. T \',
l'A
storeeasting and transitradio ?"
President of New York -Chicago and
Hollywood advertising agency.

\.

"Promotion is effective oil when
it's done not talked about." Business
manager of a top advertising agency.
SPONSOR

Public relations

Consumer concept of industry better.
Agency ae1 sponsor relations sketchy
The consumer has had his ideas of
the broadcasters' association developed
on the favorable side. They have liad
little time to trace reasons but omen at
sponsors and agencies state that they
find omen and women, with whom they
corne
contact outside the trade. feel
that the National Association of Broadcasters is an honest and progressive
coalition of station owners. Advertising men frankly state they do not know
the reasons for the favorable public
reaction to the NAB but they know
it's there.
"The NAB, in the public mind.
seems to have traveled a long. long
road from the days when James Lawrence Fly built a picture in the cousumer mind of the NAB as a stagnant
body of putrid water," points out the
public relations head of one of the
nation's greatest food corporations.
"This," he continues, "in turn makes
the listener more favorably disposed
towards broadcasting stations and
imm

that's all to the good."
Just as there is almost universal
agreement on the improved public acceptance which the NAB has achieved.
there is the opposite reaction to the
\AB's trade relations and its trade
paper relations. Apparently the advertising trade press has been open in
its objection to the "pipe-line" mbich
one or two trade papers have had into
NAB confidential meetings and this
has reached advertising managers and
agency radio personnel.
"I don't think that the \AB has
clone a good trade relations job with
agencies and advertisers. explains a
West Coast agency official. "1 for
one seldom take at its fare value any
statement released by an NAB official.
i even look a Judge Miller statement
between the lines, wondering what he's
trying to peddle. And I'm fairly certain that I'm not alone in this. I
think that Robert K. Richards has
more to do than he can handle but

Sootetá «9 ..
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program type voted

60.8% LISTENER PREFEREN'

ANNOUNCING NEW, LIVE,
AUDIENCE APPEAL.
PRODUCTION

!

z

i

HR,

"RAINBOW POINT" presenting
HOMER RODEHEAVER in person
Unbiased, independent survey shows 60.8%
of listeners choose this style program-magnificently interpreted sacred music, nerve
soothing philosophy and hearty chuckles.
This production features renowned artists,
and stars one of the greatest personalities
ever known to attract gigantic audiences .. .
the man who jams America's auditoriums to
overflowing
HOMER RODEHEAVER.

...

WTIC
I Na'tEs

The magic of Homer Rodeheavet's deep rich
speaking voice, his natural ability to portray
the full gamut of emotions in but a sentence
the great variety of sacred music and
different types of melodic interpretation, the
quick movement of the production
the
escape, relaxation the program offers the listener
all this encourages vast audiences
.. , favors your message.

...

DONS

...

yryE PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN, N EW EV1CA.Sek®

MARKET

...

The Rodeheaver audience has buying power!
Their loyalty, their consistent support gave
Homer Rodeheaver substantial lead- rating
the only other time he consented to do a
live broadcast. His esteemed reputation en
hances buyer confidence,
Priced for

a

reasonable budget. Write

stitiAte
Pout W. Morency, Vice -Pres. -Gen. Mgr

Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen

Mgr.-

Sales Mgr.

rW4d Ct

'

.
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cd

3640 Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago 13, Ill.
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he ought to sell his superiors that a
good trade press is just as important
as a good consumer press."

Another agency executive. this man
from Detroit, pointed to what he
called the "inept" handling of the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau publicity as an example of how the NAB
is failing in its trade relations. "I
know that it was not the responsibility
of the NAB to handle the press relations of the 13MB since the latter had
its own publicity director," he stated,
"but even if Bob Richards had to protect the association through a back
(loor handling of I3MB trade -paper
relations routine, I still think he ought
to have done il."
"The publicity (director of a trade
association takes the short end of
everything. That we all know," explains the v.p. in charge of public relations of a leading agency. "When
the association has a good press, it's
the result of master -minding by the
president or executive v.p. \\'hen the
association is being tarred and
feathered, it all the fault of the press
agent. I hope they're paying publicity
director Richards enough to make the
abuse he has to take worth while."
This V.p. reflected the feelings of
many agency executives in the public
relations end of the business. Said
another leader in the field, "The NAB
should have, just as the networks have,
a man whose job it is to handle trade
Ielations exclusively. I know he'd
have to be a more experienced trade
publicity man than most of those at
the networks currently but a good elan
would help Bob Richards."

Quotes:
"Less `closed meetings' w oul(I Make
for a better trade press l'in certain."
A tobacco publicity director.

"Doing publicity for a trade association is a thankless job and always
will be.-" An ex- association press
agent now with a flour corporation.
"'the fact that listeners are favorably inclined to stations and the \.'It
is indicative of a job well done. Yon
can't do everything." A public opinion analyist.
-Tell nu- how touch money he has
to spend and Ill then tell you if Bob
Richards is doing a good jolt. i
haven't seen any al' erti.itug Ieing
place) for the \ssociation." An extrade paper executive now with a
great national advertiser.
68

Local- retail advertising

Local agencies hope \_%li ean serve

clearing-house for factual data
While the \ \B has passed on to its
members countless success stories of
local -retail advertising, local agencies
and those handling a number of local
accounts feel that too much emphasis
has been placed upon radio selling by
department stores. One local agency,
whose billing has passed the half-million mark, explains its feeling by saying. "Many department stores are part
of syndicates. They have the assistance
of great buy ing offices and promotional
experts. If they haven't been sold on
broadcast advertising, it's no doubt
due. at least in part, to the fact that
the New York office hasn't been sold.
On the other hand, there arc literally
thousands of retail merchants who are
1001; on their own and who could use
any broadcast advertising information
about their own business that a station
could pass on to them.
"They're not getting this information, and feel that one of the reasons
is because the NAB has a departmentstore fixation. pt's also true that agencies in small tow ns can't Leconte excited about department -store advertising. Most of the time it's placed direct
or on a 'net' basis, which doesn't
give an agenet a break. The reason
that more. retail business hasn't gone
to radio stations is because we make
a profit on newspaper advertising and
don't
seldom do on broadcasting.
want to chisel. i think it would be
wise for the. NAB to educate its stations to the retail facts of life."
Another agency executive wondered
why the NAB didn't record some retail success stories along with all the
facts. and make theta available on disk
to stations. "All that has to he done,"
claims the ad -ntau, "is for the station
with an unusually good retail job to
record it off the air and send the recording and the sales story to :AB.
Lee hart NAB retail director) could
then check the story and do an oral
presentation together with a dub of
the program. Pressings could then be
sent to stations at a nominal cost. and
all the station would have to do is to
trot the disk and playback into prospects' offices or stores."
That's the type of service agency
men know would be a great help for
stations at a minimum cost. It also
1

1

I

Mould help the small agency that wants
to get more clients on the air.
Most advertising men do not feel
that the Joskc department store experiment has produced as it should for
radio. They don't understand why a

controlled test like this didn't convince
countless stores to conic to the air.
What they fail to appreciate is that
most department -store promotion men
and women are black - and - white
trained. \\'hat's needed, explains an
outstanding authority in the retail advertising field, is "some way to train
the young man or woman who is going to make retailing a career. in department-store broadcasting. it's a
long -term operation, but it could result in more intelligent use of radio
by store men. I'm certain," he continued, "that several of the schools of
retailing could be inspired to add a
radio -advertising course."
"One of the great faults of broadcasting." explained one owner of a
chain of 100 retail stores, "is that it's
afraid to accept advertising that's
placed on a result basis. For some
reason, during the early days of radio
broadcasters got the idea that the air
wasn't a good selling medium -that it
was best as an advertising medium
that produced over a long stretch.
That's not the truth, radio can produce
as quickly as an ad in any newspaper
-but it must be used correctly to do
it.

This retailer. with tough competition. wasn't interested in telling how
iie did it.

Quotes:
"No one has yet proved to me that
broadcasting is a good retail advertising medium. That's a reflection on
someone. isn't it ?" A specialty shop
owner in up -state New York.
"Until the NAht lias helped enough
stations sell department stores to make
a good case. Ill stand by and buy
Giant market newspaper space."
owner on Long Island.
" \AI3's failure in the heal- retail
advertising promotion field is because

it's far removed from actual retail
merchandising. They've never helped
Sara sell a pair of pants." Advertising agency executive from Birmingham.
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STORIES

TRANSCRIBED FOR

LOCAL OR REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP.

ANECDOTES

QUARTER OR HALF HOUR PROGRAMS

POEMS

FOR BROADCAST

ONE TO FIVE TIMES

WEEKLY.

MUSIC

CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS
STEVENS HOTEL 512 -513

David Ross' brilliant narration of stories and poems leads into beautiful music from the
pens of such blasters as Gershwin, Hammerstein, Berlin, Porter, Youmans, Victor Herbert, etc..
to create a mood of heart -warming remembrances.
Let the distinguished David Ross, with his warts personality go to work for you. He will
deliver the audience with his friendly, jovial, soothing manner . . . provide better listening and

better entertainment.
New York

-

wOR

NOW on the air in:
Boston - WNAC

Toronto

-

CFRB

Exclusive rights granted.
For full information and an audition disc,

19 EAST 53rd STREET

at Madison Avenue

Write, Wire or Phone today.
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Eight years ago, WFAA pioneered a new type sund- diffusing

wall and ceiling construction for broadcasting studios.
Many stations hase followed
but in studio design,
In the Southwest,
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\\FAA's leadership ...
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NABResearch

\11 is being judged by its 113111 works

stations are open to question and the
stations' use of the figures is que-tioned even more by timebuyers.
"hen Baker knows most of the answers," explains one agency man. "If
he were given free rein. I'm certain
that station research would be improved over night."
"Put hen Baker to work on research
studies to help broadcast advertising."
stated another agency researcher. "and
l'rn certain there would be more
broadcast advertising on the air, that's
part of NAB's job."
Because Baker has such a small budget, another agency research man
pointed out. his studies tend to become
old before they're released. "I'd be
interested." says this researcher. "in
a current station program log analysis,
but I won't be interested in Baker's
report on the logs of November, 1948,
when it's released. It'll be old hat, and
won't mean a thing because so many
changes will have taken place during
the months it has taken him to prepare the findings. Research is new and
fresh, or it isn't worth doing."
The fact that Baker is currently
doubling in brass between the job of
NAB research director and acting
president of the BMB makes most

0
rather than by its other research efforts
Interest in the Broadcast MeasureBureau has so obscured the
regular reasearch operations of the
NAB that all sponsor and agency reaction to Ken Bakers operation for
the association is colored by what
they think of ß\Iß. And most of them
don't like the way the NAB has handled its BAIB operation. This isn't fair
to Baker since until lately he has been
just one voice of many. In actual
practice he was an advisor to the
NAB members of the board rather
than an actual voting member. How
Study #2 of the BMB comes out may
be credited to Baker. but not what has
gone before. He is the BMB acting
president now.
The NAB research budget has been
very small, and Baker has had to perform miracles on short -order rations.
Ilis function to a large degree has
been to do research for other departments of the NAB. rather than to
function as a individual entity.
ment

Agencies and sponsors feel that the
NAB could perform a ouch -needed
service by eliminating duplication of
research services which they hate to
buy. Several research executives at
agencies feel that it is within the function of the NAB to set research
standards for its stations. They point
out that at least one research organization continues to function with stations, despite the fact that too fete
sponsors or agencies lend credence to
its findings. This same research
group is not permitted to operate in
certain states, it's claimed, because of
unfair labor practices. These agency
men state logically that this firm
couldn't be in radio if the NAB set

research standards.
A seal stating that a research study
was conducted tinder standards approved by the NAB would go a long
way towards improving agency respect
for station- inspired studies. Even some
formulas of the top researchers for

1111111112
A Name to Remember...
And

A

Program That Keeps Merchandise Moving

KENNY SARGENT'S
11

WHHM
7.3

Platter Chatter

to 11:30 a.m. segment CST* Saturdays only now available
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u
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Source: Latest Hooper Continuing Measurement

Paff McDonald, manager

Member Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations

*Ask your Forjoe & Co. man about this program and others
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agency men wonder how he will be
able to pay any attention to \AB researeh at all. The admit. however.
that for then ß\1B is more important
than anything Is that NAB has done
rescarchwise, and so they're willing to
forget any standards setting by
\I
for the time being.
They hope that Baker will be able
h) keep BMB alive. and that hell fight
it being sold to an'. commercial research outfit. no matter how good the
outfit.
Ken Baker is on the B \IB spot with
agencies and sponsors.

BMB

Buyers need it. want it. are willing to
assist ill fiilállil.ilig it. if necessary

\

Quotes:
"Reestablish the 11MB with stations,
and 111 credit Ken Baker with saving
millions in advertising for stations."
Research head of a soap firm.
"Without %veil-seated research. broad cast advertising must flounder around.
Then the NAB gets FMB going. or
finds another way out, 1 hope it will
turn to setting industry -wide coverage
research standards." Research head
of a Midwest cereal company.
"i think the NAB could well get
back of what N. C. Rorahaugh is doing in reporting (spot) selective broadcasting so that we'd have the facts to
place niarket -1, -market broadcast adterstising on a plane with network
operations." Media director of one
of the top three agencies in New

-

\

York.
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Advertisers generally feel that the information can be obtained from a
`ballot type' of survey than is asked
for in a B \1ß survey. This extra information might be made available to
agencies and sponsors at a special fee.
Thus the operating costs of BMB could
be met in part from byproducts of
its annual circulation reports.
It
research department manager para- makes little sense to maintain a year phrased his own organization's think- round organization to make a biing on how the industry's association annual survey.
BMB should be a
has supervised the tripartite circula- permanent research establishment.
tion- checking organization.
It's difficult to gauge the real enBoth sponsors and agency men fear thusiasm of sponsors and agencies for
the possible void which might occur the continuance of B.MB. Ad men are
if BMB were permitted to pass from notoriously cynical about any service
the research scene and not be replaced - research or otherwise. Yet there are
by another cooperative research enter- very few timehuyers who don't want
prise of like eomplexion. They know it known that without ß\1B figures
that there are powerful forces at work selective radio must suffer. "If we
within NAB to permit BMB to die a go back to crystal-hall time buying
natural death.
\'hile they want to there will be a great deal less of it,"
keep the measurement bureau alive, is the belligerent comment of more
agencies fear that they will he asked than one media man.
lc) become one of the tripartite conThere is no constant threat in radio
tributors. as well as a tripartite spon- research like ASCAP in the musical
sor and director. This. as reported end of broadcasting. Thus. while BMI
previously in SPONSOR. might mean goes along its merry way with over
that the advertising agency would not 2.000 subscribers. BMB hasn't had the
only be paying its share of 1i\1ß ex- saine "smooth" sailing. If every stapense. but the share of its clients as tion had to have coverage research,
well. This is because most important and there was only one other source
advertisers feel that media research of this service. NAB would have an
expense is logically the burden of their easy time keeping BMB going.
agency. While many agencies fight
this pass -along- the -expense routine. the
Quotes:
biggest advertisers on the air have
"Circulation figures are as imporbeen forcing their agencies to pay not
only straight inedia research costs. but tant to broadcasting as they are to
also. in some cases. marketing research publications. Let's keep ß\1B alive
expenses %yheie the marketing informa- some wa% or another." Media director of a mid -west soap firm.
tion is tied up with ad buying.
Agencies and advertisers without
"Let's not dodge the issue, NAB
exception want the B \II3 to be a sta- must keep the objective of B \1B alive."
tion - and - network - supported research
Time -buyer who spends over $10,operation. but they will. if pressed. 000,000 in selective radio.
kirk in to the kitty. The research
-' 'Who's on first' circulation -wise is
echelon of the advertising profession
a constant question. B \111 can be an
does not feel that broadcasting obeffective umpire. and NAB can contained value received for the milliontribute effectively towards keeping the
dollar-phis whir% it paid for It \lß
flange hurtling." Meat advertiser in
Sind%
I. and hopes for the research
Chicago.
yalidit% of Snrey
2. at least the
"Death will cone to many a time
more defrnitite sections of the report.
States the research director of a salesman, if 11\111 is permitted by the
Rockefeller Plaza advertising agent%, \, \13 to be buried." V.p. of one of
"People like to be part of a radio the first ten billing advertising
shady. I fret remain that much snore agencies.
NAB has not been too forthright in
its handling of the Broadcast Measurement Bureau and station coverage research in general.
"lt has tried to satisfy everyone,
and has succeeded in making nobody
really happy," is the way one agency

I
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fexcept Westerners brought up on the Coast have mastered the Saturday
sport of surf-riding. Required are a beach which slopes gently into shallow Pacific
waters. The swimmer starts as far as 800 feet out, springs into a breaker at just the

right second, lies flat on the crest, and skims back to shore, balanced perfectly, face
over the roll of the wave, heels in its flying spindrift.

l
t
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have mastered the ten -State Western Saturday sport of

gathering around their radios -28"; more than on other weekdays, specifically. The
average number of listeners per set. Monday through Friday, is 1.68 -but on Saturday,

it's 2.12 persons. Other points: the sets are blanketed by the
NBC Western Network
No.

1

... and

33

stations of the

there are a few available Saturday periods on the

Network in that Nest.

The conclusion is obvious to an advertiser who wants his message heard most by

most of the people as it rides the airwaves.

lisicving's first on a western

satZCrcla?/ over

NBC WESTER:\ NETWORK
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

a service of Radio Corporation of America

Programing

Despite clinics and talks. NAB'. service
oat

improved programing remains small

Sponsors and agencies look to the
NAB to improve local programing.
'this. after all, isn't the province of the
association. It's a trade association of
stations. not a group of owned or controlled stations. \ timehtner recently
checked the ownership of a large number of stations. and discovered that
more than half of them were controlled
by men who knew nothing at all abort
showmanship. They were real- estate
executives. insurance men in fact,
everything but men who were sired in
the theater or newspaper business.
That's what's wrong with broadcasting.
these tinicIni ers coutenti. Actually.
ownership of a station has nothing to
do with the showmanship or promotional sa%%t of the operation. Good
program men can he employed -- and
frequently are- by station owners.
Among the questions asked by sponsors and agencies is why there isn't
a more active barter of program

ideas by stations
and why \Aß
doesn't establish a program exchange.
Since mane stations are in the same
town, it's questionable that a program
exchange would work.
Harold Fair has gone further than
previous directors of NAI3's program
operations in that he has issued a listing of available transcribed program
material to stations, and has further
plans to service program needs of
members. His recognition of the stations' need of program assistance is
best evidenced by the fact that the
NAB under his direction is holding a
three -dad program clinic at Northwestern University in June. Program
directors are usually left at home at
convention time, and a special meet
for them is as unusual as it is necessary.
Agencies particularly want the NAB
to spread the good word about what
lias been learned about program sche-

duling. They eontplain that station
atter staturn continues to destroy pro gram mood sequences by inserting
shows that don't fit into a block sequence.
"You would think," explains one
agency radio director, '`that by this
time a station would realize that putting a disk jockey in time midst of a
block of daNtime serials is a certain
way to chase an audience. Nevertheless, we hale constant battles with commercial managers of stations to per suade them not to put our daytime
cliff hanger with a disk jockey skein."
A station answer to this carte from
a Denver manager who had to fight
with an agency six months before he
was permitted to record a soap opera
off the line in order to air it in a
dramatic block instead of in a musical
sequence in which it fell when it
reached him from the network. Program- smart agency executives want
stations educated to good programing
practices, which they claim isn't being
clone. Harold Fair goes along with the
idea. but for each station mishandling
of programs he can quote five examples of agencies forcing bad programing on stations on an "or else" basis.
It's true that stations by and large
are not too program-conscious, but
that's frequently as much the fault of
advertisers as it is of the stations. The
NAi3 has a big job ahead of it -pacing the programing of the nation's
stations, and it is true that thus far the
pacing hasn't produced results that
agencies can applaud.

Quotes:
"I know that stations feel that we
want good programs. and then hu
announcements. but we're found it too
tough to find enough good shows.
Maybe the NAB program department
can list program ayailahilitics for us.
Radio director of medium -size advertising agency in Philadelphia.
"As far as I can see, the NAB

SEEING IS BELIEVING! Above you see part
of the 88,342 pieces of mail Ralph Powers received between
January 17 and February 26, 1949 -in just six weeks! Why
don't you take advantage of this huge, responsive audience?
Call Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc. now!
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hasn't hellxd station prograuting.Timebuyer of a large Chicago agency.
"Most clinics are attended by time
people. I fear that's what hap pens with \A13's program sessions at
the district meetings.- Media man of
New Orleans agency.
"l'll be frank. I don't think the
NAB can do a darned thing about
sta programing. Networks cant
even do it with their own stations.President of an advertising agency
%%roug

who's radio minded.
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The industry's music licensing .et-up is
building stature. both in radio and T1'
Sponsors and agencies have a little
more respect for Broadcast Music, Inc.,
than they had 18 mouths ago. This
doesn't mean that they are happy with
the number of popular successes which
the industry's music corporation has
uncovered or developed during the
period. There is. however, a growing
realization that a substantial part of
the music on the air is in the form of
"standards," "folk music," and the
classics. "Thus. advertising men, in
spite of themselves, are impressed by
the more than 7,000 local airings per
ycar per station (19431 of BMl licensed musical selections and the over
14,000,000 performances during 1948
of BMI music.
Recently a number of agencies and
several networks programed "dry
runs" of BMI -only musical shows to
see if they could be made entertaining. The results of the "dry runs" are
said to have been "entirely satisfactory." The same tests have been made
for TV, for it is anticipated that
ASCAP and the broadcast industry
may not arrive at satisfactory terms
on "grand rights." which type of
rights are said to be necessary whenever a television camera scans anything beyond the straight singing of a
song. If a song's acted out, that's an
ASCAP "grand" right. If someone
dances to music, that also may be
construed as a "grand" right. 11M1
contracts (and credit for this goes to
legalist Sydney Kaye. who devised
contracts that give 13M1 both radio and
television licensing rights) include the
rights for visual as well as oral
presentations on the air, and thus
broadcasting has a hedge against TV
license trouble with ASCAP.
HMI's television department is helping a number of small agencies in
their musical production problems,
and most commercial producers of
broadcast musical programs admit
that BMI's indexing and cross- indexing of music is a great help in building
programs which call for a substantial
amount of music.

Quotes:

everyone should he happy." Radio
director of an agency producing
five network musical programs.
"1 use a great deal of folk music,
and I love B \II.
Assistant radio
director of an advertising agency with
clients appealing to rural areas.

"-

"Let's face it. 13 \I1 is here to stay."
Sponsor president who is musical minded.
"Any association activity that actually makes [Honey for an industry is.
worthy of nothing but commendation.
if I understand the facts correctly.
B \II is receiving money from non broadcast licensing of its catalogues.
as well as from radio. That's good. " --

Former association executive, now advertising manager of a large food

company.
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"BMI is one of NAB's most effective instruments. It's saying us money.
Now if it only can produce real hits
II APRIL 1949
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Rate cards

Timelouyers point ont 1_11t has IIet yet

secured adoption of standardized cards

[MORE MN

Standarized rate cards in a number in Standard Rate and Data, I call the
of acceptable variations were presented station's representative and ask him
to the broadeast industry at a NAB to work out my rate problem. Most
convention several year back. Sta- stations waste good money producing
tions were urged to adopt them
a rate card that practically no one
use the "approved form" when reprint- uses. They should save the money and
ing their schedule of fees Everything send me a Christmas card."
seemed greased to assist timehm ers in
Despite the fact that stations like to
using the cards.
be individual, the need for a standard
.And that in many cases is just where rate card could have been brought
things still stand. The approved forms home, if after the committee presentwere made available, some networks ing them had given birth, some other
and stations used them, and the rest committee or the sanie group, accepted
of the stations went right along doing the project of getting the standard
as they had been in the past.
form used. Nothing happens by itself.
The criticism has been made a It takes hours of painstaking follow
number of times in this evaluation of up to achieve any form of industry
NAB activities that many fine things unity.
start with the NAB and then nothing
Timebuyers generally state they'd
happens. Timebuyers (and rate cards just as soon have no rate cards, if they
affect them most) state that only a can't have standard cards, and they'd
supervised promotion would make sta- just soon use a printed compilation
tions use standard forms of any kind. like Standard Rate and Data if only
"It has become a point with me to Standard could persuade the stations
seldom use a rate card," explains one they list to standardize their informatinebuver. If I can't find what I want tion.
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radio has approval of export
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i.111's reueseel interest in world-wide

International broadcasting directly
concerns only a few sponsors and
agencies. International allocations of
t%aveleugths may on the other hand
affect all who use broadcast time. Thus
sponsors are interested in fact that
\All Iras begun to more actively condom itself with the international scene.
For the most part its the export men

in the NAII's participation in UNESCO
conferences, in its support of the

Inter- American Association of Broadcasters, and its decision to issue a
primer on what international allocations mean to V. S. broadcasters an
important step towards removing the

barrier that separates international
broadcasting from U. S. airings.

"Am thing that the NAB can do to
remove the shell that envers so man).
On the North American Regional Americans is all to the good," exBroadcasting Agreement ( NA R BA ) is plains one sponsor who is looking far
held in Canada in September. These ahead into the future. "There is no
men know that business with Latin medium more international than
1merica often rcfl((ts that happens broadcasting - no state boundaries,
al these broadcast conferences. as it no custom barriers stop the flow of
(lid during the recent conference on the radio wave. If the NAB can make
international allocations in Mexico l . S. broadcasters realize this. it will
.its. actually what happens at MAR hate made substantial progress."
Mike Ilanna (outstanding liberal
\ Iras a more important bearing on
broadcasting in the U. S. than it does among broadcasters) heads the committee which is planning the printer
un international relations.
There are some advertisers that see which is. say advertisers, a good sign.
interested in what
hen the next confer-

at sponsors mho are

the NAB will do

-

I

;
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the trend in Cleveland listening!
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STARTLING FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW !
ONE min

Cleveland, WGAR alone shows a significant increase
in audience! The above graph tells the story. Latest listener
reports* of the 1948 -49 Fall -Winter season compared with the
same period in 1947 -48 show that only one Cleveland station,
WGAR, has gained listeners this season over last year!

o

WGAR

WGAR delivers more Cleveland listeners than any other

reports *, WGAR
has maintained first place in total rated time periods.

station! In the 1948 -49 Fall- Winter
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Labor

Agencies and sponsors credit NAB with
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The greatest fear of any advertising
man regarding the labor relations of
any advertising medium is secondary
boycotts. They have seen what happened to advertisers of several newspapers throughout the country who
were picketed when they continued to
live up to contracts they had with the
papers. Thus they arc interested in
NAB's fight against secondary boycotts
and are all for it.
Sponsors and agencies applaud the
fact that there has been very little
labor trouble in radio. In most cases
of labor disturbances the NAB has not
come into the conflict. Nevertheless
most advertisers feel that the NAB
hasn't been too far away.
Agency men who have sat in on
1113 labor relation clinics at district
meetings or at national conventions
feel that the legal and labor advice
given stations has been down to earth
and in keeping with the times.
There have been very few strikes
and these have been well handled by
radio, feel advertisers. On the other
hand they do not view the future as
happily as they view the past. Most
advertisers are certain that there will
be a number of strikes during the next
few years because of the adjustment
period through which the U. S. is
passing.
"Cost of programs, which have to
he scaled down." explains one sponsor
of a number of network programs.
"have thin far been reduced by the big
salaried performers and writers taking
euts. However we has e a number of
programs on which we expect we'll
have to rut costs and some of them
are only paying minimums.
either have to drop them or insist on
scale culs. I don't think radio will
achieve the latter without trouble. Its
then that we'll have to worry about
secondary boycotts. They have bit us
at one or two stations on %shiclr we
only had announcements and we know
what will happen if there are any nationwide boycotts. If I sound depres
sion minded.
don't mean lo. but
strikes are almost certain before there's
a wage adjustments dounward in the
radio artists field."
Most sponsors wonder how it's been
possible for an industry like radio to
lane lived so long and been so uuorI

NBC
AFFILIATE
Represented by
NEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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ganizcd except at a big station and
network level. They don't think it gill
go on forever and they then think that
the NAB will be put to the labor test.
"Salary levels have been relatively
high in broadcasting." explains one
labor relations man at an important
sponsor. "That's why I think there
haven't been more labor problems. A
good man can always make good
money and isn't too interested in union
organization at a small or medium
sized station. Result: an industry fairly free of disturbances. Even though
NA13 cannot naturally participate in
any labor meetings. it still should be
given plenty of real credit for broadcasting's clean record. A `bad' association always scenes to create labor
problems for its industry."
"Although the NAB was against the
use of the air for broadcasting labor
and management's side of questions
that bias seems to have changed," explains one CIO public relations man.
Like the Supreme Court, the NAB
seems to make its decisions in keeping
with the times and we can't become
mad with it for that. After all it is a
management association not a labor
group." This press agent had reference to the original prohibition against
dramatizing controversial subjects on
the air. Labor knows that time best wa%
to present its case is dramatically and
doesn't want that outlet removed from
its use of broadcast tune. if and when
it needs it.
Cenerall speaking. sponsors and
agencies feel that NAll's labor policy,
if it can be said to have one, has been
satisfactory.

Quotes:
"As

I

have expressed myself before,

feel that the NA13 has been neither
right nor left of center." Labor relations executive of a big radio manuI

facturer.
"l p to now. NA U's off-the- record
1phor ad% ice has been good. Let's
A
hope it continues that way."
NABET executive.

"We have only one worry about
radio's labor relations and that is we
don't want to become invoked with
the union problems of our advertising
media." Executive v.p. of an automotive advertiser.

SPONSOR

Engineering

Few broadcasting

ask

1eers are concerned

with technical matters. These okay N .1IL
Engineering touches sponsors and
agencies only in passing. They are
slightly conscious of the NAil's engineering department for indirectly they
have heard that the improved quality
of some stations they use is due in
part to NAB's riding herd on broadcast quality and the NAB's endeavor,
through it's director of Engineering,
Royal V. Howard, to keep technical
standards high.
"In spite of all I have said about
radio programing." explains one radio
director at an agency. "I know that if
they can't hear my show I don't have
an audience. I am therefore more and
more impressed with the average station's good signal and engineering intelligence. am impressed particularly
for I know that some engineering
heads of stations are operation not
eugiueeringly- creative men. and thus
must turn to someone else when it
comes to experimental development. I
know many of these men turn to the
NAB and thus while i'll never come in
contact with engineer Howard,
like
his operation."
There are other agency executives
who are not too impressed with NAB's
engineering department. These are
producers who wonder why the NAB
hasn't been able to enforce standards
for transcriptions. for tape, and for
wire recording.
"i know," said one objector, "that
the NAB has set transcription standards. Why doesn't it do something to
make them effective? Why doesn't it
supply seals to recording companies
that live up to NAB standards so that
the seals sil serve as guides for
1

1

radio directors like myself when we
order pressings? it's a simple matter
but setting technical standards doesn't
mean a thing unless something is done
to make them used."
Standards for tape are being worked
on by ltoward and his station and
manufacturing advisory board. These
yardsticks are being established early
enough in the development of tape
recording to really help producers who
will use tape in preference to other recording methods. Again, its stressed,
these standards won't mean anything
unless something is done to make living up to them important.
Another activity of the NAB engineering department that brings it in
slight contact with agencies and once
in a while with sponsors, is its development of better station logs and
logging. Since yertified proof of broadcasting must originate with these logs.
it's important to agencies that they be
simple for the stations to keep and
that they are well kept.
Most timebuyers say that station log
keeping has improved a great deal
during the past six years.
"There was a time," claims an old
tinier in the timebuying field, "when
didn't know whether to trust a sworn
statement by a station or not. Now
can always spot a questionable station
-it's not keeping a standard log. That
should be credited to the NAB I sup1

1

pose."
Those few sponsors and agencies
that know of the NAB engineering department's activity give it a big hand.
They're not too many. it's surprising
that there are any at all.
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Either \_111 must jump ill with both feet
or lose out to 10111lle other organization
"Unless the NAB gets into television
solidly and recognizes the fact that
radio in the future can only he part
of the broadcast advertising business,
the association will not be an important factor for agencies or sponsors. Since the great majority of TV
outlets are owned by standard broad-
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casting stations. most advertisers just
can't understand why the NAB continues to look upon the visual medium
more or less as an interloper."
The firms and the men who direct
their broadcast advertising activities
do not want multiple associations in
the broadcasting field. They feel cer-
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MURRAY HILL

There has been more conflict between exponents of Fi1 and the NAB
than there has between the association
and any other group. There are several reasons for this. FM broadcasters
have had the rug pulled out from tinder them a number of times. It means
very little to sponsors by this happened. 'l'hey are interested in the fact
that two groups within the broadcast
advertising firmament haven't been
able to work together. They want the
NAB to represent all factors in broadcasting and that includes l"\'I proponents.
Sponsors are convinced that h'\I is
better form of oral broadcasting but
stress that high fidelity and static free
broadcasting is just conversation unless F111 sets are well distributed and
1''111 stations air the programs the people want. They see no reason why all
F111 stations shouldn't be part of NAB
membership or why the fact that an
F\1 station fights for the same dollar
that an A11I stations battles for is any
different than two AA1 stations battling
for business.
"i don't think the charge `vested interests' has anything to do with the
ease." states one advertiser who has
used a few FN1 stations successfully.
a

COMMERCIALS

OV
©

Frequency Modulation

should be regarded pari :tsnd parcel
of 1111E oral 1>troade:tlsl ing problems

COSTUME COMPANY
WEST

waves,"- explained a St. Louis advertising agency executive. "but the differences of opinions must be ironed
out," he insisted. It's bad enough to
have network '`A" answer a promotion
of network "B" by using an entirely
different set of standards. When one
network says its good by Hooper and
another says it's better -by Nielsen
I just throw both promotions in the
wastepaper basket. i don't want this
to happen in broadcast advertising
generally. I want the truth of the
ielative impact of radio, TV, and FAX
when it comes. I don't think the facts
will be brought to me honestly by
competing associations."

11

EAVES

151

tain that multiple associations like the
'television Broadcasters Association,
the Frequency Modulation Association. the recently suggested transit radio and storecasting trade units. and
the several FAX groups under consideration can only result in a bedlam
of claims and counter -claims and overlapping jurisdiction.
They don't even like the idea of the
networks not being active in the association although they feel that since
owned and operated stations are members. the networks have a stake in the
NAB and that prevents them from ignoring the Association's activities.
"It's logical that within the NAB
there will be groups pulling diverse

ST.

81162

predetermined before the program is
broadcast. Why not have the NAB
take in the FM group again and give
them freedom to do all the promotion
they want from within instead of from
without ?"
That's the general reaction of sponsors. although most of them aren't too
concerned what happens to FM except
so far as its storecasting. transitradio.
and FAX aspects are concerned.
( These are discussed in separate sections.l
There is a small group who are distressed that FM should have come on
the scene at the same time as television. Said one of these, "if FA1 didn't
have to compete with TV in great
metropolitan areas, l'm certain that it
would he the form of broadcasting todaN and that the NAB would have had
to give the owners of F \l stations what
they- wanted from an association. I
hope that the NAB will plan not to
keep out other new broadcasting
groups."
It is the general feeling that now
that FBI is, as far as radio generally
is concerned. just another, form of
broadcasting it belongs in the NAB
and that nothing is being accomplished
by the Frequenc\ Modulation Association b\ staving aloof.

At first the FCC slid lay down rules
Quotes:
and regulations which were designed
"i.,'sl belongs within the NAB and
to make F \1 stations compete programwise with A \I outlets. As things are the sooner it's there the better it will
today F \1 is just a better forni of be for broadcast advertising. " Radio
broadcasting delivering your programs director of an agency with a billing
in good form to an area that can be in the millions.
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Du Mont television broadcasting started

... another

April

1,

1939

Du Mont "First"

FIRST in Development. DuMont's development of the cathode ray picture tube made electronic
television practical.
FIRST in Precision Electronics. World's foremost maker of scientific instruments employing the

cathode ray tube.
FIRST in Radar. In W33, Dr. Du Mont filed a patent application which the army asked

him to withdraw. That was radar.
FIRST in Telecasting. Du Mont was the first to operate a television network and

first with daytime telecasting.
information on television advertising,
write or call:
For

DU
515

MONT TELEVISION NETWORK
Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

FIRST in Station Equipment. Many stations have been planned and

built by Du Mont.
FIRST in Fine Receivers. Du Mont built the first commerical
home receiver (1939) and was first on the

market with fine postwar receivers (1946).

Copyright 1949, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

First in all phases of television

...

and only in television

NAB
Storecasting

Importa nee of point-of-sale broadcasting
overlooked by \_llt. say advertising Melt
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Families in Southern California!
FROM SANTA BARBARA TO THE MEXICAN
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broodcosting.
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foot
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Wilson,
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broodcosting

stotion

FM

With the knowledge and consent of ing is still subject to FCC rules about
the Federal Communications Commis- operating in the public interest and
sion. radio has entered into a point of since it's part of an FM station's servsale phase which is different from ice to the public, it can be helped or
everything that broadcasting has donc retarded by the \AB.
before. This is storecasting. Thus far
Agencies are not certain they w'anL
the NAB has done nothing about an part of storecasting. They're not
weighing its importance in the radio generally conditioned to servicing a
scene.
sales medium which is what storecastSponsors and agencies think that ing is. Yet even the agencies who
every facet of broadcasting should re- don't know if times vivant to handle
ceive consideration and help from the storecasting still feel it ought to be
industry's association. Since storecast- within the aegis of the NAB.

and

is

Transitradio

Agencies feel that !_!It should spread the
gospel about radio's ''captive audience..

unexcelled in power (58,000 wotts) by
ANY Southern Colifornia stotion.
KFMV's

PROGRAMMING

SPECIALIZED

IS

geored to the high -income, high- culturol
level with emphosis on clossicol music

and good

feotures.

Examples ore the

West's only rodio progrom deoling with
the legitimate theotre
Ben Koms:er "), the

(

"On Stege with

only broodcost on the

world of ort, and the exclusive releoses
of

Representative

Helen

Gahogon

Douglas' "Your Congresswomon Reports"
from Woshington.
MAIL

TELLS

THE

Hundreds

STORY.

of

letters are constantly pouring in from

enthusiostic listeners
movie stors,

.

.

producers,

.

executives,

doctors,

pro -

fessionol men in the high- income oreos

of Beverly

Hills,

Sonlo

Borboro,

Morino, Bel Air, Posodeno,

Lo

WANT TO

SELL

FCC.

Agencies feel that transitradio is not
duly an "interesting" form of broadcast advertising (they won't go beyond
that until they have more proof of its
sales effectiveness) but an excellent
promotional vehicle for radio itself.

The) feel that standard broadcasters

could well sell their regular schedules
to the traveling audience, many of
whom are on the way home.
Keeping abreast of what's being
done in transitradio is becoming a bigger and bigger job daily. No longer is
transitradio the sole province of the
'l'aft broadcasting interests for currently 12 other groups are experimenting with, or actualh servicing. buses
\% ith
music, news and commercials.
None Of these groups is too interested
in spreading the word about what the
rest are doing. This is where the NAB
comes into the picture.
What the NAB will be doing for
money to handle all the services that
agencies and sponsors would like to
see it render nobody knows. This is
the big problem.

Son

Jollo.

THIS IS AN AUDIENCE THAT CAN BUY

DO YOU

Like storecasting. transitradio is
part of Frequency Modulation station
operations. Because the NAB has been
concerned with other phases of broadcast advertising it has taken cognizance
of this "captive audience" broadcast
advertising without doing much about
it. Nevertheless advertisers feel transitradio falls within the shadow of NAB
operations. simply because its operated through licensed broadcast stations and with the permission of the

IT?

Write TODAY for Full Informolion

FAX

Some da,

is going lo he important so

advertisers uant

N .%It 10

monitor FAX

(Choice periods ore open)

6540 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood 28, California
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The problems that will face Facsimile will be identical with those that
faced radio when it. first started. It
goes into the home. It entertains, instructs. and sells. Thus it belongs
within the \,1B fancily or. as many
agency) and sPUNsoll execnt ik es see it.
part of a federated \It.
This does not ocean that ithei-tisiug
men at present see a rapid growth for

\

FA\. They however comprehend its
potentials and they want it to grow
within the broadcast advertising framework.
Agency men would like to keep
abreast of what's being done w ith
FAN. They are certain that this could
In, a part of \'All's service to advertisers and agencies although they
don't know who would pay for it.
SPONSOR

-

Operat!oií Log,.

How BMI Diagnoses Your
Music Logs Scientifically
14 months your station supplies BMI with a
log
of
EVERY the music you've performed each day for
one month. This log, properly analyzed, determines the
payment to composers and publishers, who are compensated by BMI on the basis of actual use of their music.
And, as important to you, your daily music log is
the pulse of your station's musical programming. It is
vital to you, for it charts the exact strength of the heart
of your broadcasting. A study of your log helps you
appraise the quality and selectivity of your music.
BM! will gladly send you a FEVER CHART, or analysis, of your station's log if you will simply ask for it.

In 1941 BMI instituted the first scientific and automatic
system of checking actual broadcast use of music. Employing the very latest IBM electronic accounting and
tabulating machines, BMI's "Operation Log" turns out
a wealth of interesting facts and figures.
With more than 32,400 daily logs to be examined
each year, the physical task of processing them is stag-

gering. Every BMI licensee has been most cooperative
in supplying its logs when asked to do so. This cooperation has resulted in standards of efficiency which
amaze everyone who has seen BMI's logging system
in operation.
You'll have an opportunity to see a typical BMI logging job at this year's NAB Convention when you visit
the main exhibit hall at the Stevens for a look at BMI's
"Operation Log" in action.
!f unable to attend the NAB Convention, write
to Station Relations Department at BM! for
your copy of "Operation Lon" in
pamphlet form, illustrated.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE
New York
II APRIL

1949

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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For the first little. he percentage

breakdown. category 1.- c:ttlegirv
In recent weeks, the entry of advertisers intoo
the visual air Medium
has, more often than not, resembled
the land -rush entry of homesteaders
into the Cherokee Strip. But keeping
up with the latest list of TV advertisers is often like trying to count the
passengers on the Super Chief while
running alongside the train.
The figures speak for themselves.
The -19 uctwtlrk advertisers on the
air during \larch. 1919. sponsored 37
shorts on the four operating TV net works (station total: 52) . This represents nearly six -anti -a -half times the
business done during the month of
July. 19.18. in terms of units of business placed." In national and regional
T \' advertising, the 267 selective TV
advertisers (many of them are also
advertisers at the net%%ork level)
',laced. on 55 stations. nearly three
times the units of business placed
during the saute comparative month.
inalh. at the local retail level. the
711 'l'\ advertiser: on the air during
the month just past placed units of
business that total more than four
times that done during the base month
of last July.-- It is no surprise then that
there is a good deal of wild- e%ttl guess ing going on today as to ttllat areotlllts
for this increase. as ttcll as what it
represents in terms of advertising
categories.
Too main advertisers and agencies,
unfoltuuately, are trying to rationalize
what is being done on the 'isnal air

iiitC
1

I

Ear h Irl'ouram brondrvrat at the nrtxork
Irvel; errh pot and/or urouram at thy selerIrar or loral retail level is here romidared ILS In
"unil of Lu ¡Ile 41."
tFourrr for occr-oll 'l'V utiaur liuures: /(ora'

houolr

84

I.rparl

oa

TrIrrininn

Irlrrrl ¡Si nll.

in terms of what the major business
categories do in the way of straight
radio advertising. The misleading element stems from the fact that the
spending being done by any one major
business category at one level of radio
advertising (food. drug. soaps. and
cleansers. ele.) is often a good rule of- thumb gauge for what is being
done at other levels. The relationship, in terms of broad business categories. is particularly- close between
network radio and selective radio expenditures.
This situation does not hold true in
'l' \'. \\'hen it comes to the visual air
advertising being done at any one of
the broadcasting levels. the amount of
TV business plated by a group of
advertisers at one level of 'IV advertising nlav bear only a sort of second -

o,
how they rate in network.

how they rate in selective

if

local -

'g

cousin relationship to that being done
at another. To give a concrete example of this. take the case of the categor) of radio. T \', and appliance
manufacturers. In TV network business units placed. these manufaettirers.
as a category, rank in the number one
spot, having placed 30.7ß; of the total
units of business on the air during
March. 19.19. For the same month.
only this time at the selective level
of TV broadcasting. the radio. T\ and
appliance nlanufarturers placed only
11.1'; of the units of business, which
runs far behind the category of watch
and jewelry manufacturers eurrenth
leading in the selective field with
36.5 "; . (ft's interesting. and perhaps
revealing. to note that the watch and
jewelry adterlisers are not even repreResented at the network level!)
( Please lure to page 102)

how they rate in

dollars

1

dollars

:etail dollars

Radio, TV, and appliances lead network time
buying. Emerson (above) will be back on TV

is far ahead in market -by- market use
of TV. That's because of watch time signals

Jewelry

Radio, TV, and appliances are also first
in

local retail

commercial telecasting

Automobiles run third in network spending, but
more money is being planned for medium

Tobacco is currently second in buying
Philip Morris' Johnny is 'everywhere'

L. time.

f%

Foods rank second among buyers of station
because demonstrations help to sell

el

L time

dealers are second largest
programs. Co -ops help pay

buyers of local
L Automotive

3

Beer is currently third, but when the baseball
season starts it'll be up near first again

Clothing is rapidly finding out that seeing
Direct sales result
is
believing at home.

he Coney Island- mirror distortions you see on some

television screens can add alarming pounds to the
prettiest girl you know. But it doesn't happen at

ANKLES ARE SLIMMER HERE... because

CBS -TV.

CBS

engineers "stretch" them, to counteract the tendency

toward widening effects on the TV screen. By the time
you see them they're as pretty as they ought to be.

ACTORS ARE COOLER AT CBS

... more

at home...

because they don't fry in tropical studio

temperatures, thanks to "cold light,"
also developed by CBS experts.

e

slimmer on
THE SCENE IS LIVELIER AT

CBS... because backgrounds

can be

made more fluid and variable with rear screen projection

... another

CBS -TV

development.

AND PROGRAMS ARE BETTER ON CBS... built
with the same skill, enthusiasm and care that have
given

CBS -TV its

technical leadership. Indeed

CBS is

today

the largest and most successful creator of package

programs in television.

YOUR PROGRAM WILL DO BETTER ON CBS -TV

...the network with

six of the top ten Hooper -rated

programs, four of which are

CBS

package programs.

Ill all categories -network. selective, and local -retail -TV is con tinuing its climb in SPONSOR'S control 10 -city panel. During March, the
jump was Most pronounced in the network 15- station sample. (Networks
had lagged behind in December and January.) "Radio, TV, and appliances.' used more time than any other industry classification, both on the
networks and at the local- retail level. It represented almost one -third of
the network time sales and a little over 25`7,- of the retail activity. In the
market -bv- market use of television, jewelry (mostly watches) lead the
parade, dropping percentage -wise somewhat from February, but still
representing a whopping 36.5r; of all selective use of TV. «'hile net works show the greatest advance over June, 1948, local -retail's increase
to 418', of the local- retail base is something. too.

tv trends
Bosed upon the number of progroms and onnouncements ploced by sponsors on TV 6tolions and indexed by Rorobough Report on
Television Advertising. Business ploced for
month of July 1948 is used for eoch bose

"TOTAL" AND

TEN -CITY
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TRENDS
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Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

We are one of 7,000

families who live in
Essex County. Our name is Torrance. Last
year the four of us spent $8,500 for necessities. We all listen to the Chanticleer per-

00 on

your dial

sonalities.

Ed Mitchell and Charles John
Stevenson are our favorites because they
give us good music, news, and friendly
tips which save money for all of us.

5O,00

Wer

affiliated with

Nye
A

KEY TO SYMBOLS

* Over 250,000

100,000

-

250,000

50,000 -100.000

GY

watts

GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION

* 25,000- 50,000

OO

10,000

-

25,000

O Under 10,000

reflection
the real behind -the -scenes

view of NBC Television reveals
more network advertisers,

more top -rated programs, and

far more sponsored hours
than any other television network.
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TELEVISION'S LARGEST
AVERAGE AUDIENCEDAY AND

NIGHT'

a-

1

TELEVISION'S LARGEST
NUMBER OF
NETWORK ADVERTISERS

NBC
TELEVISION'S MOST
POPULAR SPONSORED

PROGRAMS
9

-

OF THE TOP 15'

Hooper and

Pulse -New York, March

America's No.

1

Network

NBC TELEVISION
A

Serricr of Radio Corporattor of America

I,.N.

(Continued ¡rom page 11)

original live broadcast, preferably as near eleven o'clock, local time,
as possible. it is also required that the repeat, if practicable. be
aired as close as possible to an established local newscast. The
advertiser pays only for station time. There is no talent fee, nor
any arrangement to compensate Lee's agency.
An important stipulation is that at least one commercial be
devoted to Lee hats. and that no other nationally advertised brand
be plugged.

P.S.

See:

"A.

S. Beck

Comes to TV"

Issue: August 1948, page

36

Subject: With early

TV experience under its belt,
Beck comes to the big -time TV.

10,000 WATTS IN KANS44,

Fm

'<

/r.,o,..esent.4 by

taN DAVIS. ,....,..
JOHN
301Mt KM,WNO.C-..,
710 RILOCICLI3
MUTUAL. MUWORK

!LAIN L

CO

3,000 WAI13 NIGHT

Q

LEMKE ßa¢4ß
Sunday 12 Noon
to
Network A

WIND
Network
Network
Network
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1st

2nd
B

3rd

C

4th
5th

D

PULSE

Jan. -Feb. '49

96

PM

Latest broadcast advertiser to move out of the category of "experimenter'- and into the realm of serious TV is the A. S. Beck Shoe
Co. A trial run with the Gloria Swanson Shore on WPIX, New York,
in which Beck had a 15- minute participation, taught the shoe firm
and its agency. Dorland, many lessons in the best techniques to be
used in selling a fashion item (women's shoes and accessories) via
the visual air. Now. Beck is telecasting a 20- minute show with a
revue format, Candlelight Revue, on two NBC -TV stations (WNBT,
N.Y.: WRGB, Schenectady), and will base much of its TV commercials on the lessons in lighting and production learned with
the WPIX show.
Beck feels that the New York market now is on a sound advertising basis as far as TV is concerned. The Gloria Swanson Show
brought traceable results at the cash registers of Beck stores, and
Beck, with an eye to expanding its TV show eventually to other
NBC -TV markets, is spending considerably more money in TV
for Candlelight Revue than it did previously.
Beck !rill try something fairly new in TV advertising to sell its
line of men's shoes as well as women's. Shows will end 25 seconds
early. and a "cold" hitch -hike commercial for the men's footwear
will he scanned. The show will be promoted to both men and women
by !window displays in Beck stores and by a consumer contest.

p.s.

See:

"Three Way Tie -up"

Issue: November 1948, page

34

Subject: Borden's, Junior Achievement groups
benefitfing mutually from promotion

\lore than six months ago Borden's linked its CBS County Fair
program promotionwise to the Junior Achievement organization
which. through local chapters, helps youth groups set themselves
up in business as regular corporations.
The results after a half-year have been more than satisfying to
the dairy company, CBS, Kenyon & Eckhardt the Borden agency).
and. of course, JA. The latter is in the midst of its biggest boom.
with more clubs established during December and January than
ever before.
County Fair has beuefitted to the extent o-f 300
feature stories in newspapers and magazines. 500 spot announcements. 38 special radio programs. complete sponsor identification,
and tremendous good will.
The tie-up had many local Borden units working. for the first
time. towards promoting County Fair; many were hooked up with
local community action projects which rated high editorial praise.
National publicity for Borden's was capped by a layout in Look
on a complete County Fair project in Manchester, N. ll.. while
Kenyon & Echkardt carne in for its share of the kudos by winning
the City College of New York annual award for the most outstanding
radio promotion job of the year done by an advertising agency.
SPONSOR

"RABBIT ADVERTISERS "?
NO SIR!,
Advertisers who want results

don't jump around from station
to station in Cleveland

...

they stay

on WHK where they reach

the largest audience at the lowest

(network station) rates. In less than
a

year

a

WHK produced local show

reached an 18.6 Hooper rating

for

a

Cleveland advertiser

-

the highest Hooper ever attained
in Cleveland by a local program.
So, you see there is a

reason why

...

, f.

THEY STAY

ON.

WHK
T.

Peul N. Cornet Co.,
Nohoeel Rep reaetohe

NEGLECTED AUDIENCE
(Continued from page 35)
tvasted as far as product adhcrtisimg is
concerned.
Perhaps sponsors and their agencies
feel that the large sign carrying the
name of the product - -- prominently
displayed onstage at all commercial
programs which have studio audiences
enough of a sales "talk '. Perhaps
agencies don't are to go to the trouble
of dreaming up and executing additional details in connect'
with putting on a program. Perhaps advertisers
feel the extra expense of sampling. for
instance. isn't worth it. Whatever the
reason if there is any -a good many
valuable selling moments are lost before and after the majority of big network commercial shows.
The device of giving each member
of an audience a sample package of a
product is so simple and relatively inexpensive that its amazing how few
sponsors use it. Liggett S flyers gives
packets of four Camel cigarettes to
audiences on its CBS Bob hawk and
Vaughn Monroe shoes. Philip Morris
cigarettes t also in packages of four)
go to each person attending the Horace
Ileidt NBC Original Youth Opportunic) half -hour and \IBS' Queen For

-is

a Day program.

NiGHTTiME RADIO FAMILIES -19' per 1,000!
This is the lowest cost for any 50 KW station in the
nation. The figures are obtained by applying 19.16 BMB
coverage data against WSM's current hourly rate.
WSM daytime coverage costs 20¢ per thousand radio
families. That's the nation's fifth lowest 50 KW cost,
bettered only by New York and Chicago stations. We'll

be glad to send you one of our coverage maps showing
where these families live.

These BMB based figures are the only yardstick of
this nature that radio bas. For further evidence of what
WSM can do with its low cost coverage and its talent
staff of more than 200, let us build you a show for
spot coverage of the rich mid -South market.

WSM
HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.

50,000
98

WATTS

IRVING WAUGH, Com. Mgr.

CLEAR

CHANNEL

650

EDWARD PETRY

KILOCYCLES

S.

CO., Nofionol Rep.

NBC

AFFILIATE

Irene Beasley hands
out Hostess Cup Cakes for Continental
Baking on the CBS Grand Slan
morning quarter -hour. but only upon
occasion. But the idea Of acquainting
a person m ith a product, or furthering
his acquaintance with it, has never
been used on the :Arthur Godfrey Lip ton Tea and Soup* show, for example,
and mangy other programs where the
advertised product is a natural for
sample packaging.
Obviously, high -priced or non -packagable items can't be handed out each
meek to several hunched people, but
sponsors of food. drug. cigarette, etc.,
products pass up a strong het to build
good w ill and convert consumers to
their brands by failing to take advantage of program warm -ups. Curiously
enough, with greater competition for
the consnnter's dollar today, the practice of sampling is clone less currently
than it used to he several years ago.
One of the most notable examples of
shrewd pre-broadcast merchandising
was the former \\'alter O'Keefe show
1()r Campbell's Soup. wherein hot cups

Godire show, his TV audience miniature packets of the product. but that's as
far as the sampling gets.
SPONSOR

of the product were gitcm to the studio audience. Molk was another advertiser (now not on Lite air) who
used audience sampling for its shaving
cream, given away in miniature tubes.
There is, of course, extensive use
of the device of giving away product
samples on quiz and other participating programs-but the gifting is
limited to those taking part in the
show. The Groucho Marx You Bet
Your Life half -hour on ABC gives the
losers. as well as the winning contestants to appear on the show, Elgin American compacts or cigarette cases.
Contestants on Take It or Leave It
receive Eversharp pens or pencils.
Rayve Home Permanent Kits are given
to all onstage for Winner Take All,
regardless of whether they appear on
the program. Many other network and
local shows follow the same procedure
with products ranging from Glass Wax
to dog food -but the receivers eonstitute only a fraction of the sales prospects in the studio.
Programs like the National Barn
Dance, which play to huge audiences
in theatres, have some of their local
advertisers distributing samples, with
good results at the local level for the

particular sponsors. 'theatre audiences audiences on a product was employed
also were promoted in an unusual Its Kate Smith on a former Swansdown
sanpltng campaign in conjunction (lour program. A cake was baked bewith the Jack Carson General Foods
program. For a week, in each instance.
prior to the Carson troupes appearance at houses in Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati, and Erie, Pennsylvania, more
than 20,000 sample packages of Sanka
coffee were given away to patrons. It
was resultful advertising for the product, and a perfect tie -up and ballyhoo
for the incoming Carson unit.
Kenyon .0 Eckhardt has just started
an enterprising stunt in connect'
with studio audiences at four of the
agency's shows. People entering the
studio or theatre are given postcards with sponsor identification tied into
the photo side -which they can fill out
and then have mailed for them by the
sponsor. While the idea is not new
in the legitimate theatre and the night
club field, it has not been widely applied to radio audiences. The programs
on which it is now being used are
Borden's County Fair. Ford Theatre.
the TV Toast of the Town (Lincoln
and Mercury dealers). and Kellogg's
;Mother Knott's Best.
One other unusual twist to sell live

60% of the Buying Power

81%

fore the show. with the recipe given to
the spectators, and the cake to a winning member of the audience after the
broadcast. The real punch cane via
the picture of and stony about the
winner, which were sent to her hometown newspaper with, of course,

appropriate credit to Swansdown.
But these stunts are the very definite
exception. On 90(» of today's connmerial programs the pre -broadcast
selling of a product to a receptive live
audience takes the form of the display
sign and a few references to the product by the program's star or announcer, whoever handles the warm -up
period. More often than not the
references are little more than kidding
remarks, which may get across the
product's name but which nullify any
real selling.
What mention of the sponsor occurs
during prestige programs like Voice
of Firestone, Cavalcade of America,
Railroad (lour, etc.. follows the dignified tone of the shows themselves, and
is usually little more than a welcome
to the audience on behalf of the spoil-

of the Radio Homes
1

Two "Hometown Stations

.

.

.

salesman in Nebraska. Reach o billion dollar market ... an area with the equivalent of 60% of the

WE'VE DISTORTED OUR MAP TO GIVE YOU
coverage by buying income;
A TRUE PICTURE! ItnotShows
by square miles. When you sell with

buying power, 81% of the radio homes of the en-

Dxqc

Swraen

Li, ,s

II APRIL 1949

Doug ,as

<

Monogemenf Survey of Buying Power

KBONma4

KBON and KOLN you concentrate your
efforts in on area where the
buying dollars are concentrated.

\

tire state of Nebraska at one low rote!

s Soles

Low Rate

the best package

Moy 1949.

KOLN«

orld Insurance Building, Omaha. Nebraska.
Paul R. Fry. V.P. and Gen'! Sales Mgr.
National Representatives, RA -77[1, INC.
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Here's a

"Pyramid Club"
Where
Everyone Wins!
For 26 years, KDYL has
operated the kind of "pyramid club" that pays off in
sales for advertisers.

We present the kind of
with the kind of
shows
showmanship -that builds
an ever- pyramiding audience throughout Utah.

-

And now it's happening,
too, in television over
KDYL- W6XIS.

National Representati.e

John Blou It Co.

QvaQAgo

E
Saturday
WIND
Network A
Network B
Network C
Network D

2

to 6 PM
1st

2nd

3rd
4th
5th

PULSE

Jan. -Feb. '49

560 KC
24 hoursa day

100

sor. Even on some lighter shows, such
as A Day in the Li /e of Dennis Day
(Colgate Dental Cream I, the announcer Merely informs the audience that
the sponsor wishes it an enjoyable
evening.
The Kraft Music flail is more or less
typical of the lost opportunity -insofar as merchandising a product is con eerned of the warm -up period. Announcer Ken Carpenter welcomes the
audience, gives it the usual explanations about applause. introduces Al
Jolson, who introduces the rest of the
east -all with few references to Kraft
and its products. Art Linkletter of
People Are Funny is hardly as restrained. Asking if there is anyone in the
audience who will sell his shirt for
$10. he tells the men whose hands go
up that the first one to take his shirt
off ami give it to him gets the money.
The resultant scrambling to undress
and get to Linkletter first sets the
mood for the audience- participation
stunts which follow on the air-but
it doesn't do much direct selling of
Raleigh cigarettes.
Ralph Edwards is one who at least
refers constantly to the product, Duz,
on Truth or Consequences' warm-up.
which naturally is as zany as the show
itself. The "Duz does everything" line
is used to explain the giddy goings -on.
Warm-ups range in length from a
few minutes to a half -hour. the latter
being necessary particularly on quiz
programs. in order to select the contestants. Even with a 30- minute period
with which to play around. most sponsors choose to ignore the chance to
do a selling job either orally or samplewise. There are no restrictions placed
upon what happens during a warm-up,
a sponsor could put it to any sales
purpose he cared to. The only warm-up
rude is that good taste must he observed. just as it must be during a
broadcast itself.
The lackadaisical attitude toward
the live studio audiences as potent
sales possibilities and future purveyors
of good will for a product is all the
more odd considering the frequent use
of an audience as a jury at auditions
for new programs, staged following a
regular broadcast. If studio listeners
are deemed as important as that. it
would seem that they might be important enough to be sold intensively
in the most effective way possible by
a sponsor. After all, he's pa} lug for
%%liat brought them there in the first
place.

THE HAPPY GANG
(Continued from page 37)
total cash prizes $1.000. What pulled
the thousands of toothpaste cartons
was the fact that the contest was to
select a name for Bert Pearl's dog,
with the entries judged by The Happy
Gang. Colgate Toothpaste is now number one in Canada.
There was a dealer tag to the contest. The retailer who sold the box
of toothpaste to the radio listener winning first prize was presented $100.
The Happy Gang shortly will be put
to selling C -P -P's latest product entry
in Canada, Fab. Fab will be packed
in a box to be printed with cutouts of
The Happy Gang for a "television"
theatre. Even in Canada the word
television is magic, and so C -P -P will
collect upon it by simulating a Happy
Gang telecast in cardboard.
Listening in Canada in the daytime
is higher than it is in the U.S., leaders
frequently receiving ratings of from
14 to 17. A typical October Elliott Haynes national report. taken in 15
Canadian cities. rated leading programs in the following sequence, with
The Happy Gang topping the list.
National
rating

Program

The Happy Gang

Big Sister
Ma Perkins
Pepper Young
!toad to Life

Life Can

Be

neautfiui

20.3
17.3
17.3
17.1
15.4
15.0

"The Happy Gang," sayeth me Bert
Pearl, "just grooved." It differs from
the l'.S.'s Breakfast Club or Breakfast
in Hollywood formula in that every
member of the gang has his own following. It is not a one -man show, and
while it would suffer if Pearl weren't
at the helm, it eould and would go on.
It's opening "knock knock" is undiluted corn. its theme, Smiles, is from
another generation, but neither the
corn nor the dated flavor of its humor
and songs is negative.
When Colgate gave away The Happy
Gang Fun Book it achieved a family
joke book of humorous flavor. rather
than a Joe Miller compilation, although most of the gags came right
out of Joe Miller. In fact, the book
out -corns Miller.
Like all gangs. families. and like
aggregations. The Happy Gang has a
song book. it sells for $1.00. They
have an album of disks. recorded by
RCA -Victor. They're sellouts at all
personal appearances. Before they
were heard as a co -op over the Mutual
network in the states, many U.S. listeners crossed the border to buy The
SPONSOR

What's
the score at I3BD&O?
(or at Kenyon &

Eckhardt?)

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SPONSOR AT BBD &O
Home

There's a marked resemblance between
your best clients and SPONSOR'S subscribers. And small wonder. They're
practically one and the same.

c

SPONSOR , the only magazine 100
edited for buyers of broadcast advertising,
naturally appeals to broadcast -minded
buyers.

Three out of every four of SPONSOR's
8,000 guaranteed copies go to national
and regional advertisers and their advertising agencies. They like its unduplicated
service, its highly pictorial format, its
facts -and- figures content, its easy pleasant
readability. They favor it because it's
a magazine they can use, because it's their
magazine. And they tell us so.

They'll be glad to tell you, too. Ask any
timebuyer, account executive, radio director, or national advertising manager.
Or ask the man who knows buyers best
. . . your own national representative.

You're sure to
lait

hone with

sponsors and age to cies

Office

19
8

TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

27

3

Executives
Account Executives
Radio Director

6

Timebuyers
Radio Department

14
3

1

Some subscribers among BBD&O's clients: Emerson
Drug Company. De Soto, American Tobacco Company, Servel, Standard Oil (Indiana), Bon Ami, du
l'ont de Nemours, General Bills, U. S. Steel, Wihlroot
Company, Rexall Drug Company, General Electric
Company, Reader's Digest, General Baking Company.
United Fruit Company. Nehi Corporation.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SPONSOR AT K &
Home

E

....... 6

Office

7

TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Executive
Account Executives
Radio Director

1

Timebuyers

3

Research

13
6
2

1

Some subscribers among Kenyon & Eckhardt clients:
Ford Motor Company, Kellogg Company. Wesson Oil
R: Snowdrift Sales Company. Borden Company. White
Rock Corporation.

wspoiN
40

West

52

S(
A131

Street Nev.

Y

for buyers of radio und television advertising

when you use SPONSOR
first of a series explaining
why SPONSOR is the best buy.

Happy Gang album. From Ashtabula
to Seattle. thousands of l .S. home
Tuned Canada from 1:15 to 1:15 p.m..
E.S.T. These homes were not to tug to
tune "foreign' stations. They listened
to The Happy Gang because that was
%%hat Ihev wanted to hear.
When the program was made avail-

laundry to beer. Today over
however despite
comparatively low raliugs in mai
arras. it's cluing a real selling job for
its local sponsors. Like followers of
won] eu's participatiug programs.
dialers to The Happy Gang buy what
is adierti -cd on the program, despite
the fact that the advertising copy isn't
integrated into the program. as it is in
most women's participating sessions.
from

able on transcription in the t .S. by
(tarry J. Garter of Canada. Limited, it
ran up real ratings in cities where it
had opened the doors while airing
froni across the border. It did a strong
selling jot, for dairies. furniture companies in fart, even t%pe of sponsor

The Happe' Gang is the listeners
escape from "perfectly -produced pro-

grams.

ay:
EVEN NETWORKS CAN'T INTERPRET SAME WAY
HOOPER FIGURES
MUST FIND NEW DENOMINATOR FOR JUDGING PROGRAMS.

...

Yes, there seems to be plenty of confusion -even
the network presidents can't agree!
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lead Icy-Reed 1nc.

AM

-FM

Il ugh 13oicc
General Manager

National Representatives

tailers of radio, T\ and appliance
products. on the other hand, take
their cue largely from the advertising
being done at the national (network)
level for these products. and rank
again as number one in the field of
local retail T\ advertising with a percentage of 27.5'r more than twice as
much as next highest placer of units
of business. the automotive dealers
with a percentage of 2.0'
There's a good reason for this.
There are very, very few makers of
radio and TV sets. refrigerators. washing naehines. home freezers and other
jpplianecs that do not share in heavy
cooperative
advertising campaigns
"" ith their dealers.
Like the automoive industry Í whose 12.3e ( of business units placed at the network level
third highest for a category groupis almost exaetly parallelled by the
2.0' ; it places at the loral retail
level t. the dealer advertising in the
radio. TV. and appliance category is
large]) a reflection of the national advertising. and not entirely by accident.
Since co -op 'I'\ advertising generally goes hand -in -hand with a product
line that is relatively expensive and
has a slow turnover, the reverse is
generally true in product lines that
retail for a fairly low price and which
have a fast turnover.
Without the
control of eo -op advertising to follow
the pattern of the national advertising.
the dealer T V advertising usually goes
its own merry way
it goes at all.
This is particularly true of the tobacco
category of TV advertisers. Tobacco
advertising is a sizable part of TV
network units of business placed. For
the mouth of \larelt. the tobacco advertising eategory placed the secondlargest amount, 20.9e;. of the business
at the network level.
It was also a
category that ranked high in selective
spending. in 'lth place right behind
the Deer-and -wine category, with a
figure of 10.2r;
There. the relationship of the levels of Ty advertising
ends abruptly. At the local retail level,
because of the huge base of distribution of tobacco products and the lack
of any co -op advertising to stimulate
dealer TV placement, the category of
dealer TV advertising for tobacco
products is the lowest placer of business units on the list.
This contrast holds true for the
(Aber categories of T \' advertisers, as
well as for these Three category leaders.
1

*

-1

sa

TV ADVERTISERS
(Continued from page 85)

NIBS it hasn't hit.

I

.

t

1

-if

SPONSOR

A studs of the SPONSOR TV 'Trends
charts see page 881 will Make this
fact apparent for the 11 categories of

MARGARINE

network advertisers, 13 categories of
selective a(Is Misers, and 15 categories
of local retail advertisers.
The sharpest contrast between comparative usage of TV and radio is still
at the dealer level. 'l'he latest sl'oNSOR
survey of over -all radio-TV usage by
dealers shows the following:

cottonseed and so) bean oil has a natural yellowish hue, 121 the manufacturer is required by law to bleach it
white. and (3) butter itself is eo'ored
artificially with the sanie vegetable
coloring used for margarine.
If a manufacturer sells uncolored
margarine, he must pay the got ernment $600 a year for a license, plus a
quarter -cent for every pound he sells:
if he sells it colored. it's ten cents for
every pound. The wholesaler must pay

I

Month of March.

1:919

TV

Category

Automotive

Radio
14.4%

12.0%
8.3

Banks
Dept. Stores

7.0
8.9
13.9
2.0
4.6
10.0
8.4
8.7
4.2

8.3
7.1
5.0
2.8
8.7
6.6
27.E

Food

Home Furn.
Hotels & Rest.

Clothing

Personal Services
Radio. TV, & Appl.

Jewelry

2.1
.5

Beer & \Vine

Drugs

(Continued front page 311

Y

tl,I/

1.6

1.6

9.2

10.3

100.0%

100.Or/r

.

.

<.

(, ,

3.0

8
.1

Tobacco
Soft Drinks & Conf.
Miscellaneous

$200 yearly to the go\ermnent for selling white margarine, S WO if he wants
to sell it yellow. The retailer also
comes ill for his proportionate -hare of
taxation: S6 a year to sell uncolored
margarine. $411 for colored. It costs
restaurant- desiring to serve the spread
an annual fee of S6(10, in addition to
ten cents for each pound served.
Today the District of Columbia and
30 states permit the sale of yellow
margarine; it is manufactured in 15
states, three of which prohibit its sale.
(Please turn to page 106)
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This shows, better than any other
presentation, the variance between radio and TV spending at the dealer
level, in terms of units of business
placed. It should also serve as a signpost in determining, at a level of TV
hitherto clouded in much uncertainty,
just who is paying the bills in the
Visual air medium today.
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like this raise

Kan,as farmers

families like this.

They

also

raise $1,266,671,000.00 worth
of craps and livestock.

aoß

o

here's what will inter-

But

est you! When

these form families where
to spend these millions,

our

ENV

Lff D

W'BW tells

advertisers

see

their soles shoat up.

Monday thru Friday
12 to 5 PM

Network A
Network B
WIND
Network C
Network D

After all, these families look an
1st

think
gram
bans get

in

their

and

old

on

us

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

speak

interests.

the

That's

neighbor.

friend

and

overall

language.

why

our

buying

We

We

pra-

recammenda-

quick action.

PULSE

Jan. -Feb. '49

FOR OVERALL COVERAGE AND SALES RESULTS IN

KANSAS AND ADJOINING STATES, YOUR BEST BET
IS

560 KC
24 hoursa day

WIBW.

W

_1

SERVING AND SELLING

C

"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
WIBW
Rep

II APRIL 1949

TOPEKA, KANSAS

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

B
S

WIBW -FM

BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.

\

WIBW

KCKN

KCKN-FM
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation

Contests and Offers
SPONSOR

PRODUCT

PROGRAM

AMERICAN MEAT
INSTITUTE

Ment

Fred Waring

Raleigh

I'et rolemn

BRAWN

!c

WILLIAM -

SON TOBACCO
CORP

CITIES SERVICE
OIL CO

CLOVER FARM
STORES
PIONEER HYBRID
SEED CO

COLGATEPALMOLIVEPEET CO

cigarettes
products

Groceries
Seed Corn

Palmolive
Soap. Super
Suds

OFFER

TERMS

OUTLET

Thursday

am

Booklet: Six New Ideas for
the Thrifty Use of Meat.

Send 5ç to sponsor, Chicago

NBA

People Are

Funny

Tuesday
10:30-11 pm

Booklet illustrating 50 pre miums available in return for
product coupons

Band of
America

8-8 :30 pm

Voice of
Iowa

Dennis Day

Blondie
Our Miss
Brooks

I. DuPONT

E.

DE

NEMOURS CO

GENERAL FOODS
GENERAL MILLS
INC
MILES LAB INC
PHILIP MORRIS &
CO LTD INC

10 -10:30

Friday

Send name and address to program.

Hollywood

NBC

of

Send name and address to program,

NBC

(I1 Shopping bag filled with
Clover Farm groceries. TuTh
Sat. (2) Small merchandise
gifts of compacts. lighters.
tablecloths. gloves. etc., MWF.
(3) Weekly grand prize:
washing machines, electrical
appliances, etc.

Listeners submit "question of the
week" to program. Sender of question and studio contestant making
best reply win prizes and are eligible
for weekly grand prizes

of "Band
America"

Photograph
I

MTW'l'F's
12-12:15 pm

Saturday

10-10:30

pm
Wednesday
8 -8:30 pm
Sunday
9:30 -10 pm

$100,000

test."

second

"'49

Gold Rush Con $49,000:
$4,900: third

First prize:
prize:

49 prizes of $490
prizes:
each; fourth prizes:
4,900
$5 bills

NBC

NB('
CBS

Monday
pin

Folder

telling how to fight
plant diseases

Send name and address, whether a
farmer or home gardener, specifying
seeds you intend to plant, to sponsor.
Wilmington, Del.

NBC

MTWTF

Swansdown recipe folder for

Send name and address to sponsor,
Battle Creek. Mich.

NBC

to sponsor.

NBC

tional

Swansdown

When a Girl

W heaties

Today's
Children

2:30 -2:45 pm

plate knife, fork. teaspoon

Minneapolis

Queen For
A I)ay

2-2:30 pm

MTWTF

Three -piece ensemble to each
housewife chosen daily. Grand
prize winner will receive a
complete wardrobe

Send post card to program. Hollywood, nominating Spring fashion
queen. Post cards chosen at random
in drawing from royal chest

MBS

Believe

Tuesday
9:30 -10 pm

Motorola portable TV set

Send your believe it or not experience
to program, New York. If usable
for TV prize Is awarded.

NBC-1'V

Alka
Seltzer

Philip Morris
cigarettes
sets.

phonographs

Marries

It Or Not

\V'arner, TV,

lronrite

Irons.
Capital
Kitchens

Sing
My Name

Life of
Riley

8 -8:30

5 -5:15

"guessing gone" cakes

pm

MTWTF

Queen Bess pattern Tudor

Thursday

10-10:20

pm

Refrigerators.

roasterettes.
machines, household
utilities, personal items

washing

Friday

10 -10:30

Plastic rain scarf

pm

Various
P&G

products

3 -3:15 pm
Beautiful
MTWTF
Din Perkins
3:154:30 pm

Pepper
Young's

Family
Right to

Happiness
Perry Mason
Rosemary
PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE CO

Insurance

CHARLES
CO

Red

(

Lima Reli:

Send Wheaties boxtop.

$1

Four studio, four telephone contestants asked to identify special lyrics
to popular songs
Send any

size

I'rell carton,

sponsor, Cincinnati

25ç to

MTWTF

MTIVTF

3:30-3:45 pm

MTWTF

Phila-

delphia

NBC

NBC

First prize:

$25.000: second
prize: $10.000: third prize:
$5.000; 100 prizes of $100.
All eontestauts receive a package of prize zinnia seeds.

Give name for new red zinnia. Then
complete in 25- words or less: "My
favorite Procter & Gamble product
for housecleaning is (name of P &G
product) because . . ' Send with
3 boxtops or wrappers - (1 each from
any 3 P &G products) to contest, Cin-

cinnati

3:45-4 pm

MTWTF

2 :15 -2 :30

W l'T%

NBC

of Life! I030 -10: 45 air
MITWT10
Brighter
Day
10:45 -1I am
MTWTF
Life Can Be

Road

B. SILVER

sentence: "1 like
(product name here) because .
' Send entry, one wrapper
or box top from product named, to
contest. New York
25 -word

Complete
Colgate's

America

Prell

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

WMT
Cedar
Rapids.
Iowa

Cavalcade of

Stewart-

PHILADELPHIA
DISTRIBUTORS

New York

Institu-

Radio. TV
MOTOROLA INC

TIME

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS

pm

CBS

1I :45 -12 noon

Show

11:30- 11:45am

MTWTF

Vest -pocket -size dictionary.

Free on request to program, Newark

NBC

'rake A

Saturday

One -year supply Red Cross
foods to writer of best recipe
each week. Grand prize at
end of 13 weeks, 62 -piece set

On back of Red Cross Limn Beans
label send recipe using product. to
program. c/o local NIBS station

Mils

Free oil change at Sullivan's

Name selected from telephone directory. Person has 15 minutes to cull
in with exact temperature. For correct answer prize is awarded.

for questions used: contents
of jackpot if missed. $50
for correctly- answered jackpot

Listeners send quiz and jackpot questions to program, N. Y.

Jack Beech

Break

10:45 -11 um

F:nterprize Aluminumware

SULLIVAN MOTORS

U. S. TOBACCO CO
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KaiserFrazer,

CMC truck
dealer.
used cars
Model, Dill's
Best, Tweed
tobaccos

Sullivan's
Roundup

Wednesday
12:30 -I2: 13 put

Friday

6 -6:15

pin
Monday
11:45.12 noon

$5

Take a
Number

Saturday
-5:30 Pin

5

KXI.Q
Boze-

man.
Mont.

MRS

questions

SPONSOR
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influence
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three
in order thousand letterslooks ratQues
two
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every
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what
his clients people are
and their products,
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1

the mail that costs you so much?
Your audience mail can be turned into a public

relations goldmine if handled properly, if handled

economically, if handled promptly. In short, if handled
by RADIOLAND MAIL SERVICE, INC. If your audience
mail is not paying big dividends, pick up a pencil,

Barney
in a
"aY that may
everybodl.

a handled
convinced;t
more important,was only
legendd
the sponsor theY were
aRendethat
certainly
man, if no scholar.
It

-hut

phone or telegraph blank and let's hear from you.
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1949
Stan of
Letters
RADIOLAND can do the same successful customer
relations job for you that it has done for sponsors

of STOP THE MUSIC, TWENTY QUESTIONS,

Yesterday
O'Donnell, a at 5 :20 a m
hefty, .18Publicity man

later Gardens,

i load

Bernard

Year old
of his Spring

he was
at his desk, Ten minutes
on his regular
10,000 letters week/ y chore:hard at work
writing some
and probably to people
never has
nev
seen
i1L

JUVENILE JURY, LIFE BEGINS AT 80, SMALL FRY.
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MARGARINE
fContinued from page 103)

IN

CHICAGO
LOW COST COVERAGE

FOR

dud ill half of the states permitting
margarine selling. wholesalers must
pay state Iiceus fees Of as high as
.1`.A1.(100.
Labelling and packaging restrictions also add tu these Federal and state- induced expenses which are.
of course. ultimately paid by the consumer.
if the Senate votes favorably on the
hill just passed
the House. margarine manufacturers will have
on a
major victory in their long fight
against the powerful butter lobby in

b

IT'S

WAIT

\\'ashington.
Though this tax elimination was
part of the original bill by Representatise Oranger of 1talri which
carte out of the House Agriculture
Committee, the other important clause
restricting interstate shipment of margarine would llave virtually crippled
the industry. \C'ith titis clause stricken
out,
the last important Federal hurdl.
IN THE CENTER OF THE DIAL
for margarine makers is Senate approval of the bill in its present form.
The (lairs interests lime contended
REPRESENTED BY
that. if unrestricted. margarine could
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
he sold for butter at half the price.
because of its similar \cllow appearance - to which margarine makers
reply that a parallel argument can be
An excerpt from a letter to Cleveland's
macle for ntan\ products. such as
Chief Station
m tun imitating .ilk. plastic's resent bling wood and metals. shortening
aping lard. Pro-margarine interests
also point to Federal and state laws
TRE STANDAR
that would prevent fraudulent cases of
BREWING COMPANY
their product being sold as butter.
CLcyf LAND.0
With the exception of 1916 -l7, the
tear's radio budgets of the total ads ertising money spent by margarine's

820K.C.

-

Congratu-

lations on

leading manufacturers have increases!

your'

since 1942, as follows:

record of "Jimmy
Dudley's Baseball
eference and Scoring

First ten days
-21,000 requests.

Book".

Year

Radio

Total

c..

12-43

$825,000
896.00l )

S2,422.000

3.1

3312.000

1.2.15.001 t

23
27

'43-'14

to June 15thover 100,000

1.263,000

4,512,()0()
-1.590,000

'16-'1

901.01)1 t

5.567.(t1N)

t1-I/lv

1.610.00(t

1.122,000

Up

r...r
r-t,t ..

er,rt

requests.

A.t

.u<

PI

th.

STA.
A.,+TA.IAYD

.

PA!tr11

(Continuer/ from pare 29)
out the emotional values that entertain listeners.
An experienced serial cast. saturated
with both the personalities of their
characters and understanding of the
sloe Tine. requires little detailed direction.
Successful directors like
Mitch Grayson. Hy Brown. or 'Martha
Atwell are concerned more with bringing off a scene effectively- siuee that's
what listeners remember than with
gord or line reading.
competent
east quickly gets the -feel- of each
daily episode. it's the "feel' that sells.
/laving a director and east who understand each other means the director

.

can do much more in one rehearsal.
If such a director tell. an actress,
"Schmaltz that speech a little more,"
he knows how she will take the suggestion; she knows just the manner and
degree of "schmaltz.More important in putting together
a successful show is the high mogul
of the story line the ratan responsible
for, or who approves. the predicaments
the heroine shall face and solve for
the edification. inspiration. and escape

fft1,.

Sl;/[i-/I'E /E/(/?I'TII/tti"

rr..A,

President

STEVEN TELEVISED

V. S. BECKER

PRESENTATIONS, INC.

PRODUCTIONS

153 -5th Avenue
l L E V
AK deltvork
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SOAP OPERAS

or

31ne.r. Per.orl,

O'NEIL,

16
22

. .

nothing.

rtror-action
n, r..,

Ir,op ,,,et
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With the control (.1 surrounding
yellow margarine apparently heading
towards a climax via the final disposition of the Oranger measure, the foremost margarine producers have been
more or less marking tinte in their use
of broadcast advertising- -with the exception of the Miami compass and its
participation on Queen For a Day. In
the belief that bringing any seeming
pressure, to bear ou the issue. through
spotlighting margarine on the air,
might hinder rather than help their
cause. the margarine producers are
waiting to see if they're going to be
able to sell any yellow margarine
before spending a lot of money for

E

DY

.1.e

A N D
5000 LY111N.
NI ADL(Y RrrD COMPANY

L

New York, N.Y.

Gramercy 3 -5228
Jewel Steven -President

Producers of television and rodio pack
age shows. Representing talent of dis

tinctian.
562-5th Ave., New York

Luxcmberg

2

-1040

SPONSOR

of housewives in every cultural and
economic bracket of the nation's li,toners. A layman would naturally
think the single most important thing
in getting listeners to a soap opera is
Buy
less on
creating the kind of story listeners
like. But a veteran producer like Ily
TENN.
Brown will point out that the most
important factor is the hour of broadcast. IIy created house- wifely heartthrobs back in 1933 with Marie, The
Im
Little French Princess. and his credits
'10
include successes from Inner Sanctum
to Joyce Jordan, al.O. (the woman
doctor to win daytime serial fame).
Birmingham
1.3"
Even though the show must demonstrate its power to hold an audience
(the records indicate three years isn't
too long a building -period for a
promising show), the right time -slot
guarantees the early broadcasts the
most
vital starting audience. The longer
the span of time listeners have to beA. M.
come acquainted with the leading
characters and become part of their
struggles, the better chance the program has of making the six -or- better
Primary Mail Coverage Map
rating that all daytime serials seek.
IRALEE BENNS
Most producers agree these two facPresident
tors are most important: the correct
WILLIAM
J. BRENNAN
time slot, and plenty of episodes for
Birmingham, Ala.
Manager
Commercial
the program to creep into the hearts of L
its audience.
While it's true the producer, whether
agency or independent. is immediate}
u
responsible for the thence and treat00
ment of the story. most sponsors reu
quire all scripts to be checked and
of
thYee
cleared by one of their own executives.
using
ate
'}'his is not only to make sure that the
'Me
hoe.
station
/war
special taboos which rigidly govern
at the
the conduct and relationships of serial
that
te
Dea
reeeroauc
characters are strictly observed, but it
transcribed.
enat
also is to check against accidental
of
M9 have
references of any kind that might bc
shove
v
embarrassing to the sponsor.
V4S,
to
WSYR
NBC
and
One story, perhaps apocryphal. had
Pekin,
in 1948
Lever Brothers' head radio man
deleting from a seashore scene several
That's what the bill would total
gratuitous references to the tide, which
at regular rates for \1'SYR's
word is also the name of a Procter
program promotion last year in
& Gamble product.
True or not in
Daily Newspaper Advertising
this instance, such potentially backSpot Announectncnts
firing references do creep. innocently
Station -Break Tag Lines
enough, into a writer's dialogue.
Window Displays
The pattern for the typical daytime
Mailings to Dealers
serial story quickly jelled during the
Preparation of Publicity
Outdoor Displays
early thirties. The shock of World
War Ii gave the pattern slightly more
flexibility, and daytime serial characters became slightly more recogl
570 kc -5000 watts
nizable as human beings. It is clear, NBC Affiliate h, Central New York
however, that the fundamental appeal
Needle] -Reed. National Rcprcrnlatirrs
of these dramas lay then, as now, in

WHY buy just the Birmingham area?

all Alabama for

WVOK

WVOK

'0

WVOK

10,000 watts
690 Kc.
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?

Alabama's
powerful

station

Voice of Dixie

5

8 113 8

WORTH OF
PROMOTION
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How FAR

CAN

I4RO HESS GO?
He's gone too far already, say
some. There's the station manager in
North Carolina who wrote that
he got so steamed up looking at the representation of the "Station 1Ianager"
that the print burst into (lame. And the
New York radio director who
locked Ws copy of the "Account Executive" in his desk because one of the
agency account big -wigs was kind
of sensitive." So it's wire to calculate the
risk before decorating your office with
these five provocative, radio -ribbing,
Jaro liess drawings. They're
12" x 15x", reproduced on top -quality
enamel stock, ideal for framing.

°ns
The Sp
11,

Dr

.\, r

Betides the Sponsor there's the Timebuyer, the Station

Manager. the Account Executive, the Radio Director.

-fre

with your
While our supply lasts the set h yours
subscription to SPONSOR. Use the handy return card
or write to SPONSOR, 40 W. 52 St., New York 19.

If

FREE, with your subcription to

SPONSOR

(ÿ8.00 per ?ear)

yon think the sponsor is ont-of-thisworld. then uait 'til von see the four
others.
Jaro Hess caricatures are
available only vvilh your subscription to SI'O\Sl)Ii. h;xtra sets, aailable to <ullsrrihers, at ú 1.00 each.

L
"It's

a

"During each busy day I make
a point to look at them just
once. They always bring a smile
and relieve tension."
Dick Gilbert

good thing advertising

it

men don't bruise easily because
these Jaro Hess satires really rib

the business."

"I

100% satisfied with
your excellent caricature titled
Sponsor never satisfied."
am

The Toni Company
Don P. Nathanson
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Louis C. Pedlar, Jr.
Cahn -Miller, Inc.

"The pictures by Jaro Hess

KRUX

are splendid and I'm delighted
to have them."

Niles Trammell
NBC

SPONSOR

their underlying thanes, most of which
had the saine common denominator.
This common denominator is the idea
that women are superior to men in
their +risdom and general capacity to
control the affairs of their lives.
There have been a few outstanding
exceptions to this basic idea. Understanding the exceptions points to the
fact that the soap opera doesn't have
to stay as completely in the straightjacket of the established patterns as
it did until recently.
Nevertheless, most successful serials
have a female lead with whom the
housewife can easily identify herself.
She is noble, righteous, strong, superhumanly put -upon, with never a
breathing spell between troubles. She
always wins but never completely, except in a moral sense.
This simple formula is worked out
generally in one of four typical
groups: (1) Homely Philosophers
(Ma Perkins, David Harum) ; (2)
Cindercllas (Our Gal Sunday, Stella
Dallas) ; (3) Doctors and Nurses
(Road of Life, Nora Drake) ; (4) Women on the verge of romance, but
never quite making it (Helen Trent.
Young Widow Brown) .
Frank and Anne Hummed, successful producers of the largest number
of serial strips on the air, are pioneers
from the early days in Chicago. They
have a genius for selecting themes
based on the deep-seated needs and
desires of great numbers of women.
For example, the question that Helen
Trent keeps answering forever in the
affirmative is simple and basic: Cati a
woman be attractive to men after 35?
In Rich Man's Darling, Anne Hum mert wanted to highlight the idea that
"money isn't everything" by showing
how a young girl suffered from problems brought on from the very fact
of her husband's great wealth. When
a new writer tried to inject a little
originality into the story, Anne firmly
clapped the writer back into line, even
to illustrating her view with sample
dialogue.
This rigidity has paid off. This
complete avoidance of any deviation
or experiment with characters or story
is typical of most successful serials.
Today's question is whether there isn't
a new approach that promises to add
something of value -while still maintaining present audience appeal.
There's some evidence that thcre is.
It will be explored in a forthcoming
issue.
II APRIL 1949
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5000 WATTS
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BISMARCK, NO. DAKOTA

comes in loud and clear in a larger area

than any other station in the U. S. A.*
ALL /X'/VOW /5 WERE

-

OYER ONE OF RYE STATES
OR CANA14
CAN HEAR
A'FYJ? LOOP IWO CLEAR z'

-/

-

f`

'ASK ANY JOHN BLAIR MAN TO PROVE IT.

FIRSTIN THE

DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
W

AM

1420

FM4/

Kc.

Kw.

103.7 Mc.

TV

C.P.

22.9 Kw. visual

and aural, Channel 5

Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. Network
1

The November 1948 Conlon Sur vey shows WOC First in the QuadCities in 60 percent of Monday
through Friday quarterhour
periods. WOC's dominance among
Quad -Cities stations brings sales results in the richest industrial market
between Chicago and Omaha . . .
Minneapolis and St. Louis. Complete program duplication on WOC
FM gives advertisers bonus service.
Cal. B. J. Palmer. President
Ernest Sanders. Manager

DAVENPORT, IOWA
`FREE

L PETERS,

INC., National Representatives
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ill break down wails of resistance
that the individual solicitation doesn't

ploy meat of a top mar to head up TV
within its organization. F \I hasn't

even dent.

Thus far the National Association
of Broadcasters hasn't handled the
growth of new facets of broadcasting
too happily. The pro-FM group withdtew twice from the Association because it felt that NAB was shortchanging the staticless high fidelity
ty pe of radio.
Pro -TV broadcasters
within the NAB never really get
started its their attempts to have television receive what they fell was it,.
due. They went out and formed the
Television Broadcasters Association.
which has been doing a good pro -T\
job. A group of broadcasters interested in facsimile. as pushed by Radio
Inventions, Inc.. formed their own organization to experiment with that
medium. While there are to date r.o
associations of broadcasters interested
in storecasting or trausitradio, it won't
be too long before the Taft group
trausitradio) and the Joseloff operation (storecasting) start thinking
terms of protective and promotional
alliances.
The NAB board has okayed the err

made the spectacular advance that
Major Armstrong. its inventor. expected Of it. Its proponents arc nevertheless very voluble, and claim that FM
will take over most oral broadcasting
eventually. even if it doesn't completely replace standard A\I operations.
All these forms of transmitting entertainment and education through the
air arc part of broadcasting, as such
belong in the NAB. It isn't as simple
as that. however. for TV. FM. and AM
all fight for the same advertising
dollar. And it's difficult, for example,
for an independent F\1 station coulter
to see eye to eye with an old established AM operator. The same is
even truer of TV, which as yet hasn't
seen the light too clearly and doesn't
fight too energetically for black-andwhite advertising dollars, rather than
radio stoney.
Each facet of broadcasting wants to
promote its own business. Yet each is
part of broadcasting with many of the
same regulatory problems. There is
only one way that all can be brought
under the saine roof. and that's by
permitting each to have virtually an
organization of its own, and still be
part of a "federated" NAB.
Agencies and advertisers would like
a central organization with which they
could work on all their broadcast advertising problems. They realize that
each division of broadcasting has a
special appeal and wants to sell its own
medium. They still say, "keep them all
under the same roof".
a "federated"
SPONSOR suggests
NAB.

picture on TV was shot economically.
It was narrated. not by a top -flight announcer. but by working sales executive George Moskoy ics who has made
like presentations with visual accompaniment. Ile may not be a great
commentator, but he's a salesman who
sounds sold un his product.
Often when T \' is being promoted.
all broadcast advertising can be spotlighted, and in some cases is being
sold. In the early days of oral broad-

casting top management followed the
open -door policy in relation to the
nun who carne singing its praises.
Just so are some of these very same
men. and ntativ others, saying to the
new ambassadors of the air, "Comc in
and see me. anytime".
It's a great new opportunity for
radio. and its interesting to note that,
in many cases where station ownership
has bolli visual and oral interests. the
opportunity is being used.

Iv

Broadcasters arc in a mood to organize a Bureau of Broadcast Achertising that will function as aggressively
and successfully as the Newspaper
Bureau of Advertising. It takes money
the newspaper Bureau had $1,000,000
at its disposal during 1949
But for
every dollar thus invested we believe
that ten or more will return.
Can a Broadcast Bureau of Advertising, kith at least S505.000 at its disposal, be in 19-19?
Here's a job for the \:\B.
I

i

A

Sell CoIleztive :1
Our admonition to sellers of broadcast advertising is simple.
Sell not only individually Sell col lectively.
Sell so that buyers of advertising
Iilly appreciate the remarkable ability
of the broadcast medium to entertain
and influence a nation of 13O.000.000
people or a hamlet of 2.000. Sell so
that buyers effectively Ilse this medium.
We note no individual lack of initiative or energy in selling air advertising. If anything, we believe that
sellers of broadcasting (h) a job which
metes with the individual efforts of any
of the black- and -white media.
It's collectively where broadcast
selling falls down. Or shall we say.
hasn't vet truly started. And this in
an era when every black -and -white
medium is pooling its efforts to out compete its contemporaries.
Broadcasters owe it to themselvesand to buyers to pool their efforts.
It's axiomatic that an industry effort

Feierated

.

NAB?

I

Applause
TV:

Door Opener

!{adios, great door opener today is
television. Salesmen for networks and
stations who have been unable to get
by the second assistant secretary of top
inai ugenent are now ushered into the
big boss's office when they utter the
magic word television.
in a number of cases T \' is being
1m1)10)PII to sell all broadcast advertising. That's good. The CBS motion
110
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Area Listeners Rate KMBC -KERN First
"The Team" Ranks First In Recall Survey

%The

the Kansas City Primary
the results of a personal
interview aided recall
radio survey released in
February by Conlan &
Associates.

A Conlan radio survey of
more than 100,000 calls, made

21 -YEAR MARK

last fall, gave The KMBC KFRM Team first ranking
daytime in the huge Kansas
City Primary Trade area. Believed to be the largest co-

In February,1928, KAIBC
became the 17th member of
the Columbia Broadcasting
System, and geographically the south -westernmost

Team" Ranks First
The KAIBC -KFRM Team leads all broadcasters in in Coincidental Survey

Conducted last fall at the
Kansas State Fair, and the
American Royal Livestock &
Horse Show, the survey comprehended interview with
1,223 persons from 152 counties in the Kansas City Primary Trade area, within the
half - millivolt contours of
KMBC and KFRM, living in
rural areas or in towns of
less than 2,500 population.
Sixteen of these counties are
within the half-millivolt contours of both KAIBC and
KFRM.
Basic questions covered
these six subjects: Stations
Listened to Regularly; Favorite Radio Farm Editors
and Market Reporters; Stations Listened to for News;
Stations Listened to for
Market Reports; Stations
Listened to for Other Farm
Programs, and Stations Listened to for Women's Home Making programs.
In the KFRM Area study
812 persons residing in 96
counties within KFRM's halfmillivolt contour were interviewed. The KMBC-KFRM
Team ranked first in three
out of the six categories. It
is significant to note that
KFRM had been on the air
less than a year.
In the KAIBC Area study
551 persons residing in 71
counties within KMBC's half millivolt contour were interviewed. The KMBC -KFRM
Team ranked first in all six

Trade area, according to
categories on an "unweighted"
basis, and ranked first in
five out of six categories on
a "weighted" basis:
The results of this personal interview compare remarkably with those of the
Conlan coincidental survey
conducted last fall, involving
more than 100,000 telephone
calls in the Kansas City Primary Trade area. Complete
information on these surveys
is available to advertisers and
their agencies on request.
The KMBC-KFRM Team
is first in listener preference
throughout the great Kansas
City Primary Trade area because listeners get the kind
of program service they like
and need from "The Team ".
The KMBC -KFRM Team provides advertisers with the
most complete, effective and
economical coverage of the
huge Kansas City Primary
Trade area, extending from
central Missouri west to Colorado, and including counties in Nebraska and Oklahoma.

incidental survey of its kind,
it reported radio listening for
a one -week period from 8
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the area
extending from Central Missouri west through Kansas
to Colorado, and including a
small number of counties in
Nebraska and Oklahoma.
Essentially rural in character, the survey revealed
that KMBC is the most listened to station, daytime,
within a radius of slightly
over 100 miles from Kansas
City, and that KFRM is the
most listened to station, daytime, in Kansas within
KFRM's half-millivolt contour. The KMBC-KFRM
Team ranks first by a wide
margin among all broadcasters in the Kansas City
Primary Trade area.
The graph below pictures
these rankings!

KMBC Area Survey

KMBC -KFRM Team
Area Survey

KFRM Area Survey
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KMBC 6th Oldest
CBS AFFILIATE PASSES

affiliate.
Later, when CBS was extended to the West coast,
KMBC originated as many
as 39 weekly programs to
the western and southern

supplementary stations. Among the programs
KMBC originated daily to
the full CBS network were
"The Texas Rangers,"
"Happy Hollow," and "Between the Book Ends" with
Ted Malone. The latter was
the first daily program fed
to a coast -to -coast network
and also televised. W -9XAL
experimental TV station
was then programmed by
KMBC.
It was therefore fitting
for The Texas Rangers to
dedicate one of their new
CBS

1949 CBS

Saturday after-

coast -to -coast programs to their home station,
celebrating its 21st anniversary.
This dedicatory program,
on February 26th, originated in Hollywood where
The Texas Rangers star on
a half -hour television show
on the CBS Los Angeles
Times station, KTTV, each
Monday night. The male
quartet of the group first
telecast on W -9XAL 16
years ago, when they were
billed by KMBC as The
Midwesterners, originating
programs for CBS south
and west.
noon

Only 235* Selling Days
TILL CHRISTMAS
Ftom March 1A -fine pubóroston date of
this parr. Sundays and 1lohda,s emitted

With 520 stations. Mutual is the only web
that adds local punch to national selling in
a majority of markets. Its low -cost "Cut
In Plan"identifies dealers, directs buying;
its Promotion builds responsive listening.

Far -sighted business leaders see it this way: "Confronted on every side by the challenges
of a buyers' market, advertisers can answer successfully by producing goods priced so
that they will sell... advertisers leave a major economic responsibility- selling." Yes,
1949 is a year for hard selling -and there are only 235 selling days left ! Mutual can
help: here are some facts explaing its sales-ability. Time flies, but on Mutual, time sells.

-

4*.'

\Advertiser's Dollar goes farther on Mutual.
Mutual's low rates, impressive audiences
(Nielsen Network Study) add up to more
value for the money- whether figured per
1000 homes reached or per rating point.

64% of U.S. retail sales are made in the
137 Metropolitan districts. Mutual covers
136 ( day ) ,130 ( night ) , mostly from within.
In the rest of U.S., Mutual delivers more
home -town coverage than any other net.

Since January 1947, Mutual has increased
power in .56 markets (including switches in
affiliates.) 22 more stations have C.P's, will
up their power. Result :We have more 1000watt-and-up stations than any other net

YANKEE .)

¡rito owns Mutual? llere are our stockholders: CKLW, Detroit ( Essex Broadcasting, Inc.) ;
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Pacific Coast ; WlIK, Cleveland, WlIKC, Columbus and
WI-KR, Akron (United Broadcasting Co.-Cleveland Plain Dealer) ; WIP, Philadelphia
(Gimbel Bros.) ; WGN, Chicago (The Chicago Tribune) ; \'OR, New York ( R. It Macy) ;
and The Yankee Network, New England (General Tire and Rubber).

Mutual's forte in sports programs is one
reason for large audiences. World Series
games always garner record ratings; Football, Boxing, other exclusives add measurably to Mutual popularity, pulling power.
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